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Freshmen enrollment
rises slightly for fall
BY LISA ROSATO
senior writer

The numbers are coming in
and JMU will be getting only a
slight enrollment increase,
growing to about 15,500 from
15,225 for the 2000-2001 school
year, according to the Office of
Institutional Research.
Michael Walsh, director of
admissions, said he expects
about 3,200 freshmen to enroll
for next year.
In-1999, 3,060 students
enrolled.
"From the new freshmen
standpoint, JMU experienced
an increase of over 600 applications," Walsh said. "This

reflects JMU's reputation and
the increase in high school
graduation numbers in Virginia."
The application increase is
the first in at least three years.
Although out-of-state
applications dropped slightly
from 5,554 in 1999 to 5,497 in
2000, out-of-state admittance
increased by nearly 500, from
7,527 in 1999 to 8,298 this
year.
The number of students
admitted increased slightly by
191 students. Nearly 500 more
out-of-state students were
admitted, growing from 3,284
in 1999 to 3,764 this year. Virginia student admittance

dropped from 4,946 last year to
4,657 in 2000.
Maggie Burkhart Evans,
director of residence life, said
the numbers for next year's
freshmen numbers are consistent with the past five years.
Over those years the freshmen
numbers have ranged between
2,950 and 3,200.
While the Office of Admissions expects about 3,180 of the
new freshmen to live on-campus, the Office of Residence
Life only has held space for
3,000 freshmen.
"It is difficult to say today
whether wc will have a sur
see SIZE, page 7
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Candidates
plead cases
at meeting
BY SARAH JONES

contributing writer
The two candidates for Harrisonburg-Rockingham City Council who are associated with JMU
participated with the other four
candidates in a question-andanswer forum on April 19.
Joe Fitzgerald, a JMU computer
programmer and analyst, and Dom
Peterson, associate physics professor, are both running on the platform of open government and
against the proposed golf course.
Although there were only a few
college-aged residents in the audience of about 100 people, one of the
more passionately discussed issues
dealt with whether or not students
should be allowed to continue voting in council elections.
-tt

[Students] have a right
to vote if they're going
to live here
permanently...
— Lorretta Frantz
Harrisonburg resident

XRIS THOM ASIphoto editor
Leonardo DiCaprio, left, hosts the Earth Day 2000 festival on the Mall in Washington, D.C. Monica, above,
unexpectedly dropped by the festival and performed.
Tens of thousands of people attended the event, but
turnout was lower than expected due to the weather.

Eat, Drink and Be Merry
■ Landwirt Vineyard provides wine
rain or shine Saturday. This festival's label promises it was a good
season for grapes. Page 21

Students are allowed to participate in the electorial process but
some people argue that college students are not permanent residents.
"[Students) have a right to vote
if they are going to live here permanently and make Harrisonburg
their home," said Lorretta Frantz, a
Harrisonburg resident in attendance.
The candidates were divided on
the subject. Harrisonburg Mayor
Rodney Eagle pointed out that he
had driven through some of the
JMU student apartment complexes
and looked at the decals on cars

The Top Dogs

Lend a Helping Hand

The Athletes of the Year have been
announced — running back Curtis Keaton
right, and volleyball player Lindsay Collingwood.

Help those less fortunate by sorting through
old stuff and donating it to local refugees as
you prepare to move for the summer.
Pages 28-29

see CANDIDATES. va% ■ 7
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Spreading the Love
Habitat for Humanity will travel
to a Romanian village this
summer to build houses.
Page 4
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ian Fellowship, 1768 S. Main St., located next to Anthony's
Pizza, call Nick or Josh at 434-7193

• Baptist Student Union meeting, 5:30 p.m.,
corner of Cantrell and Main streets

Habitat for Humanity

4

SGA

5

ASA week

5

OPINION

• Madison Deejay Collective, 6 p.m., Taylor 309, e-mail
Kai at safranka

• Breakdancing Club, 6:30 to 8
p.m., Godwin racquetball courts

SUNDAY, APRIL 30
• Mass, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., PC Ballroom, 9 p.m., CCM
House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry

Yoga Club, 5 p.m , Taylor 309,
e-mail Kai at safranka
• Young Democratic Socialists general meeting, 8 p.m.,
Maury 205, call Michael or
Aaron at 433-6411

TUESDAY, MAY 2
• Group Meditation, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., Hillside field,
(Taylor 404 if raining) no experience necessary, e-mail

FRIDAY, APRIL 28
• Christian Coffee Shop with
open mic and free food, 8 p.m.,
sponsored by Valley Vineyard Christ-

Amanda at musickal@earthlink.net
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Richard at The Breeze at
saksharti with the information (event, date, location, contact info, etc.) Please
submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue

POLICE LOG
EGHAN MURPHY
police reporter

WEATHER
^^

When housekeepers turned on
the stage lights in Latimer-Schaefer
Theater in Duke Hall April 19 at 2:05
a.m., the curtains, which were lying
on the lights, caught on fire,
producing a lot of smoke.
Once the lights were turned off
and the smoldering curtains were
exstinguished, Harrisonburg Fire
Department smoke ejectors were
used to draw the smoke out of the
theater.
Live ammunition, including two
.410 shotgun shells and seven .22caliber long rifle cartridges, were
laying on open tables at the fire
scene.They were removed and
secured at the police station.
The set design was for the play
'The Foreigner."
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• A JMU student was judicially

referred April 22 at 4:38 a.m. in
Chesapeake Hall on a charge of
possession of marijuana after an
anonymous tip to the police.

House Editorial:
SGA needs diet not quorum

14

Darts and Pats

15

An antisocial senior's tribute to
The Breeze
by Andrew Harman
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Spotlight: What are your plans
for summer vacation?
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23
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Scattered showers
High 55 Low 41

Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• James A. Wells, 20, of Virginia
Beach, was arrested and charged
with underaged possession of
alcohol on April 21 at 2:30 a.m. on
the corner of Port Republic Road
and Bluestone Drive.
• Three Harrisonburg juveniles
were arrested and charged with
underaged possession of alcohol
April 22 at 1:30 a.m.
All three had left their homes
without parental permission.
• Todd M. Johnston, 19, of
Springfield, was arrested and
charged with underaged possession
of alcohol in P-Lot April 23 at 1:20
a.m.
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco, editor.

LOCATION
The Breeze is located in
the lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall

MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: the_ breeze@jmu.edu
Breeze Net: ht1p://breezejmuedu

Section phone numbers
Opinion/Style: x3846
News: x6699
Focus: x6729
Sports: x6709
Photo/Graphics x6749

Bookkeeper
Susan Shrfftett, x8089
Receptionist

Angie McWhorter
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is
with abuses, the world is indebted for
all the triumphs which have been
gained by reason and humanity over
error and oppression."
— James Madison

.
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City of Harrisonburg: The City with the Planned Future!
Laborer (#303-26W)
Parks and Recreation. Several positions. Temporary employment April 1 to October 31, 2000.
$7.47 per hour/40 hours per week. Performs a variety of work in the maintenance of public parks
including moving, landscaping, light construction and other types of manual labor.
Minimum Requirement: Any combination of education and experience equivalent to
completion of 10th grade and a valid VA driver's license.
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27, 2000
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Nothing Says "Congratulations" Like An
Arrangement From Artistic Florist!

FLORIST
Classic uvMitn u ith .in

Application Deadline: May 2, 2000
In order to be considered for these positions, you must submit a City of Harrisonburg
Application Form. Application forms may be obtained from the City Manager's Office, 345
S. Main Street or the VA Employment Commission located behind Valley Mall. Application
forms may also be downloaded from our web site: www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us
Submit applications to:
Human Resources Director
City of Harrisonburg, Virginia
345 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
An Equal Opportunity Employer

All.maior credit cards accepted
600 UNIVERSITY BLVD
HARRISONBURG
(across from Costco)

433-3352
95-3082

Show someone you care, send them
one of our classic designs with an artistic flair!!
They're great for that special student, and you
couldn't send a better gift!

U.S. Department ot Transportation

]£ Breeze

Reaching the Jama Madison University '
community Tor over 75 yean.

TRAX Concertline
(804)295-8729
TRAX is located at 122
11th St Sw
Charlottesville.VA
www.Trax.rlc.net

Thurs April 27: Buzby
Fri April 28: The Ernies w/ Navel
Sat April 29: Seduction: House, Club,
Trance DJs Spinning
lues May 2: Friends of Dean Martinez
w/ Supertanker
Wed May 3: Leftover Salmon
Thurs May 4: LADIES NITE! Devon
& Dr. bindu
Fri May 5: Cinco de mayo party with
Baaba Scth & the Almighty
Senators
Sat May 6: Sebastian Bach of SKID
ROW w/ My Dog Lucy
Tues May 9: Travis& Leona Naess
Thurs May 18: Michelle Shocked
Fri May 19: Snake Oil Medicine Show
Sat May 20: Agents of Good Roots

Zane-Showker Hall
May 1 - May 5
Mon. - Fri. 9am - 4pm

an ^partner of r-ifollett.COni
NEW t
4 USEO
USED CO!
COt IEOE
I EOF TEXTBOOKS

*current market value applies

Advance Tickets available at
Plan 9, Harrisonburg Town &
Campus Records or charge
by phone 1-877-MUSIC77

f
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"This causes a lot of frustration among faculty members."

■ Alcohol Safety
ASA sponsors a drink-out in
Taylor Down Under tonight
Page 11

ROGER SOENKSEN

professor
see below

Habitat for Humanity heads to Romania
Seven students and advisers plan to help build houses this August in village of Beius
BY MEREDITH ANDERSON

contributing writer
JMU's chapter of Habitat for Humanity is sending
seven students to Romania this summer to work on housing projects.
The trip was originally scheduled for last year, but
due to the war in the region, JMU decided that it would
be better to wait until this year.
Rick Hill, coordinator of Interfaith Campus Ministries,
who will be attending the trip as an adviser, said that
Habitat's main goal is to provide decent, affordable housing for everybody in the world. "It's only a small goal,"
he said with a chuckle.
JMU students and advisers are scheduled to leave for
Romania this summer on August 1 and will return
August 17.
The people who are having their houses built
don't get them for free — they have to pay for all of
the materials used, but they don't have to pay for
the labor, eliminating half of the total cost. They
also don't have to pay interest on monthly payments, Hill said. Many families also take part in
building their houses.
JMU offers overseas trips every two years. Habitat
went to Zambia in 1995 and to Uganda in 1997.
Sophomore Mike Maso said he has been in Habitat
since high school, where he helped on weekend projects.
Maso looked at the Habitat for Humanity program
that JMU offered before he applied to the university. He
said he liked it so much at home, that he wanted to be
able to continue working with Habitat in college.
"1 have a lot of fun," Maso said. "1 like actually doing
the work, which helps. But, mainly 1 like being able to
help others."
Habitat Vice-President Elect, Jen McKeever, a junior, is
excited about the trip. "We are going to be boarding with
families in Beius, which is a small village, and basically
going wherever they need help," she said.

The group started fundraising for the trip last year but
they didn't really "get going" until September of this
school year.
* The group needs to raise $15,000-in order to go.
"We've raised about half of the money, so we still have a
little way to go," Hill said.
McKeever said, "It's been a continual process, it's
costing more than we anticipated. NTC Communications was a huge help, they gave us a $500 donation."
Maso said, "The main type of fundraising we're focus-

ing on is letter writing to companies and family members
asking for donations. We are also selling bagels this
Wednesday and Thursday and we helped with the concessions at the Convocation Center once."
Freshman Erika Hoffman said she is looking forward
to her first major trip with Habitat.
"It's a great opportunity to go overseas and see how
people in other countries live," Hoffman said. "These
experiences make you realize how lucky you are to have
what you have."

or Humanity
JMU students
travel to Romania
to work on
housing projects
PAST TRIPS:
• Zambia 1995
• Uganda 1997
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Task force examines academic governance
BY SARAH JONES

contributing writer
A 13-member task force is working on making recommendations on how academic governance should be
structured at JMU.
The task force for curricula, programs and academic policies was established last spring by Doug
Brown, vice president for academic affairs, and the
Faculty Senate.
One year later, the group of 11 faculty members and
two administrators are revising the draft of their report
and seeking other faculty members' input.
The report's main emphasis is on communication.
During a meeting to discuss the draft with faculty members, the task force expressed a desire for information
flow back to faculty. The task force proposed a system of
governance designed to increase faculty input in all university decisions.
"[We] want to be told here's what we are doing and
why," said Mary Lou Wylie, chair of the task force.
Faculty members also expressed frustration over not
receiving a response from the administration after making efforts to voice their concerns.

Roger Soenksen, a professor of Media Arts and Design years, say five, and then have a complete review at the
and Speech Communication said in the past, people com- end of the fourth year to determine if we want to renew
municated their ideas and concerns but didn't get a their contract," Wylie said.
Some colleges and departments incorporate faculty
response. "This causes a lot of frustration among faculty
input in this review process, but the task force is proposmembers," Soenksen said.
Throughout the meeting, the history of how JMU is ing an across-the-board procedure, Wylie said. Most universities have a similar review process, she said.
managed was brought up.
The proposal calls for a Faculty Advisory Committee
"JMU is a top-down managed institution, not a lot
of people are involved," said John Gilje, interim dean for each college to administrate an evaluation of personof the College of Science and Mathematics and profes- nel, such as the department head, to increase faculty
input. Wylie said evaluations would kx>k at department
sor of chemistry.
Wylie said the current structure is only operating in heads' effectiveness and to insure they want to retain
pieces. For example, colleges and departments have cur- their position.
Other issues discussed in the draft address the faculriculum committees, but there is no oversight group in
place to look at changes from a broader university per- ty's desire to be consulted on decisions to increase enrollspective, she said. Curriculum changes in one college or ment. They want to make sure enough classes are availdepartment can affect the resources of another, and facul- able for students to take with the proper funds to supply
those classes with the necessary resources.
ty want a greater say in these matters.
Currently, enrollment increases because there are
The task force also proposed a check system on
empty beds in the dormitories, Wylie said. The adminisdepartment heads.
They discussed specifying the number of years some- tration needs to make sure there is enough money in
terms of the budget to meet more students' needs before
one would be hired as department head.
"|We] would hire someone for a certain number of enlarging the student body, she said.
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SGA meeting hits turbulence
Senators show frustration while debating constitutional revisions, drug policy
BY NICHOLAS MALDONADO

SGA reporter
Chaos and disorder almost brought a
special meeting of the Student Government Association to an abrupt halt on
Tuesday night.
The meeting had been called last week
when the organization could not finish
business they were discussing because too
many senators left the meeting early. They
almost did not finish their business this
week either, as many senators became
confused and frustrated when discussing
a bill regarding constitutional changes.
The misunderstandings resulted from
the absence of Arts and Letters Sen. Mark
Sullivan, the SGA president-elect, who
could not be at the meeting because of
academic obligations. Last week, Sullivan
proposed a bill for the SGA to remove
from its constitution a clause that makes
senator elections the third Tuesday of the
(all semester.
Sullivan wanted to remove this stipulation so SGA could possibly hold elections
earlier and "hit the ground running" next
year when the semester began. "I feel a lot
of time is wasted that the SGA could be
using," Sullivan said last week.
The confusion came when Psychology
and Education Sen. Saiba Kamal proposed
on Sullivan's behalf for the bill to eliminate its original clause to change the senator election date and in its place change the
date for the election of the pro-tempore.
With Sullivan unavailable to ask questions and several senators confused about
the intentions of the bill, chaos broke out
in the meeting as SGA members began to
argue out of order. The conflict reached its
peak when SGA Secretary Mike Flaherty
temporarily gave up his position to join in
the discussion.
Psychology and Education Sen. Joe
Hill motioned for the bill to be tabled say-

ing with Sullivan's absence and all the with both gratitude and remorse. "I'm
confusion, he did not "feel comfortable" just sorry there was no way I could be
voting on the bill that evening. Arts and there," he said. "I would have gladly disLetters Sen. Amy DiBenedetto echoed cussed the bill had I been, but I had to take
Hill's sentiments by calling the Senate's a final. We are, after all, a student governactions "disrespectful" and then requested ment association and I do have to hold up
for an adjournment of the meeting.
that part of the title by taking my finals."
However, not all SGA members were
Even with all the disorder of the
willing to give up on debating the bill evening, SGA was able to make a decision
despite the confusion. Pro-tempore Peter on another important bill they did not get
Swerdzewski, who temporarily gave up to vote on last week.
his position to Arts and Letters Sen. Kevin
The Senate voted to support 1053-R, a
Duffan in order to argue for the bill, bill going before Congress regarding the
pleaded with the Senate not to table their repeal of a clause in the Higher Education
decision or adjourn.
Act of 1998. The clause states that any stu"This decision will greatly affect the dent convicted of state or federal drug
way things go next year and I want to make charge would lose their opportunity to
sure the new
receive federexecutive board
al loans.
can go forward
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Rep
without
any
Dan Fatton,
problems,"
who wrote
Swerdzewski
the bill, said
said.
the act was
After hours
prejudiced
of debate and
against
only a few
minorities
minutes before
and
lowTO SERVE. INFORM. EDUCATE. AND REPRESENT
quorum was
income stucalled, a decidents. "It's
sion on the bill was finally made. Senator not that these groups use drugs more,"
elections will remain at their designated Fatton said. "Its that they have less repretime on the third week of the fall semes- sentation in court and are more dependent
ter, but from now on the pro-tempore on financial aid to go to college."
position will be voted on at the SGA's
Fatton also stressed that he only supfirst meeting of the year.
ported the bill regarding minor drug
Several senators were happy they were offenses. "I don't [want] every coke-head
able to come to a decision before the meet- or dealer benefiting from this," he said.
ing ended.
Several senators supported the bill and
"The conflict came because it was agreed with Fatton's arguments.
important that we had to pass the bill,"
"It is preposterous that as educational
Arts and Letters Sen. Marie Lyons said. students, we would look to deny similar
"Normally we would wait, but despite the opportunities to potential students across
confusion it was the right thing to do not the social-economic scale," Lyons said.
to table the bill and make a decision."
However, there were some SGA memSullivan responded to the situation bers that felt that 1053-R wasn't preju-

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

diced at all. "Not only poor people use
drugs and not only poor people get financial aid," Psychology and Education Sen.
Catie Campbell said.
Some said it was SGA's duty to support this bill. Ex-senator Courtney Blake
returned after several weeks of absence to
address the Senate on this issue.
'To remove someone from the education system and a nurturing community
where they can get help and work past
their drug problems is ludicrous," she said.
Arts and Letters Sen. Matt Conrad said
it is not JMU's responsibility to take care
of students with drug problems. "JMU is
not and nor will it ever be a drug rehab
clinic," Conrad said.
Blake quickly shot back at Conrad's
attack by saying JMU's mission to help
students live meaningful and purposeful
lives did include helping them with
drug problems.
Shorts Hall resident Dan Foose
returned for his second week to Senate
calling the bill "outrageous."
"If they are spending money on drugs,
they shouldn't be getting financial aid," he
said. Several senators agreed with Foose's
philosophy.
"Financial aid is a gift and people
should know they have to work for it,"
ISAT Sen. Jason Slattery stated.
However, Arts and Letters Sen. Nick
Hurston didn't think financial aid was a
gift. "They [financial aid] aren't free," he
said. "You have to pay back these loans
and give something back to society."
After a couple hours of debate and several attempts at amendments regarding
the bill's language, it finally passed,
although the Senate wanted to make sure
that it was understood they did not condone drug use by supporting 1053-R.
"I am completely against drugs," Arts
and Letters Sen. Kristen Vetri said. "But
this bill discriminates and that's not fair."

Project challenges student translators
BY KEITH FEIGENBAUM

senior writer
Seven JMU students are involved in
translating the Arab-Muslim text "Avicenna," published in 1998, from the original
French to English.
The professional experience gained by a
group of students involved in the translation program will pay off with the scheduled publication of their work this summer.
Translation program founder
Christophe Rethore and senior Rumiko
Lane, head the project, which began this
semester. The English version is expected this summer after a linguistic revision in May.
"With this project, I wanted to give an
opportunity to the students enrolled in the
translation program to work on a real
translation," said Rethore, an instructor of
modem foreign languages.
"This is what you would do in the real
world, outside JMU, and it will be published
with the nan tes of the students in it" he said.

The text, whose title comes from the
Anglicized version of the Arab name Ibn
Sina, an 11th Century doctor, surgeon and
philosopher, consists of 14 articles written
by a group of scholars from France and
Morocco.
While the articles examine a range of
topics, reverence for Sina was a consistent
theme in the text.
"Avicenna is one of the greatest surgeons
of all time, but his work is unknown
because it is rarely studied in Western and
industrialized countries," Lane said.
Rethore accepted the project in September 1999 with the knowledge that
other universities and organizations, like
the University of Massachusetts and the
Small Business Development Centers
(SBDC), were performing similar tasks.
However, Rethore said these tasks dealt with
marketing rather than linguistic services.
In addition, Rethore was hoping to
help JMU translation students attract contract and job opportunities.
There are currently more than 30 stu-

dents in the translation program. The program's Madison Linguistic Society (MLS)
exists to provide translation and linguistic
services to clients on- and off-campus.
Other clients of the MLS now include
JMU's Child Development Clinic and the
Study Abroad Office.
The MLS also recently completed an
English to Russian and Kurdish translation for the U.S. Census Bureau in Charlotte, N.C., while currently translating
medical documents from English to Spanish and Russian for a Harrisonburg clinic.
Translating "Avicenna" created challenges ranging from complex or technical
vocabulary to cultural subtleties. The
translators also adjusted to the Arab-Muslim ideas.
"The main challenge [in a translation]
is always to produce a professional
translation which does not look like a
translation, but like a text that was originally written in the target language,"
Rethore said.
"For 'Avicenna,' the additional difficul-

ty is to master the terminology of very
specialized fields, as well as understanding concepts that may be foreign to Westerners, in both a spatial and temporal
point of view," he said.
Senior Charlotte King, a translation
minor and member of the "Avicenna"
translation group, said the philosophical
aspect of the work was challenging but
she also found it interesting.
"This document was a little more difficult for me because the articles [I translated] were originally speeches and the
translation needed to keep the same tone,"
she said.
Rethore said, "The students must also
be perfectionists and dedicated. Translation
is not an easy task, but you learn a lot."
The Moroccan client for "Avicenna" is
a non-profit organization, and students
were not paid.
Rethore continues to seek funding for
the project. He said he has queried the
Moroccan Embassy in Washington D.C.
and the Moroccan government for funding.
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Sun. April 30

Tues. May 2

Mon. May 1

Sat. May 6

Wed. May 3

Thurs. May 4

Fri. May 5

Chicken Tomato Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Tomato, Basil Fish
Spanish Rice
Broccoli
Lima Beans

Manhattan Clam
Chowder
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Cheese Enchilada
Casserole
Mashed Potatoes
Onion Rings
Green Bean Casserole

Chili Relleno Casserole

Cuban Shepherd Pie

Chicken Noodle Soup
Fish Nuggets
Beet Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Spinach
Corn on the Cob

Senate Bean Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Bean and Beet Burrrto
Mashed Potatoes
Corn
Sugar Snap Peas

Cream of Tomato Soup
BBQ Beet Sandwich
Herb Chicken
Parmesan Roasted
Potatoes
Carrots
Fried Okra

Pasta and Bean Slew

Black Bean and
Vegetable Burrito

Indian Vegetable
Patties / Raita

Pasta w/ Three Cheeses
Pasta w/ Chicken &
Peppers

Baked Rotini
w/ Italian Sausage
Pasta with Ham & Spinach

Baked Ravioli
Tortellim w/ Roasted Garlic

Taco Salad
Chicken Ranch Wrap
Italian Vegetable Soup

Chefs Salad
Southwestern Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Chicken Caesar Salad
Tuna Wrap
Black Bean Soup

SANDWICH CITY:

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben

Veggie Burger
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Grilled Chicken Breast
Potato Munchers

Turkey Burger

Turkey Burgers
Breaded Zucchini

Roast Beef / Gravy
Vegetarian Lasagna
Rice
Carrots
Zucchini & Tomatoes

Turkey Cutlets / Gravy
Roast Lamb
Oven Roasted Potato
Broccoli
California Mixed Vegetables

Wing Dings
Baked N.E. Scrod
Rice
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Chicken Fajitas
Country Style Steak
Cheesy Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Herbed Mixed Squash
Sauteed Onions
Sauteed Peppers

Roast Pork / Gravy
Dijon Chicken Breast
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Bread Stuffing
Spinach
Brussel Sprouts

Fried Fish
Chicken Teriyaki
Sesame Noodles
Oriental Mixed Vegetables
Com

Couscous
Moroccan Stew

Noodles Romanoff

Zucchini Cakes

Fettuccini Alfredo

Calzone
Pasta with Mushrooms
and Herbs

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Chicken Parmesan
Pasta w/ Ratatouille

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
O'Brien Potatoes
Sausage Link
Pancakes
Tomato Barley Soup
Roast Turkey / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Bread Dressing
Peas
Spicy Rice Pilal

MAMA MIA:

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

MAMA MIA:
Baked Penne
Pasta w/ Ratatouille
SANDWICH CITY:

MEXICAN NIGHT

PIZZA NIGHT

Need some extra money?
Looking for a part time position that
will work around your schedule?

ASIAN NIGHT

JMU

Vegan Fried Rice

GOURMET BURGERS

DINING SERVICES SCHEDULE
;:•:■

to apply or NOWS THE TIME TO
r

GET YOUR JOB FOR
more info, FALL AT...

stop by gibbons hall,
entrance
2/3 and
see a
Student
Manager
or call
568-3622
today!

Baked Pinto Bean
Casserole

%

BBONS
HALL.V

MONDAY. MAY 1
Let's Go! open 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Door 4 Subs closes 2 p.m.

TUESDAY. MAY 2

Chick-fil-A closes 2 p.m.

Let's Go! open 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

PER

$7.32
promotional

HOUR*

JMU Dining Services is an equal opportunity employer
• New wage includes 50 bonus paid out at the
conclusion ot the semester Employee must work
a minimum ot 100 hours and through all scheduled
shifts ot finals week to quality tor bonus. For more
information and clarification, stop by and see any
JMU Dining Services student manager

The Festival closes 2 p.m.

WEDNESDAY. MAY 3
Let's Go! closes for the

PER
HOUR*
$6.74
starting wage!

FRIDAY. MAY 5

College Store East closes 2 p.m.

semester 2 p.m.

Mrs. Greens closes 2 p.m.

TDU closes 9:30 p.m.

Mister Chips closes 5 p.m.

THURSDAY. MAY 4

Gibbons Hall closes 7 p.m.

Market One closes 8 p.m.

Madison Grill closes 9 p.m.

Coffee Beanery closes 8 p.m.
PC Dukes closes 10 p.m.
Lakeside Express closes 11 p.m.

SATURDAY. MAY 6
Mister Chips 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Enrollment rises
SIZE, from page 1
plus of first year students or not
[since] the acceptance deadline
is May 1," Burkhart Evans said.
"If we get more than 3,000, we
will utilize triples and potentially any vacancies left in
upper-class halls."
Walsh said the minority representation in the new class, is
approximately 11 percent,
which matches the diversity in
the current student body.
The split is expected to be 37
percent out-of-state students
and 63 percent in-state.
"For the last several years
JMU has targeted a student
body which is 70 percent instate and 30 percent out-ofstate," Walsh said. "This breakdown still provides preference
to in-state students, and the
out-of-state students provide a
diverse student body, geographically and economically.
[This] provides a richer experience for all students."

Frank Doherty, director of
institutional research, said the
university is at a point where it
is trying to level off the student
body population at around
15,000.
"The numbers of students
accepted has increased over the
past four to five years, so we
are trying to get to the point
where we can handle that size
of an institution well," he said.
"So we won't see that same
kind of growth now."
JMU's projected enrollment
for 2000-2001 school year was
not difficult to come by, Doherty said.
Because the graduation and
the return rates for students
from year to year have been
pretty stable it makes it easier
to predict future class numbers,
he said.
Three-quarters of the students with one major graduate
in four years, while 80 percent
of all students graduate within
five years.
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Candidates debate
CANDIDATES, from page 1
parked outside. Eagle said that
he did not find one car that had a
Harrisonburg-related decal.
Walter Green HI, running for
re-election on the council, said,
"Everyone has a right to vote as
long as they have legal domicile
residency."
One of the questions pertained to the recruitment of students to register to vote.
"We heard that political science professors at JMU were
passing out registration forms in
class," Frantzsaid.
The only recruitment effort
put forward was a two-day table
that EARTH, a JMU environmental group, set up on the commons.
"I think about 50 students
registered each day," Peterson
said.
Fitzgerald followed up on
what Peterson said by explaining
that even if 300 JMU students
registered, that is only 2 percent

of the student body. "Those 2
percent are going to be your
more responsible citizens," he
said.
The other heated topic was
over the a proposed golf course
that the city is starting to build
near Hillandale Park.
Harrisonburg resident Carolyn Frank is joining Peterson
and Fitzgerald in trying to stop
the golf course from being
built.
While environmental groups
are concerned with the number
of trees that will be cut down to
build the course, these three
candidates are more worried
about the way it was approved
by the council and how much it
could end up costing constituents.
Because of their stance
against the golf course, Fitzgerald, Peterson and Frank are
being supported by Taxpayers
Against Golf Spending (TAGS).
There was some discrepancy
as to whether the golf course will

produce revenue or be a liability.
"The golf course will produce
revenue," Eagle said. "It will
stand on [its] own, and be selfsupporting."
But Fitzgerald disagreed and
said, "It is going to cost you
money, if we can't stop it [from
being built]."
The audience seemed overwhelmingly in favor of the golf
course.
"Golf is an elite sport until
you make it a municipal sport,"
Jerry Scripture, a Harrisonburg
resident said. "This is something
the city should do."
Scripture didn't think Green,
Eagle and Rudy Propst, the sixth
candidate, were defending the
course enough.
Frank took the other side of
the issue by explaining that it
would take profit away from the
private courses.
"Where do you draw the
line?" Frank said. "Let the private sector provide recreational
facilities."

' \
POUCE LOG, from page 2
Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred
on a charge of underaged consumption of
alcohol April 21 at 2:30 a.m. on the comer
of Port Republic Road and Bluestone
Drive.
• A JMU student was judicially referred
on a charge of underaged consumption of
alcohol in P-lot April 23 at 1:20 a.m.
Driving While Under the Influence
of Alcohol
• Christopher J. Shedeck, 24, of Burke,
was arrested and charged with a OUI April
20 at 2:37 a.m.
He was reportedly traveling at a high
rate of speed on Cantrell Avenue when he
was pulled over.
Petty Larceny
• Signs designating rooms, offices and
restrooms were stolen from the first and
second floors of Maury Hall between 5
p.m. April 17 and 8 a.m. April 18.
• A Virginia license plate was stolen from
a car in J-lot April 17 between 1 a.m. and
1:45 p.m.
• A hall director sign valued at $100 was
stolen from J-1 lot April 22 between 12:01
a.m. and 10 p.m.

Destruction of Property
• A glass bottle was reportedly thrown
from inside a vehicle in X-lot, cracking the
windshield April 16 between 12:01 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
Entry was reported to be through an
unsecured door. Nothing else was tampered with or removed.
• A resident of Blue Ridge Hall, In an
attempt to swat a moth with his hat, hit the
room sprinkler head, knocking it off. It
flooded the room, doing considerable damage April 19 at 10:24 p.m.
Maintenance responded and shut off
the water and power.
The resident had to move out of his
room temporarily.
• A JMU student was judicially referred
April 21 on the comer of Port Republic
Road and Bluestone Drive at 2:30 a.m.
after a patrol officer reportedly observed
the subject pulling up tulips in the entrance
to campus.
• Luke S. Young, 20, of Portland, Oregon, was serviced a city warrant on a
charge of destruction of property on April
24.
The subject was also served a trespass
notice.
Burglary
• Unknown persons reportedly broke into
a vending machine in Potomac Hall and
removed the money between 11 p.m. April
20 and 3:42 a.m. April 21.

• A stereo/CD player was removed from
a parked car in Z-iot between 3:30 p.m.
April 20 and 9:15 p.m. April 21.
The stereo is valued at $200.
• Unknown persons reportedly threw a
rock through the window of a car in Z-lot
and removed a Sony AM/FM CD player
and a Motorola flip phone between 9:30
p.m. April 20 and 8:10 a.m. April 22.
• An unknown person reportedly pried
open a hasp on a storage building under
Mauck Baseball Stadium and stole $3,000
worth of bats and balls April 24 at 9:06
am.
Solicitation to Secured Drugs
• A student reported to police that a nonstudent approached him on the Potomac
Service Drive April 18 at 4:15 p.m. and
asked where he could locate marijuana to
purchase.
Police located the subject who submitted to a consent search. No drugs were
found.
The subject claimed that he was visiting
his girlfriend, which was confirmed.
Suspicious Persons/Activity
• An officer on patrol noticed two males
crouch behind a vehicle as he passed the
upper L-lot between the Frye Building and
Hoffman Hall April 24 at 2:10 am. When
the officer turned the car around, the subjects fled on foot. Other officers were
called in and the two subjects were appre-

hended near Godwin Hall.
Both were determined to be juveniles
and were transported to the police station.
As a result of the ensuing investigation,
two more juveniles were found and taken
to the police station.
All of the subjects' parents were called
to take custody of the juveniles.
Indecent Exposure
• A student reportedly observed a subject
crouched between cars on Duke Drive
North exposing himself to her April 18 at
9:50 am.
The subject is described as a heavy-set
black male with light complexion and older
than college-aged.
Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student was judicially referred
for car hood "surfing" on Bluestone Drive
near A-lot April 21 at 4:43 p.m.
Harrassing Telephone Calls
• Harrassing telephone calls were made
to a residence hall April 21 between 12:01
and 2:05 am.
Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 28:98
Number of parking tickets given between
Apr. 17 and Apr. 23:828

This is the LAST Breeze for the year
Our next issue is Aug. 28
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Everyone leaves
with a smile
during Outpost
Buybacks. Come
with your books
to get your free
lottery ticket
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Outpost is now accepting
applications for temporary."
summer, and fall postions
Give us a call or drop by
for an application.
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College Park-Ash by Crossing
Wants to Congratulate All!

r

Graduating ♦
Seniors
(You've made it!)
o

Best wishes from the staff!
Ash by Crossing-College
Park.
College ParkAshby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
Harrison burg, VA 22801
(540) 432-1001
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
8:30a.m.- 5:30p.m.
Saturday 10a.m.- 4p.m.
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SHARP
Drag-and-drop your 'Net
music onto MiniDisc
Sharp brings it all together, combining a full-featured MiniDisc
player/recorder, Voquette Media Manager" PC software, and a
Voquette NetLink" adapter that connects between your PC and
the MD portable. It's a super-easy way to organize and record
Net audio for playback on the go. Voquette can even "ripsongs from CDs loaded in your CD-ROM drive, or perform
timed recording of 'Net radio broadcasts. Model MD-MT15VQ.

KENWOOD
Audiophiie desktop CD system
In a compact, space-saving size you gel an advanced
HOCD(High Definition CD)-compatible CD player, an AM/FM
tuner, and low-distortion Class A amplification — music
sounds alive and natural. The speakers boast finely finished
wood accents, poly woofer cones, and inverted metal dome
tweeters! You can position the VH-600 system horizontally or
vertically. And this is really cool: Its ReadRight display is triggered by gravity, so the into screen always appears upright, in
either position! Model VH-600.

blinking

SONY 300-Disc CD megachanger
Minimize handling of your precious CDs — keep 300 of 'em
loaded in a Sony mega changer! Store titles for up to 600
discs — an input for a (PS/2-compatible) PC keyboard makes
It easy. You also get a "Hit List" where you can keep your 32
favorite songs, and 8 "Group Files" for grouping discs together
anyway you please. Twin jog dials allow quick disc/track selection. Plus, you can connect a compatible Sony MegaStorage
changer and control the two changers as one! Crossfade
between 'em like a DJ. Model CDP-CX335

Panasonic
Your portable
source for music,
news, sports
aid talk

YAMAHA
Here's the first receiver
to consider the PC an
important audio source!
You don't have to settle for substandard audio performance from
your state-of-the-art computer - just
connect the RP-U100 to your PC via
the included USB cable, add some
great speakers, and you'll have lullndeltty 'Net music, game effects, CD
audio and DVD soundtracks (in
surround sound yet!). Powerful and
easy-to-use Windows-based
software lets you select sources and
make DSP audio adjustments right
from your computer! The RP-U100's
front panel gives you ample manual
control as well - plus, you can also
use it like a standard receiver and
leave your computer turned off.
Model RP-U100

Pioneer

Groove to your
favorite FM stations,
tune in news, talk
shows, or a ballgame on
AM, or enjoy crystal-clear CD
sound with the sleek
SL-SX469V. Its 40-second CO memory
buffer keeps the music flowing, and the in-line remote puts
easy operation at your fingertips. Thanks to its energy-efficient
design, you'll get up to 12 hours of CD playback using just
2 "AAA" alkaline batteries (not included). AC adapter and
headphones with in-line remote control included.
Model SL-SX469V.

There's a whole
new world of audio out there.
Tune into it at Crutchfield.

Take home this best-selling DVD/CD player
for under *250!
You get picture and sound quality the equal of models costing
hundreds more. Quick Start drive • composite, S-video, and
component video outputs • optical and coaxial audio output
• 96kHz/24-bit D/A converter for first-class CD sound • 15-disc
memory for storing preferred settings. Model DV-525

□

iMj jjplfl St. (Rt 33)

□

aufQffttpJH]'

Market Square East
(behind Pargo's on Rt. 33,
1 block west of 1-81)

/^fO/l

SONY
Sony's Memory Stick Walkman — the coolest
way to take music from your PC to your pocket!
Sony's newest generation of Walkman portables
store up to 120 minutes of PC-based music on
a removable MagicGate™ Memory Stick that's
smaller than a stick ot gum! Enjoy 100% skipproof playback — there are no moving parts to
jar! The included OpenMG software manages
music from 3 different sources: audio files
stored on your PC's hard drive (MP3, WAV,
and ATRAC3); tracks "ripped" from CDs in
your CD-ROM drive; and music downloads
Irom the Web. OpenMG jukebox software
included. Load an hour of music in just
minutes! One 64MB MagicGate Memory
Stick included —a'160 value!
Headphones included.
Model NW-MS7.

Meet the CD recorder that's also a
CD-changer
Here's a savvy design for recording custom CDs! The left side
is a 3-disc changer with separate eject/load and play buttons
tor each disc, the right side is a CD-FVW well that features
Pioneer's Wide Capture Range technology for improved error
correction during recording. CD-to-CD-R dubbing is quick and
hassle-tree. You can even load a combination of pre-recorded
CDs and personally recorded CD-Rs; the Smart Copy feature
automatically recognizes and adjusts for them. Now that's
worry-free dubbing! You can even make disc-to-disc copies in
at twice normal speed! Model PDR-739

CRUTCHFIELD
(540) 434-1000 • M-F10 to 7, Saturdays until 8, Sundays Noon to 5
wwwcrutchfield.com

rr
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Sorority offers Dot com employer
alcohol safety shares job insights
BY KARA FITZPATRICK

contributing writer

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
about the legal issues
involved with underage
drinking.
ASA is sponsoring the
event to educate the JMU
community about drinking
responsibly. "We decided
not to be helping ourselves, but our community," Perdue said.
Perdue said there is a

Katherine Perdue, said this
week's program will educate drinkers how to drink
responsibly.
"This will benefit not
just the Greek community,
but everyone," she said.
Tonight marks the
week's pinnacle event with
a Drink-Out in Taylor
Down Under from 8-11:30
p.m. Prizes such as a CD
or DVD player will be
raffled off to those who
choose this alternative
not just to drinking the night

Events for the first Alcohol Safety Awareness program, sponsored by the
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority, is taking place throughout campus this week.
The purpose of the
program is to promote
drinking safely and to
share preventative measures so people can
make wiser decisions
and avoid trouble.
The sorority set up a
display table on the com- This will benefit
away.
mons, offering games, as
Students who attend
the
Greek
community,
well as pencils and flyers
the Drink-Out will
with alcohol safety tips.
but everybody.
choose to be sober
"The whole thing is to
throughout
the
— Katherine Perdue evening. It is to show
keep yourself safe if you
ASA sorority member students there are
choose to drink," said
activities to do at night
freshman Elizabeth Perwithout always drinkdue, ASA sorority meming, Katherine Perdue
ber and public relations stereotype of the negative
said.
representative of ASA impact the Greek commuSophomore Kati Enscoe,
Week.
nity has had on underage
who
visited the ASA disEvery day this week, drinking in the last couple
ASA representatives occu- of years. She said that the play on the commons,
pied the table from 11 sorority wanted to show said, "I think that it is a
a.m.-2 p.m. to promote safe the community that it's not great idea that an organidrinking. On Tuesday all about partying, but zation from JMU is makevening, Ian O'Flaherty, instead that it's about help- ing some effort towards
drinking awareness."
district court judge from ing other people.
Fairfax County, spoke at
Junior ASA member

-it

11 —

SCOM professor to
teach in Vietnam
For the second time in
two years, a JMU speech
communication professor
will teach negotiation and
conflict resolution studies in
Vietnam.
Bruce McKinney (see
photo right) assistant professor of the school of
speech communication, will
teach more than 100 CEOs
of state-owned companies
at Vietnam National University in May. Last spring,
SCOM professor Bill Kimsey taught at VNU's Hanoi
School of Business.
Both professors are
working with their Vietnamese colleagues to
examine Vietnamese negotiation styles and the possibility of exchange programs
between JMU and VNU.
Kimsey said Western,
and particularly American,
methods of resolving disputes are sought by Vietnamese officials.

New scholarship
awarded for service
Student Ambassadors
awarded the first Carrie Kut

ner Scholarship Award to
sophomore Holly Griffin.
She will receive $950 for
her junior year.
Griffin is a sister in the
Delta Delta Delta sorority, a
member of the Order of
Omega and a First Connec-

In Brief
tion volunteer for the
Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society of America.
Student Ambassadors
was endowed a $25,000
scholarship in Kutner's
honor last December. Kutner lost her battle with cancer the summer after her
i994-'95 freshman year.
Scholarship recipients
should personify her positive spirit, ability to overcome obstacles, service to
the campus and community
and a love of JMU.
Diagnosed
with
Hodgkin's disease in spring
1998, Griffin's JMU career
was
postponed for a
semester to undergo
chemotherapy to overcome
the illness. In her scholarship application, she
referred to JMU as "my second chance at life."

JMU is wired

BY BRIDGET MCGURK

contributing writer
Business majors and enthusiasts
packed themselves into the auditorium
of Zane Showker Hall on Tuesday to
hear the chief information officer (CIO)
of Amazon.com, Rich Dowzell, speak
about the company and give students
insights on the business world.
"I'm a really down-to-earth, basic
guy," Dowzell said.
"It's hard to believe I am a part of
one of the largest software companies,"
he said as he fumbled with a Power
Point presentation.
The slide presentation gave a broad
perspective of the company.
One of the many misconstrued
notions is that Amazon.com is mainly
a book retail company, but in reality it
is a technology-based company,
Dowzell said.
Amazon.com is very different from
most companies because it is known as
one of the world's most customer-centric companies, meaning the company's
main concern are customers' wants and
needs. The company wants to provide
the customer with the ability to buy and
discover anything they want, Dowzell
said.
"Brand knowing and loving and
providing a good customer experience
is what Amazon.com is about,"
Dowzell said. "Nothing is more important than the trust of our customers.
Data is protected to take good care of
our customers. We want you to be able
to get on the Internet and buy from

Amazon.com and have what you need
there the next day."
Although it is relatively new to the
market, Amazon.com supplies more
than 150 countries and has 40,000-plus
suppliers. Since it is a growing company, they are looking for new employees.
Dowzell explained there are three
main points that Amazon.com looks
for in their potential workers: extremely smart people, people who want to
work around other people like themselves and people who will make
things happen.
Other than the usual technical
questions asked in an interview,
another example of a question might
be "How many offices are there on
2nd Avenue in Seattle?" This may
seem like an odd question, but Amazon.com wants to know how the
interviewee thinks and reacts.
"There are loads of people that will
work, we want people that will work,
we want people that will make things
happen," Dowzell said. "We want people that have made mistakes, people
that are extremely passionate and have
not taken the easy road."
"I lik°d the overview of the 25 slides
about how the company is run," sophomore Colin Butler said. "It helped me
learn more about e-commerce and what
they [Amazon.com] were looking for in
upcoming graduates."
Junior Nathan Stockley said, "I came
to learn about the trends of e-commerce
that are happening today and this
unique company."

JMU has been named to
the list of The Nation's 100
Most Wired Universities" by
Yahoo! Internet Life magazine. The magazine published its listing of the universities, colleges and two-year
schools doing the best job in
preparing students to deal
with today's computerized
society.
JMU ranked 48th in the
category for the largest universities — schools that offer
master's or doctoral programs and are involved in
research. At the top of the
list was Carnegie-Mellon
University of Pittsburgh.
More than 1,300 colleges
and universities were considered in the ranking
process.
Yahoo! Internet Lite
used 18 criteria to rank the
colleges and universities.
Among them were computer purchases, online application, online registration,
computers in dormitories,
reserving books electronically, e-mail accounts for
students, technical support
and Internet orientation.
—FROM STAFF REPORTS

PHOTO COURTKSY OP BILL KIMSLY
JOINT MEDIATORS: SCOM professors Bill Kimsey, left, and Brice McKinney ride a
motorbike in Hanoi, Vietnam. The two work with Vietnamese on conflict resolution.
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COLLEGE
GRADS!

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

If you plan to move to
DC or Northern VA

May through August
Harrisonburg Redevelopment
& Housing Authority

We're so sure you'll find the perfect career
position, we GUARANTEE it!
Simply put... we guarantee you a permanent career
position or we HI pay you a $500 Bonus!
If you are a College Graduate or have experience in administrative support, we invite you to test
drive a new job by joining the Careers & Co. "GUARANTEED MATCH™ PROGRAM." We're
looking for hardworking, flexible, qualified grads with at least two on-the-job office
references full-time summer employment counts. We simply ask that you are actively seeking
permanent employment and are available immediately to begin working full-lime on temporary
assignments. As Metro Washington's #1 employment service, we have the advantage of knowing
about every important entry level and administrative opening in many of Washington's most
successful companies. Industries include:

Legal
Internet
Communications
Human Resources

Basic Knowledge of
office computer software.

Non-Profit
Education
Associations
Marketing

Accounting
International
Research
Environmental

Send your resume A*S.A*P*

ft/member, if yon are accepted into the program and don 't receive and accept an offer for a
permanent position during your first 90 days on the program, the $500 bonus is yours.'!!
To vet started, please call for more details and ask about the "GUARANTEED MATCH™ PROGRAM."

Northern VA
(703) 733-4140
DC
(202) 337-7922

CareereojCo.

Harrisonburg Redevelopment & Housing Authority
P.O. Box 1071
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Visit our website:
www.careersandco.com

M7\iNSIREETB7\R & GfRilL
TROUDLYTRESENTS...
The Suprise Event of the Year!
The Greatest Reggae Musicians on the Planet Return...

SpEciAL
STABLE "ROOTS

GUESTS

& SUNDRIED OPOSSUM

"BOB MARLEY'S LEGENDARY

<jfl»S» WAiLERS BAND
MAY
Tickets on sale now at Mainstreet or
Plan 9 in HarriSOnburg

First come first serve to sellout!

JMU students called it the greatest
Mainstreet concert ever!
Mainstreet Bar & Grin
153 South

Mainstreet Harrisonburg

4329963
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WejOcm Fix It!

Staying Around for Summer Classes?
Need a flexible summer job?
Want to work for a fun resort?

,, 774 I- MarTclT^^
Hamsonburg. VA JJ80I

3v-^

(540) 432-0280

m

^f^assanutten Resort has a variety of summer jobs available.
• All employees get FREE use of Recreational Amenities
• Receive Discounts at several locations on the resort.
• Flexible Part-time & Full-time hours available.
• Competitive wages offered.
-+M ,%£

£|g|

Call (540) 289-4939

•We can repair ALL brands of bikes
•Come in & check out our Spring Specials
•Close to campus-down the hill from Papa John's

|*^

-=wcr yudy

^

DoubletCnupons
Up to and_Including"*■ fcfBr
IC for*■„,,
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USDA Choice Boneless

food fa Drug

.

English Roast

Support
The College Fund.
Call I -800-332-UNCR
The College Fund/UNCF
A mind it a terrible thing lo wutr.

,

Sava
S2.00/ lb.
with card

Lb.

'

freeze

Ihr J.iiiHS Madison I m.i , il.
r.niiiiMii.iiy for o\er 75 rears.

KI.HIIIII,:

Fresh (4 lbs. or more)

Ground

Whole Rea, Ripe

atermelons Give Your Pet
20-22 Its. avg.

the Best!
Saw*
900/ lb.
w

Mh9wrd

©-■>;

Sava S2.00
with card

each

13 ox. Cocoa Pebbles. 18 ox Frosted Alpha Bits. 13 01 Fruity

Caffeine Free Diet Or Pepper. Mountain Dew

"anM«. 14 5 o/ Honeycomb. 10 oi. Natural Katsln Bran.
18 ox. Suffer Golden Crisp, 13 75 ox Waffle Crisp. 14 ox Alpha Bits

Diet Dr Pepper or

Marshmallow. or Assorted Varieties of 10 ox
Quaker Cranola and Cereal

DrPepper

Cereal sale!

24 Pack 12
2 oz. Can

99
with
card

Limit a with card and additional purchases plaaaa.

Kroger Paper
Towels

(Regular Scent Only)

I Saw* $4.49
1
with card

FREE

WED THUR FRI I SAT

26!27

28l29

*•■"■• rrfc«. CMd Tnr*u«A A*.* >,, KXX> M M-rrto«nl»«»
C«uvH»m WOOtroy* MM Alta»t k *v* ....... tn. . H*.t •• llmN
*!*"»»•
•-- -irTi i

Our Famous southern Style 4t

Fresh Fried Chicken

Small Animal* Medical

Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

6 roll pkg

BUY ONE-GET ONE

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

128 oz.

433-VETS
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO
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— James Madison
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Gina Montef usco ... editor
Alison Manser ... managing editor
Steve Glass ... opinion editor

Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

SGA in need of diet, not quorum
Bravo to the SGA for finally
realizing what many students
on campus have known for a
long while — the SGA needs a face
lift in order to continue to be effective.
According to the April 20 issue
of The Breeze, last Tuesday SGA
called quorum in order to vote on a
proposed bill. Quorum is the necessary amount of members needed
to be present before legislation can
be voted on in a governing body.
At the meeting, SGA was voting
on a proposed bill to suspend a law
that "prohibits students who have
been convicted of minor drug
infractions from receiving financial
aid." Before the Senate was ever
able to reach agreement on the
issue several senators left the
meeting, putting the number of
members below the quorum mark.
Last Tuesday's meeting wasn't
the first time this year that the senate has fallen short of quorum.
Dwindling attendance at meetings
"has been a consistent problem
with SGA this past year," according to the April 20 article.
This fact has prompted many
SGA members and senators to
suggest that maybe what the SGA

really needs is less representatives.
The fact that they could not even
vote on Tuesday would certainly
support such an argument.
After all, it would be a lot easier
to gather a majority of 54 members
to vote rather than 86. If the SGA

-u

We are not reducing
the size of the voice, just the
size of the voting members.
— Michael Parris
SGA Treasurer

n—
did drop its number of senators to
54, we would see only the most
dedicated students representing
us, because those students would
have gone through an intense and
competitive election to win their
seat in such a limited senate. Only
the students who really want to
participate in student government
should be represenatives. Students
with a passing interest should
leave the job for students who really care.
Of course, there are rumblings

from people within the senate that
lowering the number of represenatives would distance them from
their constituents and mean less
representation of the student body.
Wouldn't it be easier and more
effective if one person represented
all of the dorms in the Village,
instead of having one represenative for each residence hall? Further, how well represented is the
student body now when senators
don't even show up to vote on
their behalf?
Still others complain that limiting the number of senators limits
the chances of the student body to
be heard. Treasurer Michael Parris
addressed this question when he
said, "We are not reducing the size
of the voice, just the size of the voting members."
No one wants to stifle the voice
of the SGA; after all, it is our representative body. But as such, we
want it to be the most effective and
manageable organization it can be,
and if that means changing things
a bit, then so be it.
Although a bill proposing a
downsize failed, let's hope that the
SGA keeps considering whether
they want quality or quantity.

-'
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ANDREW HARMAN

An antisocial senior's tribute to The Breeze
With graduation just around the
comer, time is running out for
me to do something I've
always wanted to do — try heroin. No,
actually, I've always wanted to pay
tribute to an aspect of JMU life that has
made my stay here somewhat enjoyable — The Breeze.
Most people take The Breeze for
granted as something to read before
(and during) class or while on the John.
I've found that shuffling the pages of
our school's newspaper drowns out
embarrassing sounds that may or may
not be attributed to the digestion-altering food at Gibbons. You loud
excreters, learn this skill. It might save
you some chuckles.
I am as guilty as the rest of you for
not being respectful of The Breeze.
God knows there must have been at
least two or 60 occasions where I
have failed to recycle it. I've picked it
up only to discard it five minutes
later upon finding out that no one is
bashing anyone else. I've used it
merely to stuff my backpack and
make it look more full.

So, weary of eternal damnation, I
seek to right this wrong by giving credit
where credit is due — to the basement/uterus of Anthony-Seeger, where
sperm meets egg and produces the
greatest school newspaper anyone
could ever ask for.
The Breeze was my friend when I didn't have any (some may challenge that I
still don't). When I had no one to eat
with, The Breeze sat at the lunch table
and said, "There, there, you don't need
them, Andy. You have me."
The Breeze taught me to walk and
read at the same time, so I could pretend I didn't see people I wished to
avoid. Seeing as how once eye contact is
made, a bogus, cliche-filled conversation is imminent, the pages were more
than large enough to hide my face from
my potential tormentors.
The police log was there to congratulate me for every bike I stole, every sign
I defaced, every girl's window I peeped
in (Except for the one occasion that the
girl actually invited me in. Thanks for
understanding Suzy.), and the time I
stole the JAC card reader back in January of 1997. Considering I have all of

these issues lining my walls, it also
helps lower my heating bill by serving
as insulation.
Thanks to The Breeze for keeping me
anonymous — the police never found
out who was responsible for the missing
bolts from that deck in Forest Hills (note
to owners/renters of that apartment:
This is a joke. I was nowhere near that
deck the night of its collapse. I was at
home reading The Breeze).
The darts gave people every opportunity to condemn me for all the wicked
stuff I did, but for some reason, I have
gone here for four years and I haven't
been punctured once. While you all
were darting your roommates for their
smelly laundry, I was the one turning
you in to the police for that "mysterious
odor" coming from your room even
though you blocked every possible airway to the outside.
The Breeze was constantly reminding
me of all the concerts I never attended,
the organizations I never joined, the
meetings I never thought twice about
going to, and all the other great things
about college from which I systematically and consistently distanced myself.

The Breeze gave me an opportunity to
showcase my talents as well. Remember
that article about the street names that
you just couldn't put down?
And last but not least, I owe a great
portion of who I am today (insert
laughter here) to the crossword puzzle.
If it weren't for that, I would probably
have no social interaction whatsoever.
But thanks to that alternatively easy
and impossible puzzle, I was able to
say "Hey, did you get 31 across?"
countless times.
Seniors, it's not too late. There is time
left to save yourself. Read The Breeze
cover to cover, and appreciate the effort
that goes into it. I guess you'd have to
go to another school and realize how
pathetic their papers are before you can
truly appreciate ours. So I tip my hat to
everyone that has contributed to Tlie
Breeze over the past four years and
made my education semi-worthwhile.
Andrew Harman is a senior SMAT>
major who will sixm be brandishing a gun
and protecting the liberty of our country in
the armed forces. For those of us who know
him, that's a scary thought.

®Gr*to@

Thanks for all of your submissions
this year and have a good summer!!

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

Dart...

Dart...

A "why-don't-you-get-a-clue" dart to one
academic department on campus.
Sent in by a student who is appalled at the fact that
you don't know where your honor's society is located
or what it does.

A "don't-be-so-sensitive" dart to the girl in my
class who got all bent out of shape when 1 made fun
of her big toe.
Sent in by your classmate who was only kidding
and didn 't think you had to throw your sandal at him.

Dart...

Dart...

A "who-are-you-to-criticize" dart to the jerk who
sits next to me in class and made fun of my big toe.
Sent in by a junior who wants you to know she '11
wear shoes instead of sandals from now on so you
won't make fun of her.

A"could-your-neck-be-more-like-a-tree-stump"
dart to my roommate who borrowed my shirt and
returned it with a stretched-out neck.
Sent in by a student who wonders if your neck will
ever stop growing in width.

Pat...
A"congratulations-for-all-of-your-well-deservedawards" pat to Sherman Dilliard. You are a class act,
on and off the court, and have made us all proud to
be Dukes.
From a fan who never misses a home men's
basketball game.

Pat...
A "you're-a-lifesaver" pat to football coach Eddie
Davis for turning in my wallet after I dropped it in
Godwin.
Sent in by a grateful gymnast who thought it was
lost forever and is glad you picked it up.

Pat...
A "we'd-still-be waiting" pat to the carload of girls
who picked us up at Hunter's Ridge bus stop while
we were waiting for a bus that was never going to
come.
Sent in by two appreciative girls who weren 't about
to walk.

Pat...
A "you're-a-saint" pat to the football player that
helped me make it through the night and took care of
me on Saturday.
Sent in by someone who hopes you will accept her
apology and gratitude.
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Celebrate Graduation
at Finnigan's
GREAT

*
OtNNER SPECIALS
EVERYDAY;
LUNCH

Steamed Lobster & Filet
Mignon
Baked Oysters Amanda
Tuna Steak Diane
Prime Rib & Shrimp
Combo

Raw bar specials
all weekend
Friday 28th
Cobalt Blue 10p.m.

30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week. I I a.m.-2 a.m.
433-9874

Tuesday 2nd .
Jimmy O 10p.m.
Wednesday 3rd
Todd Schlabach 10p.m.
Friday 5th
David Via 10p.m.

Summer in the Valley]
Touchtone Telephone
and E-Mail Registration:
April 17 - May 12
In-person Registration:
May 17 & 18

v > ?*&>mnz*^

Eorn 6 credits in 10 weeks of
Blue Ridge Community College!
May 22 - June 26
BIO
CHM
ENG
HIS
MTH
PHY

101
101
111
121
151
201

June 28 - August 3

BIO
General Biology I
CHM
General Chemistry I
ENG
College Composition I
HIS
U.S. History I
Math for the Liberal Arts I MTH
PHY
General Physics I

garrau

i
Community College

102
102
112
122
157
202

General Biology II
General Chemistry II
College Composition
U.S. History II
Elementary Statistics
General Physics II

Call 1-888-750-2722 or 234-9261, ext. 289 for
a class schedule and registration instructions.

Simply The Best!
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student
community, offers the latest designs in
student housing floor plans! Large,
individual private bedrooms, semi-private
baths, two living areas and plenty of parking.
Quiet, townhome style units-not apartments
or condominiums.
•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450 sq.ft.
•Storage
•Refrig. with ice maker
•Dishwasher
•Disposal
•Range
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
7-< wxhill
oumhomes

•Call NOW!
•We have just a few rooms available for
FALL 2000!
•YES! We have Ethernet!
Come check out the newest, the
largest, the best off campus
housing available at JMU!
9a.m.-5p.m. M-F

Office/Model
1512 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-5525
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Letter from the Editor:

other members of the staff. I also got feedback about
some legal issues from a representative of the Stu-

SJ^2f^i^^Sr-r?nfnt """2 a-CCUrate
discussed the issue with Vie Breeze's advisers and

* realke how Appointing ** is for the staff of Turf
and the students wno were looking forward to read-
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ing it. 1 appreciate all the time and effort put in by the
Turf stafr. Look for more information in fall issues of
The Breeze.
Gina Montefusco
Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Clinic

To the Editor
As a JMU graduate and peer counselor at the
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center (HPC), I would
like to applaud both The Breeze and Bridget McGurk
on the April 17 column entitled, "Pregnancy Center
Offers Alternatives." McGurk did an excellent job
of summarizing what services HPC has to offer the
JMU community, as well as explaining how to utilize this valuable resource.
I would, however, like to clarify one sentence of
the article, which stated, "... although they prefer
not to, they do give information about abortion."
The problem with this sentence is the phrase
"although they prefer not to," which is misleading.
The purpose of HPC is to provide complete information on all of a woman's options, be it carrying
to term, adoption or abortion. To leave a woman
uninformed about her options would not serve the
client, nor would it empower her to make her own
decision.
This firm stance in conveying all the options to
the client is evident in the intense training that all
counselors must go through. Peer counselors must
learn how to illustrate the suction-aspiration abortion, which is the most commonly performed abortion. Each counselor is equipped with a thorough
knowledge of all the abortion procedures and readily provides this information to any client who wishes to learn about a particular type of abortion. In
addition, counselors have the opportunity to learn
more about abortions on a regular basis. I recently
attended a state-wide Pregnancy Center Conference
and went to a workshop in which a physician
addressed updates in chemical and suicidal abortions.
As a social worker, I was delighted that the
training I received through HPC stressed many of
the core values of social work, including selfdetermination and empowerment, as well as
explaining strength-based models and crisis intervention. Most importantly, counselors learn valuable communication skills, including guarding
against manipulative language and leading questions.
Our desire at HPC is to offer every client that
comes into our center the information she needs to
make an informed decision. We realize that we cannot, and should not press anyone into a decision

she does not want to make. Instead, we recognize
and respect the autonomy of each woman we serve,
and seek to empower her to make her own decision.
I hope that this has helped to shed light on an
organization here in the community that is a
practical resource for women facing unplanned
pregnancies. You can contact HPC at 434-7528.
Tiffany (Peterson) Bennett ('98)
HPC Peer Counselor

Senior Class Challenge
To the Editor.
For the past year, I have had the privilege of co-chairing the Senior Class Challenge. The campaign is coming
to a close, so on behalf of my fellow co-chairs, Keith
Fletcher and Nick Langridge, I would like to thank
every senior who pledged to the Senior Class Challenge.
I also want to thank the JMU faculty, staff and
administration for being so supportive during this campaign. We have reached and surpassed our goal of
$102,000. (This is the largest amount of money that any
class has ever raised). The money will enhance academic
programs and student affairs for current and future students and will go to the new Leeolou Alumni Center.
JMU has given us the keys to unlock so many
doors of success. In return, the least we can do is to
provide those who are following in our footsteps the
same, if not a better, educational experience than we
received. By giving to the Senior Class Challenge, we
are securing the success of our own future. Supporting
JMU's academic programs will promote growth, build
better minds and excite overall leadership.
Again, I want to express my thanks to every senior
who pledged to this year's Senior Class Challenge. You
have decided to make a difference here at JMU. You are
the front-runners of tomorrow. By pledging your financial support, you proved how much you love and care
about jMU. I wish you the best of luck and happiness in
the future years.
David Craft, senior
English

Senior Pig Roast
To the Editor
It seems that JMU students are always saying that

they wish our university had more traditions. I am
writing this letter to strongly encourage seniors to
attend the annual Senior Pig Roast this Saturday. It is
being held on Godwin Field from noon to 5 p.m. and
features Fighting Gravity, Va. Coalition, and The
Franklins. Seniors will get to eat, drink, listen to great
music and spend time with their friends and classmates before going their separate ways after graduation.
This is a day where seniors can take advantage of one
of the great traditions that JMU offers. Senior Week is
dedicated to those students graduating and the pig roast
is the culmination of the week. As seniors prepare to
leave JMU, the pig roast offers them a chance to come
together and say goodbye to college life in a fun, lively
atmosphere.
While this Saturday is going to be a busy day with
Foxfield Horse Races and the Landwirt Wine Festival, I
urge seniors to make the pig roast a priority. Horse
races and wine festivals occur all the time and many
have probably already experienced these events during
their college years. However, the pig roast is being held
for the graduating seniors and they shouldn't miss out
on an event where they will be the esteemed guests of
honor. After the pig roast, the truly energetic seniors can
head to the wine festival, content in knowing that they
have taken advantage of the traditions that JMU has to
offer.
Tickets are available in the box office and we hope to
see you on Saturday. If you didn't get an invitation, contact Teisha Garrett at garretlj@jmu.edu. Seniors, don't miss
out on this event and good luck with life after college!
Melissa Dobosh
junior Class Vice President

Turf editors extend thanks
To the Editor
We're writing to apologize for the delay of Turf this
semester, and also to recognize all of the outstanding
contributions and efforts we received.
We'd like to thank everyone who attended meetings,
distributed fliers, took pictures, submitted ideas, wrote
stories, illustrated and helped with production. Your
contributions were incredible. Again, we apologize and
look forward to bringing Turf to JMU next fall.
Alex Vessels, Turf Editor
Deborah Armusewicz, Assistant Turf Editor

Topic: What are your plans for the summer upcoming?

CAMPUS

"I'm working and
going to two
N'Sync concerts."

SPOTLIGHT

Renee Anderson
JANE McHVGWseniorphcographer

sophomore, English

"I'm going to
Hawaii to do
lots of stuff like
sky
diving,
surfing, fishing,
scuba diving,
parasailing,
etc."
Chris Sunderland
junior, music

"/'// be going to
the beach and
working
entertainment
at
Disney
World."

Maria Perrino

sophomore, SCOM

"Hopefully
somebody will
drink me this
summer."

Beer Can
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Attention Seniors
Tomorrow is
your last chance
to get your ticket
for the Senior
Pig Roast!
Come see
Fighting
Gravity, VA
Coalition, and
The Franklins
Don't be left out of this exciting
JMU Tradition!!!
See you at Godwin on Saturday
from noon to 5pm!
Tickets Sold in the Box Office
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VIRGINIA SPECIAL OLYMPICS

ON YOUR MARKSET SET...
GO\\\
WHERE: Bridgeforth Stadium
WHEN:

Sunday. April 30, 2000

WHAT:

The 31" Annual Special Olympics
Track and Field Competition

WHEN:

Gates open at 12:00 PAA
Opening Ceremonies
start at 1:00 PM

Come watch the
events and earn
door prizes all for

!

-*^

j£

FREE!!!
Questions

437-3697

r«</n«f/o«

STRESSED?
GET TO UREC
Color copies .59^
Color transparencies $1.00

V-rf

Still Need a Summer Job?
Lifeguards needed! Please contact
Nicole Distel at 568-8714.

Revised Hours for Exam 8> Graduation Weekend
Friday, April 28:
6:30am-7pm
Friday, May 5:
6:30am-5pm
Saturday, May 6:
Noon-5pm
Sunday, May 7:
4-9pm

Available in Zane Showker and Main Copy Centers)

'Early Bird Hours for May Session Only:
May 8-June 2
Monday and Wednesday, 6:30am-8:30am
*ln addition to our regular summer hours.

CISAT A-l (Rtn.
: Zane Stowter Hall (Rm.203)x3285
1031 Soutli Mail St (Suite 31) (foiinerly Medcal Arts) x7§42

For more info, visit
http://www.jmu.edu/recreation or call x8700
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MurrBDOUBLE COUPONS

\l4ANUFACTVHEH S
COUPONS VALUED

Vou can get double savings at Farmer Jack Bring in your manufacturer's $i off or less coupons and set double the savings from Farmer Jack
(Not to Include retailer, free, or coupons exceeding the Item value.)Vou must purchase the item In sires and quantities specified

Get the Card That LetS YOU ^p, arm yuan pro banana"
CM* lan hi
wwai* »**«»*'•""'■■<••■*■"«

LIMIT 6-11.25-1 5 OZ. BOX, MULTIGHAIN, APPt7"|

[FROZEII

YOGURT C^

LIMIT 4 'OTHER COKE PRODUCTS OR

VAR,ETIES

w »•

• j[ •BT 9
■)jf*js^

Jfl

. ^1

* aff 1 ' i^
ML

^C ^-JH

'2 LTR.l
UMIT 2•ASSORTED VARIETIES

Tropicana Pure Premium

Oran

A
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•- "A Pair of Kings"
Theatre II features this student
written play along with "Four
Baboons Adoring the Sun."

27, 20001
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"This is a big honor. A lot of dancers
across the country submit pieces and are
adjudicated."
KELLY BARTNIK, SENIOR

see story below

Page 25

Dancers perform nationally
Dancers head to college dance festival
BY NICOLE CADDIGAN

PHOTO COURTESY OF CYNTHIA THOMPSON

Two members of the Virginia Repertoire Dance Company, above, perform a piece that /M be featured at the American College Dance Festt

contributing writer
Demonstrating superb skill, talent and choreography, eight JMU dance majors were among the five
group chosen nationwide to perform at the American College Dance Festival.
The Festival will be hosted at the University of
Maryland at College Park on May 19, 20, and 21.
Performing students are members of the Virginia
Repertoire Dance Company and include seniors
Kelly Bartnik, Jill Bradley, Marisa Impalli, Tara
McNeeley, Kristi Nimmo, Anna Smith and juniors
Courtney Hand and Aaron Wine.
At the festival, student dancers will take
classes and perform, representing the midAtlantic region.
"We've been working for almost a year on the
piece that was selected," Bartnik said. "This is a big
honor. A lot of dancers across the country submit
pieces and are adjudicated."
The JMU school of Theater and Dance hosted the
Mid-Atlantic region dance festival under the American College Dance Festival Association in early
March, during which winning pieces were selected.

Three dance professionals from Wisconsin, Florida
and New York came to judge the choreography.
Each school brought two pieces, (one student piece
and one faculty piece). The three judges watched
each performance, rating and giving feedback
accordingly.
Both JMU pieces were selected to be performed
at the gala event at the end of the festival. "Wishbone" choreographed by Bartnik was selected,
along with a guest artist piece, "Water Landings" by
Lisa Race from New York.
Other guest performers included Claire Porter,
Christalin Wright, and faculty member Shane
O'Hara with his duet company.
"It was an incredible group effort," Thompson said.
"Water Landings, " was selected at the gala even
to be performed at the College Dance Festival.
"The primary function of the upcoming festival
at College Park is to look at all the dances and give
feedback for each," said Thompson.
"Mostly friends and parents will attend, but
often times the festival is reviewed by a Washington critic," Thompson said. "Dance Magazine gives a choreographer's award."

Sample local specialties and wine A musical Saturday
at annual Landwirt Wine Festival afternoon in the park
BY MATTHEW CARASELLA

staff writer
The Landwirt Wine & Music
Festival has arrived yet again
and will be held Saturday from
3 p.m. to midnight.
Every year, crowds of people flock to the Vineyard to participate in the festival that celebrates the fine creations that are
harvested in the valley.
Those that have attended
before would agree that a day
of relaxing in the peaceful
Shenandoah Valley with a glass
of the vineyard's best could not
possibly be better spent. Unless
that bottle of wine is combined
with a taste of local fare that
will be at the festival.
On site this year will be
Brooklyn Delicatessen, Calhoun's Restaurant and Brewing
Company,
Artful
Dodger, Biltmore Grill,
Luigi's and Papillion.
Newly introduced wines
will also be unveiled at the
spring festival including the '99
Monte Video, a wine similar to
Zinfandel, the '98 Riesling, a
German-style white wine and

the Gewchardignon, a unique
blend of Gewurztraniner, Sauvignon Blanc, and Chardonnay.
Four different red wines
will also be available and
will include a choice of the
oak-aged Cabernet Sauvignon, as well as the fruitful
taste of Pinot Noir and
Cabernet Franc.
In between bites of chicken
barbecue and sips of red
wines, participants can also
digest live performances by
TJ, Wes, Jason and Kola, Carbon Leaf, Virginia Coalition,
West Water Street and FNQ
All- Stars.
Attendance is expected to be
higher than the fall festival.
Landwirt Vineyard founder
Gary Simmers has dealt with
the popularity by adding an
extra band to the line-up, stacking the menu with local specialties and preparing the release of
the new wines.
Simmers hopes all will leave
with an appreciation for quality
wine and local cuisine.
For more info visit
www.geocHies.com/landwirt 1.

BY ANNA CULBRETH

contributing writer
Four concert bands will come together this Sunday to perform "A
Sunday Afternoon in the Park."
The concert has been a popular event for the past several years
offering roughly an hour and forty-five minutes of music that you can
really tap your foot to. It offers a variety of styles including solo performances by three faculty members.
Kevin Stees, professor of tuba, is playing a piece entitled, "Concertino for Tuba and Band" by Jim Curnow.
C. William Rice, professor of percussion, will perform a timpani
solo entitled 'Tambour" by Robert Leist.
Carol Noe, professor of flute, is playing the "Gemeinhardt Suite."
This piece also features
the JMU Flute Choir.
"A SUNDAY AFTERNOON IN Other highlights include
THE PARK"
selections from the four
concert bands, such as
WHAT: JMU Spring Pops Concert
"Festa" by Elliot del
Borgo, "A Tribute to
WHERE: Convocation Center
Duke Ellington," "Symphony #1" by Kalinnikov
WHEN: Saturday, April 26, at 3 p.m.
and "The Pines of Rome"
by Respighi.
ADMISSION: $3 for students and
The event will be a
senior citizens, $5 for general public
chance to observe
JMU's musical talent
and take in some powerful performances.
The spring bands pop concert offers an opportunity to see the final
performance put on by these talented players.
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THANK YOU FOR MAKING THE SENIOR
CLASS CHALLENGE 2000 A SUCCESS
Austin Adams
William Aikcns
Danna Allenbach
Nadia Al-Masri

Virginia Almond
Whitney Altizer
Deborah Alves
Staccy Anderson
Tracy Andrews
Jessica Andricsak
Marcia Apperson
Annie Armstrong
Melissa Armstrong

Jennie Austin
Laurie Aymes
Kimbcrly Ayres

Matthew Babaian
Stacey Baler
Amol Bankar
Lauren Baran
Erica Barber
Katherine Barrow
K'ssicd Beck
Matthew Beck
Jennifer Beislcr

Rachel Belan
Melissa Bittner
Courtnev Blake
Britt Blankinship
Nicole Bologno-Emenck
Jamie Bomar
Monica Bonnett
Erin Boor
Diana Rorello

Patrick Borkowski
Ryan Bortner
Amanda Bourgeois
Holly Bowdlflr

Ann Elizabeth Bowen
Suzanne Boxer
Stacy Bragg
Rabia BrainanJ
David Bredurle
Caroline Preig
Amy Brewer
Jenny Brondvk
Keren Brooks
Robin Browne
Kelly Brozzetti
Aimee Buck
Olivia Buck
Terri Bullock
Christopher Bunting
Laura Burdell
Andrew Burgess
Kathleen Burke
Elliot Burres
Ryan Burrowbridge
Karen Busche
Billy Cabell
Cassey Cain
Karen Calkins
Craig Calton
Scott Cameron

William Candee

Michael Feeney
Chuck Hriczak
Whitney Loke
Julia Filz
Jennifer Hudgins
Erica Loman
Jason Fleischman
Christy Hughes
Jill Longnecker
Kevin Fleming
Krishna Hummer
David Loughran
Keith Fletcher
Melanie Hutt
Melissa Love
Alison Flora
Shaun Irvine
Ariana Lowenbach
Julia Ford
Jeremy Jackson
Devin Lowery
Erin Foster
Stephanie Jarocki
Will Lowrey
Roberta Fox
Lindsay Jenkins
Tim Lozier
Brian Frank
Jennifer Johnson
Danielle Lucas
Julie Franks
Stephanie Johnson
Thomas MacMillan
Jada Freer
Jonathan Qapp
Christopher Jones
Marni Magyar
Christine Freiherr
l.ori Clifton
Jennifer Jones
Danika Makris
Bobby Frost
Lindsay Coble
Noelle Jones
David Mailer
Brian Gable
Wesley Cole
Tucker Jones
Kelly Mannix
Matthew Gannon
Misti/a Colebank
Sundari K.
Elizabeth Marcey
Melissa Garrett
Lauren Comer
Tara Kachelriess
Sharyn Markey
Susie Gaskins
Allison Conforli
Erik Kahili
Emily Marshall
Kevin Casque
Shaena Conlin
Michael Kahl
Lara Martin
Mark Gatenby
Robert Cbpeland
Debbie Kane
Molly Mashack
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Stephani
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Patrick Kelly"
Jeremy
Courtney Goldsmith
Lee Crank
Peter Kelly
Eamon McCrann
Jason Good friend
lennifer Crea
Cari Kerr
Faith McDougle
Sharon Goodr
Rami Khater
:>a»lby Crouch
Kim,MclA«gril'n
Dustin i,onion
Courtney Crowley
iatie Kicfner
Erica Meekins
Christine Graham
Michael Cuci unillo
: Joe King
Whitney Melton
Kelly Graves
*5pencer Cmrte ;
Karen King
BomadetteMfnyWfflfem Greenway
Noelle Daly
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Plunkett
1att Gregg
Shannon Daly
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Justin Davis
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Marty!
Tracy Haak
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Cory Khne
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Soo
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Rosemary JKoomson
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Charity Kpvacs
Tiffany Mohr
Molly Hanseri
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Lauren Hedges
Jeffrey Duszak
Leanne Larrick
Joshua Moyer
Brandon Hedrick
Timothy Eades
Erica Lary
Rebecca Moyer
Emily Henderson
Heather Easley
Jaclyn Lasek
Christopher Mulkins
Jason Henry
Elizabeth Edwards
Susan Lawler
Tim Murphy
Heather Herman
Kerrie Eisenhaucr
Garrett Lee
Jeffrey Nalevanko
Angela Hesse
Brian Ellis
Jessica Lee
Ruth Ellen Newberry
Brent Heupel
Kyle Emerson
John Lee 111
Emily Nichols
Jill Higdon
Bryan Ensall
Patrick Lenihan
Andrew Nick
John Hill
Jacqueline Eriksen
Nicole Leonard
Shelley Nielsen
Lynn Hobeck
Bonnie Estes
Meredith Leporati
Melissa Noel
Susan Hoffman
Katie Etter
Kara Leppert
Michelle Northey
Kathryn Hogan
Kimberly Evanchik
Kara Leppert
Curt Nusbaum
Gene Holson
Sarah Evans
Christianna Lewis
Shane O'Boyle
Jessica Homze
Jenny Eyles
Tim Libeau
Colin O'Brien
Harmonie HorowitzKatherine Farmer
Megan Lindsay
Jennifer O'Brien
David Hotem
Justin Farnell
Jae Lingberg
Lindsay O'Dell
Kim Howell
Michael Carr
Marisa Carter
Matthew Chafin
Yash Chahal
Jen Chalfin
Kevin Chambers
Stephen Champi
Angela Charland
Kurt Chesko
Jennifer Chidley
Carrie.Chln

r
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Julie O'Hara
Kelly Olson
Ryan O'Meara
\u.m Openshaw
Danielle Oristian
Casey Omstein
Saba Owais
Sara Owrey
Michael Pack
Saiqa Panjsheri
Ryan Parks
Elizabeth Peacock
Nicole Pellegrino
Tristan Pelligrino
Dave Penland
Sara Perilla
Jen Perley
Dan Peterson
Matthew Peterson
Megan Peterson

Rebecca Plummer
Adam Points.
Kellie Ppimski
JeiuuferPoore
Kli/.iMh Poplin
Kristen.CHi in l,m
Shannon Radford
Otiristine Ragost
Kim RatclifhJ
Jessica RatMj
Jessica Ratbbun
Joshua Rau
Steven Ravas '.'
:.'iei !',!/■■'-.

Kelly Recfcefhoff
pfe'Reid
rhela Riker
Stephen Roberts
ny
ikeR
anne
uez
oily F
ott
Amber Rombs
Jennie Rooney
Tara Rumberger
Kate Runey
Jill Ruppersberger
Maureen Ryan
Kelly Ann Sambuchi
Dana Samuelson
Melissa Sanders
Brian Saunders
Marissa Savastana
Kevin Scharpf
Brian Schlemmer
Kathryn Scott
Helen Secrest
Alexandra Shalit

Jessica Shorter
Christopher Simone
Krista Sims
Gregory Slang
Tara Sodano
Nicole Sonsini
Brian Southard
Michael Staley
Lisa Steward
Jodie Strum
Tom Sulzer
Carrie Summers
Nolynn Sutherland
Theodore Swain
Michael Swansburg
Amy Tapp
Matthew Taskey
Matthew Taskey
Mellissa Tencza
Nicole Thomas
Michelle Tripp
Lauren Tucker
Kara Tufariello
Alex Turner
Sarah Turner
Tricia Twedt
Rachel Tyson
Guillermo Ubilla
Mitch Uehling
Erin Uyttewaal
Mariah Vacca
Christine Vanvleck
Kris Vass
Karen Vatalaro
Connie Marie Viar
Jessica Volz
Robert Wade
Michelle Waldron
Brian Walker
Sue Ellen Walker
Meredith Walkley
Kathleen Wallace
Lisa Walton
Donald Washington
Brian Watts
Robert Watts
Kathleen Webb
Christopher Weinhold
Jennifer West
Kristen West
Brian Westley
Megan Westrom
Kelly Whalen
Brian White
Bryan Whitehurst
Bryan Whitehurst
Jonathan Wilks
Allison Williams
Kathryn Williams
Lauren Williams
Corynne Wilson
Jack Wolford
Shavalyea Wyatt
Nicole Wygovsky

at 7 p.m. Please bring your invitation and 2 ID's.
Don't forget to pay your 10% before graduation. Payments can be made today
on the Commons and at the Celebration tonight.
Questions? Call x2825
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Film critic picks all-time favorites
After six years of reviews, the Breeze film critic says his
final words and answers a few long-awaited questions as well
BY BRENT ANDREW BOWLES

Breeze film critic
My first review for the Breeze
appeared in 1994, and since then my wife
and I estimate I've viewed some 500
movies, reviews for over 250 of which
have appeared in this paper. In that time
the one thing most of my friends and colleagues always ask is "what are your
favorite movies?" Although some of the
movies that will appear below are not
exactly works of art, these are the ones to
which I will continually return, share with
my children and settle back into with
comfort and admiration.
"Bambi" (1942)
In the six decades since Walt Disney
unveiled this adaptation of Felix Salter's
novel, no work of animation has come
close to replicating its power and beauty.
In its exquisite visual depth and detail, its
splendid music, and particularly its jarring use of silence, "Bambi" is a vivid
tone poem.

takes second chair to excitement; throw in
a feisty performance by Lauren Bacall and
it's impossible to go wrong.

throughout this deliberately paced story
of an ex-cop's involvement with a (dead?)
woman.

"Ikiru" (1952)
It may not be Akira Kurosawa's most
celebrated film, but "Ikiru" is a heartbreaking and lyrical story of a disillusioned government worker, diagnosed
with a terminal illness, who decides in
his last days to make his life valuable to
the world. To simply watch the limitless
expressions in performer Takeshi
Shimura's eyes is to observe what it
means to part of a race condemned to
(or perhaps blessed with) a limited
amount of time to live.

"Lawrence of Arabia" (1962)
David Lean's seemingly irreconcilable
canvas — a small, intimate story of one
man's ego told on an epic scale —
becomes a grand character study with
hot-blooded acting, gritty storytelling,
and searing action. Peter O'Toole's performance is studied and calm, the perfect
counterpoint to his blustery costars, the
parched locations, and Maurice Jarre's
percussive score.

"Othello" (1952)
While "Citizen Kane" is, of course,
Orson Welles's most dramatic and artistically unified work, "Othello" is a dense
and fascinating examination of a play that
rarely receives such even-handed treatment. Welles's astounding visual aesthetic
as director keeps every frame exciting.

"Casablanca" (1942)
"Casablanca" emerged in the days
when Warner Bros, churned out one
movie per week, and few imagined this
assembly line product would turn out so
magical. A film of rare energy and
charm, it sports a familiar cast and cosmopolitan sheen that exude sophisticated
wit and as old-fashioned a sense of
romance as you can get.

"Paths of Glory" (1957)
"Paths of Glory" is Stanley Kubrick's
most efficient statement, and while he
returns to and expands'upon themes of
dehumanization and social oppression
throughout his unparalleled body of
work, they never receive such claustrophobic and tightly-controlled treatment.

"The Big Sleep" (1946)
Film noir of the highest order, "The Big
Sleep" is so dense that even the filmmakers themselves don't know who committed one of the murders. But with
Humphrey Bogart on the case, confusion

"Vertigo"(1958)
"Vertigo" is a visually arresting and
darkly comic variation on a theme and
remains Alfred Hitchcock's most beautiful
and terrifying work. The opening title
sequence sets up the marriage of vertigo
and obsession, a motif Hitchcock weaves

'To Kill a Mockingbird" (1962)
Harper Lee's quietly powerful
novel receives equally small-scale
treatment in this beautiful character
study brilliantly performed by Gregory Peck and company. The child actors
are particularly fine.
"My Fair Lady" (1963)
While Audrey Hepburn shines
brighter than the evening star in this
handsomely mounted musical, it's Rex
Harrison's brash performance as Dr.
Henry Higgins that keeps "My Fair Lady"
so imminently watchable. Even though he
can't sing a jot, (and Hepburn's angelic
features flutter my stomach) Harrison
walks away with every scene he's in.
"2001: A Space Odyssey" (1968)
Stanley Kubrick's vision appears so
single-minded as to be incomprehensible,
but a closer study of the film reveals a
stark yet humanist soul. "2001" is as much
a vicious condemnation of mankind as it
is a pleading reminder of the potential for
beauty and redemption that lies within

the human heart. Just listening to the
movie is enough. The bloodless dialogue,
the endless reels of silence or breathing
effects, the mechanical use of classical
music — it all reveals Kubrick's hand. In a
time when the race has disintegrated to
the point where the most human character
in the movie is a computer, only alien
intervention can save us.
"Star Wars" (1977)
Say what you want about horrible dialogue or shoddy filmmaking, but for sheer
cowboy heroism and gee-whiz spectacle,
George Lucas' blockbuster remains the
last word in entertainment.The acting is
wooden, the gaffs are legendary, but "Star
Wars" takes a simple, anti-technology
message and cleverly masks it with
mythological themes and astounding
technical wizardry.
"Raging Bull" (1980)
Although some of the characterizations
seem a bit pat, Robert DeNiro's transformative performance stands solidly alongside crackerjack editing and Martin Scorsese's visceral staging of the boxing
sequences.
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" (1981)
Spielberg and Lucas cram all the Saturday matinee serial heroism and junk
food logic they can into this energizing,
whoop-worthy adventure flick that
makes no bones about being a ridiculous,
food-for-the-eyes-and-ears spectacle. Harrison Ford's tongue-in-cheek performance
is the centerpiece of the movie, but without Spielberg's deft sense of pacing or
John Williams' full-tilt musical anthems,
it's doubtful "Raiders" would be a saga
worth remembering.

Submarine thriller sinks competition
'U-571' surfaces with a bang this week while 'Rules' is
disengaged and new religious comedy doesn't keep the faith
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

senior writer
Military films dominated the big screen in
America this weekend, but "U-571" sank all the
competition.
The submarine-thriller opened this weekend
with an impressive $19.6 million. Matthew
McConaughey stars with Bill Paxton, Jon Bon
Jovi and Harvey Keitel as American naval officers sent on a mission to recover a secret German decoding device from a downed U-Boat in
the North Atlantic. Launching in 2,583 theaters,
the World War II flick averaged an explosive
$7,570 per screen.
Compared with other recent submarine
openings, "U-571" powered ahead of 1995's
"Crimson Tide" ($18.6 million) and 1990's
"The Hunt for Red October" ($17.2 million).
With solid reviews and no real competition for

another few weeks, the Universal release
should occupy the throne at the box office for
a while.
"Love and Basketball" landed second place
with a surprising $8.1 million. The sports
romance, which stars Omar Epps, opened in
only 1,238 theaters with a solid $6,580 average.
After two weeks on top, "Rules of Engagement" dropped to third place. The Samuel L.
Jackson and Tommy Lee Jones powered flick
earned $8 million, bringing its total gross to
$43.1 million.
The two romantic comedies "28 Days" and
"Keeping the Faith" rounded out the top five at
the box office this weekend.
Sandra Bullock's rehab recount "28 Days"
raked in $7.3 million, bringing its ten-day total
to $22 million. Edward Norton's religious comedy made $7.2 million, bringing its total to

$18.6 million.
For another weekend, a major release landed
outside the top ten at the box office. Joshua Jackson's "Gossip" was poorly received this weekend. The college thriller flunked out with a meager $2.3 million, and averaged a pitiful $1,522 in
1325 theaters.
Next weekend, the second installment of the
Flintstones arrives with "The Flintstones in Viva
Rock Vegas." This flick is missing the all-star
cast from the first one though; no John Goodman, Rick Moranis, Rosie O'Donnel, or Elizabeth Perkins.
Estrogen-filled "Where the Heart Is"
hits theaters next weekend. The chick flick
based on the best-seller book of the same
title stars Natalie Portman, Ashley Judd,
Stockard Channing, Joan Cusack, and
Sally Field.

TOP 5
MOVIES
"U-^71"
$19.6 pillion

"Loveai^dBasketball"
$8. ynyllion

"Rules of Shgagement"
$8 million

"28D..vs"
$7.*iMlion

"Keeping Faith"
$7.2j/illion
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Escape to the Perfect Retreat...

heasant
Townhomes
Eliminate Noise, Experience'Privacy, & Enjoy Space Beyond Comparison.
No overhead or underfoot units
Approximately 1500 square feet
Four bedrooms and two full baths upstairs
All living, kitchen facilities & guest bath downstairs
Private Phone Lines, Cable and Ethernet Jacks Available in Each Bedroom
Private storage shed and patio or deck
Your own yard, but no exterior maintenance

Enjoy Huge Eat-In Kitchens Featuring
Microwaves'
Frost-free refrigerators with ice-makers
Dishwashers
Self-cleaning ovens
Extra capacity washers and dryer
Garbage disposals
Pantry for extra storage

Relax in the comfort of
Pheasant Run's
spacious floor plan

Now Leasing And Selling All Remaining Units.
Rents Start As Low As £250 Monthly Per Person.
From JMU take South Main St. Turn left on Rocco Ave. across from the Hartman Dodge
just past 1,2,3 Movie Theater. On Rocco, turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
The Model/Office is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.

540-801-O66O
tol free 877-266-7786

Open
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 PM
Closed Thurs. and Sun.
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Baboons, kings
and guns, oh my
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE
dren excited about their new
contributing writer
family. However, inevitable
Theatre II will be opening a problems occur.
pair of plays this Thursday
The second play, "A Pair of
night. Senior John Gaure's Kings" written by Carter, a cast
"Four Baboons Adoring the member in the Pulitzer Prize
Sun" which surrounds themes winning play "Wit" has come
such as family,
to the experimarriage and per- A PAIR OF PLAYS mental theater
sonal intrigue will WHAT: "Four Baboons class in several
open followed by Adoring the Sun" and installments.
JMU alumni ( "A Pair of Kings"
"A Pair of
Brian Carter's "A
Kings" involves
WHERE: Theatre II
Pair of Kings."
two brothers,
The first play
Wayne, played by
follows two newly WHEN: Thursday-Sat- senior Robert
married archeolo- urday, 7 p.m., with a Johanson and
gists,
Penny, midnight performance Denny, junior
"A Pair of Kings"
played by sopho- of
Matthew Homer
on Friday
more Laura Miller
who are "trailer
and Phillip, played by senior trash so to speak" Johanson said.
Tyler Gaston.
They have just killed a cop, have
They are engaged in an stolen a safe, and are waiting for
archeological dig in Sicily and Wayne's ex-girlfriend and
are thrilled to bring along their another friend to show up with
nine children, hoping to turn the other half of the code for the
them on to archeology. The play safe. Obstacles stand in their way
then delves into how much the of getting to the treasure, and
two love each other and their the group ends up turning on
commitment to getting the chil- one another.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERV/senior pholuftrapher

Dangerous antics surround "A Pair of Kings," at Theatre II this weekend, as senior Robert Johanson, above, and
junior Matthew Homer play Wayne and Denny, brothers who, after going on a crime spree, turn on one another.

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

MTO
Only at

"a most unique and exciting store"

More Bagrla

Shmuffins* & Bageb
Shmullen Breakfaat Sandwiches

Bagel Breakfast Sandwiches
1.79

Bagel

179

Bagel & Butter

B9»

1.19

1.79

1.19
1.19

1-79
1.79

Bar! «■ J«My
Bagel & Cream Cheeae

89«
99*

Add Jelly
Add Cream Cheeae

39«
.49«\

Egg & Cheese

1.19..

I Um, Egg & Cheeae

1.19. —

Steak. Egg *k Cheeae
Sauaage. EB & Cheeae
Bacon, Ea «• Cheese

-

Ibahbrowns

69*

Subz

Bagels 1/2 Doren.

2.99

Bagel. EZ Duien (I ))

.4-99

Jr.
1.69

CoU Cut
n.—. -a—i
Italian ....

Ilall 6"
2.99

Whole 12"

1.19

5.49

I.i9

5.89

J.J9
1.49
J.49

5.49

Club Combo
|M k-rf. ~*.,. k—I
llea»

1.99
1.99

Turkey
Roaal Beel

-50<

4.99

5.69
5.69
5.69

Sabd Sub

(i— - ,kkl~ _u>
Egg Sabd Sub
Veggie
Cheeae

2.69

.5.18

1.59

2.69

1.59

1.19

.5.18
.5.49

1.69

....

Deli Sandwichez
.2.99

Chicken Salad .

1.19

Tuna Salad

Roaal Beel

.2.99
.3.19

119
2.99

BalaU

.2.69

Veggie

llam & Cheeae

ICONSRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

Turkey

■

163 South Main Street
432-1594 for Hours and Information
Tapestries

•

Drums

2.69

Whole 12"

Steak

...1.99..

Ilall 6"
1.59

Meatball

...1.69..

2.69

4.69

Chicken

...1.99..

1.59

5.99

Prpperoni ....

...1.59..

4.49

Pork BBQ..

...1.99..
....25,..

2.69
1.59

I lot Subz

Stop by to see what's new and to find ||
the perfect gift for someone special!

Cheeae

Jr.

Extra Prpperoni..

5.69

50«

5.99
1.00

Salt*
Garden Salad

.2.69

Roasted Chicken Sabd

1.99

Chel Sabd

..1.59

Caeiar Sabd

2.69

Tuna or Chicken Salad .

.1.79

CaeiarStde

1.49

Chicken Caeaar

.1.99

Chicken Caeaar Side

1.99

Taco Sabd

..1.59

Steak Sabd

1.79

..1.59
, QQ

Nachoi Buenoa
i ...a.. & ,!,,.„ AW cw~

NaclW

Mot Dogt
2 World Famous Sheen 1 K.p .
Big IVI, Dog Sub..

Nachoi (Jrande
InaffeM •ktj r«*" oVofcr ol tit*
««■■-». hfc.h ok.... IMMMI, |

Ask About Our '•Sheet/ Fundraisers" Kor Your Organizution
Mil rikcrsily Boulcvjid. Iluinvinlxiit!. \A::XIH ■PhoaK MO J7< N) 73 • I .n 5411574 4n.' I
1X25 Snuih Main Succi. rUrriitiBhurf, VA22W)I • Pktm 540-574-3l7««Fax 5411 574-4171
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GRADUATION
IS UPON US!

Barf You
Technical Services/Testscoring would
like to thank the following Student
Operations Assistants for all their
dedication and hard work at JMU:
Nick Irvine *
Brian Schlemmer *
Jason Smith *
Kazuho Tsuchida *

Khalil Ayubi
Amine Benkirane
Lindsay Estes
Cary Green
Jennifer Graham

VISA

Delicatessen
Schoolwork getting you down?
Experiencing the senior slump?
Tired of the same old thing?
Come to Brooklyns
for something new,
exciting, and delicious!

(* indicates graduating senior. Congratulations!!)

Order Graduation Platters!
2035-51 E. Market St.
Next to the ABC store

433-4090

Cummer Term 2000
at Mason.
1 tiitt

wi

.... w

U ■•-

nmmt

.—*>. ' '"■<- ■ ■

Summer Term at George Mason University offers a wide variety of undergraduate
and graduate courses at an accelerated rate in a relaxing environment. We feature
more than 600 courses in disciplines such as business, computer science, information
systems and technology, nursing, public and international affairs, liberal arts, and

Building success for a new era.

more. Courses are taught on an intensified six- or eight-week schedule with day,
evening, and limited weekend courses available. We offer four sessions:

George Mason Oiiversity

Session A

May 22 - June 27

Session B

May 30 - June 25

Session C

July 5 - August 8

Zl Please send me a summer schedule of classes

Session X

Variable Dates

Name:

r.

3 New Enrollee

J Return Enrollee
.

Address:
For more information on registering for

City:

summer classes, applying to a degree

Home Phone:

program, or applying as an extended

Please fax or mail this coupon to:
George Mason University
Summer Term, MS 5D1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444

studies (nondegree) student, please
contact us at (703) 993-2343, by fax
(703) 993-8871, or by e-mail
summer@gmu.edu. Visit us on the web

at http://summer.gmu.edu.

Zip:

State:
Office Phone:

Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703) 993-8871

Website: http://summer.gmu.edu

jMU
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* PLAN 9 SELLS *
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OF USED CDS - S8 OR LESS!

GET CASH FOR
YOUR MUSIC!
WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR USED CDS
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9musk.com
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www.plan9muslc.com

Over 60 Tent*
on I) is play ...

Special Deal*
on Pk&*. B*&,
Footwear ana
JYliftut MOT© . . •

AFoTW
loBelW
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learn how to be a nurset

b7b6inga[nurse]

Here's your chance to do what other students only read about.
To get hands-on clinical experience, one-on-one training, and a shot at a
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army ROTC Nursing program.
Talk lo an Army ROTC advisor today lo find out more. Because it's time
you put your passion into practice.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can'take.

I
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Wilderness
"jit*! -

RjtffAR AND EOUIPME

OJJTU

HARRISON BURG

See

Bridgeforth Stadium South
or call 568-6094

VIRGINIA

1544 Bail Market Street
(540)434.-7234.
"

Enter a Drawing
to Fin
Lowa S noes
or a
Sierra Designs Tent!
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Top: Program Coordinator of the Virginia Council of
Churches for the Refugee Resettlement Program
Viktor Sokolyuk at his office in Harrisonburg.
Middle: Dusanka and Milan Kukolj, refugees from
Bosnia, are currently living in transitional housing
sponsored by the Church of the Brethren.
Bottom: A storage facility for the items donated for
the benefit the refugees.

MADELINE BROOKS/Conlnbuling Photographer

Sophomore Brent Wodicka sits at a booth on the commons advertising for the upcoming drive to g

A Whole New
Local refugees benefit from comn
Story by Staff Writer Lindsay b

ELIZABETH TALIAFERRO/Contnbuting Photographer

ELIZABETH TALIAFERRO/Contnbuting Photographer

Imagine a hypothetical situation
for a moment. You've just
graduated from JMU. You are
about to begin a career as a professional but there's one major problem — the United States has suddenly fallen under strict foreign
control. You cannot step out your
front door without the risk of
being shot. You not only fear for
your life, but also for those of
friends and family. Your only
option for survival is to leave your
familiar world behind to seek shelter and resettlement in a land
across the Atlantic. You know
deep down that there is little hope
that you will ever return home.
As if the thought of leaving
your life behind isn't bad enough,
imagine knowing that despite the
fact that you have a college degree,
you must work maximum hours at
a job with minimal pay to make
ends meet. Since you can only
speak English, you spend most of
your free time learning a new language in order to advance in the
work force. The free time you do
have to spend with your family is
limited.
Each year, the United States
admits tens of thousands of people
who are suffering from situations
much like this one. These refugees
come to the United States to escape
religious, political, economic, mili-

tary and social persecution. Once
they arrive here, however, they
realize they have a whole new set
of hardships to face.
The hardest obstacle to overcome for most is the language barrier. They must learn English as
soon as possible, otherwise communication within their new communities is virtually impossible.
Sometimes, older refugees do not
want to try to learn English, so it
becomes much harder for them to
adapt to American ways of life.
They often rely on their children
and grandchildren to translate for
them because they pick up the language more easily. Their resistance
to learning the language makes it
difficult to communicate in everyday situations such as doctor's
office visits.
Emotional and mental problems are also common among
refugees because they are trying to
deal with the loneliness and
depression that occurs after such a
traumatic experience. Refugees
must make new friends and move
on, but more times than not, they
must learn English first to be able
to talk to potential friends.
Refugees also sacrifice their
professions once they flee to
America. Many refugees in
Harrisonburg and surrounding
areas must work in poultry plants,

performing such tasks as plucking
feathers from chickens in order to
support their families.
Viktor Sokolyuk, program coordinator of the Refugee
Resettlement Office (RRO) in
Harrisonburg since 1991, said there
are between 1,300 and 1,500
refugees living in Rockingham and
Augusta. Recently, refugees have
been migrating to Virginia from
countries such as
Sudan, Uganda, F3osnia, Albania,
Kosovo, Ukraine, Russia and
Cuba. The Harrisonburg RRO provides assistance to refugees living
in cities such as Harrisonburg,
Staunton, Bridgewater,
Waynesboro, Charlottesville and
as far south as Lynchburg. There
are three other RROs in Virginia.
They are located in Manassas,
Richmond and Newport News.
A non-profit organization
established in 1988, the RRO works
directly with the Church of the
Brethren to assist refugees make
the transition into American
culture.
Pastor Lowel Heisey of the
Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren has been working with
refugee resettlement since 1947.
The Refugee Resettlement
Program (RRP) provides service
to refugees from the moment of
arrival to two years after they
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A Refuge for
your Refuse
Sort through your stuff and donate
to local refugees
• I^ook for boxes in residence halls, local apartment complexes, and
other buildings throughout the JMU and Harrisonburg community
that are labeled "Refugee Donation Drive"

get donations for area refugees.

i World
nunity outreach
Vlarti
have arrived. The RRP's targeted
assistance program helps find
refugees employment and learn
English. It is targeted especially
for the elderly, according to
Sokolyuk. He said the RRP provides assistance to refugees for
up to five years.
The RRO also provides many
services to refugees. They provide
interpretation from native languages to English, transportation
to aid with daily tasks (grocery
shopping, doctor's appointments,
rides to work), assistance in job
searches and also mental health
services.
The Virginia Council of
Churches is in charge of setting a
goal of how many refugees will be
settled in Virginia in the area from
Manassas to Lynchburg. The
Roanoke area is handled by the
Catholic Ministry. This year, the
goal has been set at 300
individuals.
Sokolyuk said the RRO gets
money from federal grants, but
mostly from denominations such
as the Church of the Brethren, the
Presbyterian Church and the
Mennonite Church. The RRO is
run by only a couple dozen staff
members and volunteers, so outside help is always welcome,
according to Sokolyuk.
Pastor Heisey said, "The

Refugee Resettlement Program has
been very helpful. It has breathed a
new light and vigor into the lives
of the refugees."
Sokolyuk said, "JMU has been a
great source of support. It has provided tutors to teach the refugees
English. We are very grateful that
the university has given the students this opportunity."
The RRO is always taking
donations of any kind. Virtually
anything will help a refugee family
that has arrived with little more
than the shirts on their backs.
Currently there is a drive
being held for students to donate
some of the items that they may
want to get rid of before heading
home for the summer. It will be
held from today until the end of
the school year and students can
drop off anything except clothing
in one of the boxes that will be
located around campus. The
most in-demand items are
computers.
Sokolyuk said he hopes the current drive for students to donate
their belongings to this cause will
become not only an annual event,
but a year-round occurrence.
"I believe this will be a great
way to benefit others," Sokolyuk
said. "People who make donations
will feel good about helping someone else. The recipients will also be

• DONATE
- School supplies (blank notebooks, pencils, pens, crayons for
refugee children)
- Computers of all kinds
- Kitchen items (pots, pans, plates, utensils, cups, etc.)
- Furniture (lamps, couches, chairs, tables, etc.)
- Educational CD-ROMS
- Radios
-TVs
- Microwaves
- Toasters
- Irons
- Canned food
- Anything except clothes RRO docs not have the laundry capabili
ties necessary to accept clothing)
• Know your donations have gone to refugee families who have
recently moved to Harrisonburg in an effort to escape persecution
from such countries as Cuba, Ukraine, Kosovo, Sudan, Kuwait,
Albania, Russia, Uganda and Bosnia.
If you have any questions please contact Elizabeth Tuliuferro at
taliafme@jmu.edu or call Viktor Sokolyuk at 433-7942.

Got Clothes?
Several local establishments are ready
and willing to take your old clothes
Mercy House Thrift Store
1762 S. High St.
Harrisonburg

J & M Thrift
303 Spotswood Tr.
Harrisonburg

The Salvation Army
1001 S. High St.
Harrisonburg

The Bargain Shop
136 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg

Granny Longlegs
16 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg

Gift & Thrift Shop
227 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg

SPORRTS
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HometOWfl MuSiC 1 Keezlenutten Farm LLC
ALVAREZ GUITARS

vat&z 4

Trail Rides on the Western
Slope of the Massanutten

FROM $149
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Special Purchase
Jasmine by
Takamine
Dreadnought
tern k Guitar
1 $99
at: home.rica.net/acemusic

Flavor of the Week:

Hours:
I 0-6 Mon, Tue, Thur, Fri
10-5 Sat
Closed Wednesh, & W«j
Now open in the Ace Music Building
2990 S Main Street, Hirri»nburg, VA
540434-4722 • 1-800-PLAY ACE

Riding Lessons
3224 Caverns Dr, Keezletown, VA
wvvw.keezlenuttenfarm.com
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269-2227

JMU Final Spring Fling 2000
Soccer Tournament

Orange
Pineapple
i'e.»1111 f i> in !&<• Ill III! IMIlt o| Sotlllrift in-iiii)

Right on Wolfe St
Just past Post Office
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Take a break from studying and
enjoy the world's favorite sport—SOCCER!

k«. MCJICJIS

FILE CLERKS
Do you need to make extra money? W e have
ihe perfect part-time /sum mer job for you.
Come work for us at our file storage warehouse moving file boxes, assembling file
jackets, sorting files and related materials, data
entering and tracking inventory. M usl be able
to lift 40 lbs. repeatedly. Background check
required. We'll work around yourclass
schedule.
FAX. mail ore-mail youra-sume in

Sunday, April 30
12 - 7pm
UREC Soccer Field

confidence to:

SCI, Inc.
22ci I nma iij Ml\.l
I larriwirtburg, V.\ 22MH
sm> 432-94*1 I'.VX
r.suiiK'i/
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For more information, contact Christina Sanchez, CMISS,
568-6636, sanchece@jmu.edu.
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To all Students, Faculty and Staff committed to making JMU an inclusive, welcoming campus:
In October, a workshop was held with concerned students, faculty and staff regarding multicultural issues that we
face at JMU. Based on comments received at the meeting, specific action items were established and reported to
the participants. Please find the action items listed below for your information.

Student

JAM ■S
MAD SON
UNIVERSITY,.

Affairs

Multicultural Workshop Action
Recruitment

Retention

The University will support both the African American Male Academy and the
African American Female Institute, which will take place July, 2000.

A program has been created by the Center for Leadership, Service, and
Transition (CLST) called "Diverse Perspectives on Citizen-Leadership" that
will introduce students to racial, ethnic, cultural, and religious perspectives on
leadership, civic responsibility, service, and group relations.

A Conference Service Marketing Plan will be written that will attract more
summer camps to JMU that include pre-college age students of color. These
conferences will help students gain exposure to the University and act as a
recruitment tool.
Additional permanent funding has been authorized for multicultural recruitment
activities involving the Students for Minority Outreach (SMO).
Office space for SMO has been created in Sonner Hall as part of the Admission
Suite.
A new Minority Student Recruitment plan has been enacted.
Mr. Art Dean has been hired to coordinate our multicultural recruitment efforts.
A proposal has been developed that will hopefully allow us to engage in
geodemographic market analysis to determine where our prospective students are
located and what we need to do to recruit them. Our new director of
Admissions, Mr. Michael Walsh has begun work this April and has extensive
experience with geodemographic recruitment.

Funds have been allocated to change the physical environment in the CLST
offices, including purchasing art objects and other aesthetic pieces that reflect
cultural diversity and that make students of color feel welcome in our spaces.
The CLST is implementing a comprehensive plan for attracting greater numbers
of students of color to work as Orientation Program Assistants and Freshman
Orientation Guides.
The CLST is developing a plan to help increase participation by students of
color in Leadership and Community Service projects.
The CSLT has started working witli an independent Advisory Board that helps
the department create more effective learning opportunities for students to better
attend to the needs of students of color.
. Advertisements are being placed in all academic buildings and Residence Halls
on campus to promote programs emanating out of the (enter for Multicultural
and International Student Services (CMISS).

Admissions has expanded it's outreach program to go beyond high school visits.
In their recruiting efforts, they will be including church contacts, community
organizations, and other strategic points identified by current JMU students of
color.

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness is creating surveys for students who are
admitted but choose not to attend JMU and transfer students who don t return to
determine their reasons for leaving. These surveys will l>e conducted annually.

Programming

Financial Aid

Monies have been transferred to CMISS for use during the 1999/2000
academic year.

Student Affairs Staff will contact the Madison ( ounce lion and will arrange for
special training for their telephone solicitors about the needs of the Center for
Multicultural and International Student Services and solicitation of funding for
additional scholarships.

A budget initiative has been submitted requesting additional funding for
programming during the 2000 2001 academic year.
Mr. Zcb Davenport's position has been changed to reflect additional duties.
Zeb has been asked to fill die position of Assistant to the Vice President for
Student Affairs for Multicultural Awareness.

The Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships has begun outreach by working
with AKA and APA to present scholarship information and the financial
process here at JMU.

Mr. James "Stacey" Edwards has been hired to fill the newly created position of
Associate Director for the Center of Multicultural and International Student

Beginning in Mill 2000, Financial Aid will have two programs a year to
emphasize the financial aid process and to assist with money management and
other key areas of student employment.

Faculty/Staff Diversity Training

Teamwork

A workshop has been conducted in Student Affairs' Student Life division to
create strategies designed to promote more inclusive and welcoming
environments.

The Diversity Initiatives Team has been formed and is already working on some
Specific action items.

We have established this list of commitments but there is still more to be done. It is with pride and anticipation
that we look forward to the Fall of 2000 so that we can continue to take action and make JMU a more
welcoming and inclusive environment for all students. We encourage your commitment and participation next
Fall. Have a great Summer.
-James Madison University Division of Student Affairs

Student Affairs
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Need a Job?
Earn up to $520 Weekly
Earn Paid Vacations & Holidays
Free MS Office and Graphics Training
Gift Certificates, Bonuses and Much More
To receive this, just work during the Summer

of new t-shi
shorts, and
hats!
^J

We have some fantastic opportunities in Washington, DC and the nearby
Virginia suburbs, with Fortune 500 firms, Government Contractors,
National Associations, Law Firms and others. Both our permanent
placement group and our temp division have immediate openings for
Administrative Assistants, Marketing Specialists, Customer Service
Experts, Data Entry Pros, Human Resource Assistants, Receptionists and
Office Assistants. Let our industry-certified experts use their inside
connections to help you get your foot in the door at your favorite firm.
Please call us for an immediate interview:

888-914-9100
m a^ma a #

Weplace people first

r^follett
NCW % UUD COillOt TCXTBOOKS

.com

Northern Virginia's premier permanent and temporary placement agency

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003

Pointed m£md*
Tattoos & Piercings

dARE

tO bE dIFFERENT...

WE ARE
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

Pamted Lady Tattoos

*

[ Luigi's
South High St

Old Mill
HWT-.

u PfcM

7-11

South Main St
H,l,- Aid

433-5612

I
1-81

Exit ?45

Just a couple of doors down from Luigi's - Bus Route 4
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The Breeze announces Alan Mayer
as the Top Athlete in JMU History.
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"JMU women's water polo is
all about the heart and fire."
KELLY HIZA

story page 37

Page 41

HLETESOFTHCYEAR

Senior Curtis Keaton was selected in
the fourth round of this year's NFL Draft
by the Cincinnati Bengals.
The West Virginia University transfer arrived at JMU before his junior season and was the full-time running back
during the Dukes' Atlantic-10 Championship run last season.
Last season Keaton rushed for
1,719 yards on 314 carries and 20
touchdowns. He turned in his biggest
rushing performance against the University of Connecticut with 237 yards
on 28 carries and five touchdowns.
He also was the only back in the
nation, this year, to run for more than
100 yards against the Virginia Tech
Hokies, rushing for 108 yards on 14
carries.

The Ohio native will be one of the
running backs battling for the starting
position on the Bengals. One of his
competitors is his former childhoodhero Ki-Jana Carter. Some, including
JMU Coach Mickey Matthews, believe
that Keaton's playing time will come
on special teams initially.
Keaton returned nine kickoffs for 242
yards in '99. He also caught seven passes
for 63 yards and one touchdown.
In 1999, Keaton led the A-10 in rushing with 142.9 yards per game. He finished first in all-purpose yards with 2020
total, but was second in average with
168.3 per game. He also finished second
in points per game with 10.5.
— Andrew Tufts, sports editor

When senior Lindsay Collingwood
leaves JMU, she will leave with the
history books stowed securely under
her arm.
With 12 career JMU records in her
possession, including kills (1,872), digs
(1,570), and aces (204), it's not hard to see
how she was this years female Athlete of
the Year.
Despite her career totals, her senior
year was equally impressive.
The outside hitter was named Player of the Year by the Virginia Sports
Information Directors this year. In
addition, she was named CAA Player
of the year, earned a spot on the AllCAA team for the fourth time and was
selected for the all-state team, also for
the fourth time.

— STAFF REPORTS

— Andrew Tufts, sports editor

Archery
heads to
Penn St.

Softball
national
champs
The women's club softball team
travelled to Weber State University in
Ogden, Utah over Easter weekend and
returned as the national champions.
The Dukes went 2-2 in the opening
round-robin and went into the doubleelimination bracket as the second seed,
behind Weber State. The Dukes
avenged an earlier 9-3 loss to Weber
State with a 2-0 victory in the elimination round. This set them up for a
championship showdown with the
University of Southern California,
which they won 9-2.
The Dukes were led by their AllTournament team of senior Terri Bullock (4 SB), freshman Olivia Zehringer
(6 RBIs), and senior Jen Mattison (4 SB).

Collingwood was also selected for
All-District 3 by the American Volleyball
Coaches Association. She became the
first Duke ever to receive the honor.
The Dukes earned their first trip to
the NCAA National Championship
Tournament this year. This feat was
accomplished by securing their first
ever CAA Championship with a win
over American University (10-15, 15-2,
15-7,15-13).
Collingwood was named the most
valuable player of the tournament with a
21 kill and 17 dig effort in the title match.
She ranks first in the CAA and 10th
nationally with a 0.59 ace average. She
ranks third in both career kills and digs.

BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer

photo courtesy of AIMEE COSTELLO

The Dukes were the only east coast team participating in the holiday weekend tournament. They won the championship game 9-2 behind the pitching of vice-president
junior Casey Quinn. They went 6-2 in the tournament and finished the season 19-2.

The archery team looks as if it has a
legitimate shot at winning it all, heading
into the Intercollegiate Championships at
Penn State in Williamsport, PA, May 15 21. Coach Bob Ryder said this has been
one of his team's strongest years.
"We've been working towards this
tournament all year long,"Ryder said.
"We know all of the teams in the east
real well, and only a couple of teams
like Texas A&M and Michigan State
give us trouble. We just work harder
than the next guy, and that's what
makes the difference."
Ryder said one of the strongest
aspects of his team was the women's
compound field, which has won two
see ARCHERS, page 45
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#Find a Roommate
un
oo

PARTY ON FRI 4/28 !
STOP BY 2 - 7 p.m.

HAVE

CHOICE
ORE AMENITIES

ORE LUXURIES

ORE MONEY

'■B "v

SBN@4SEg

1

^p

| For a limited time only!!!

$100 cash
i For every new lease signed;
■*&tf*XKi>

THE NEWEST...AND THE BEST
tit
1941 Sunchase Drive (on Nerr Ave.)

Professionally Managed by
Management Services Co.

Suncnase Shuttle Will Pick You Up
437-4800
www.suncnase.net
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Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain*
#1 Cause of Suicide

Depression is a suppression of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable,
UNTREATED
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind. r\£ OO K CC/^"

DEPRESSION

Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessVoices of Education)

http://www.save.org

iBreeze

Knditnt (he Jama MwJwon I r«v*rsKy '
community for over 75 yean.

J100K-14fi
...even iff you'le
not in Uie mood

We know you're busy with finals and
getting ready for the summer, so we've
made it easy for you to take care of this one
| last minute detail for next year.
f you will be moving, or currently living
off-campus within the next few months give us a call before graduation and let us
know your tentative network and phone plans for August 2000, and we both benefit.
You take advantage of discounting pricing, reduced install fees, and monthly savings,
while we get a head start on job scheduling, room connections, and activation testing
Best of all, you make no payment until August. Pick and choose a plan to custom-fit
your needs. Sign up for individual services; or enjoy the benefits of our all-inclusive
GOLD package. The GOLD program is ideal for students that desire both a network
and phone because it provides such a tremendous savings, that having a private
phone connection is more cost effective than sharing a line with roommates.
Every time ;i company makes
a product, ihey also use energy
and natural respufces Ever)
time you make a purchase, you
could save some ol dial energy
and I hose resources, 'Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable products, there's less
lo throw away. And less to
replace I or a IVee shopping
guide, please call
l-800-CALL-EDF.
BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS.
SAVE MORE

www.ecH.ofg

and incentives end upon graduation
SSoaving
whatever you decide, go ahead and sign
up now, even if you're not yet sure yet of
what you want. You'll have all summer to
cancel or change the services, but at least
you will be locked into the promotional
pricing when confirmation is made later on.

D

on't put off any longer, call our office

437-4200

and get hooked-up before its too late!
Thanks and good luck with exams.
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STUDENT STORAGE

INDIAN-AMERICAN
CAFE

433-1234

Located in City Limits
Fire-retardant units
Fenced and well-lit
City police and fire protection

(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m.- 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Specializing in Non-vegetarian/
Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

MINI
STOIMT
Self-Storage

Climate Control
Close to JMU

Special Summer Rates for Students

190 E. Mosby Rd.
Harrisonburg
(1 block across from Dukes Plaza)

Show 'em you care

^Cc
!©WGiATyLATD©lMSS
LEADERSHIP, EDUCATION « DEVELOPMENT
THANKS YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

SEND A PAT
Summer Specials
at

EVERY
BODY'S
GYM!
$39 May Only
$99 Summer
Plus...
25% off all
Tanning
Packages!
540-574-AGYM

STUDENTS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN 3 OR MORE WORKSHOPS
KEVSKILLSl
ANGELA RICE
A rMI HARMS
BARBARA SHU FR
BILL IIAMI FV
DANIEL FATTON
DIANA srENCE
EMILY THOMAS
JANEMCHUCII
JENMNIFER KIES
JENNIFER MOORE
KAREN LUNARDINI
KATEMAIUOX
KIM RUSSELL
KIMBERLY EATON
MANDY K AM IF N
MARIA JOHNSON
MEUSSA DOBSOSH
MEREDITH MCCOY
PINCPINCSZE
RIFFAT R AM 'I
CREC BARRALL
AMY BROWN
FAUl BUCKLEY
ALLISON dESYNSKI
RYAN DALLE-TEEZE
CHRISTINE FRANKS
SIIERRI CIASSON
CLAIRE HAWKINS
RICHJARAMII.10
COURTNEY JOHNSON

LAUREN KADEN
JILL KATrLE
KATELYNKEM
ROSEMARY KOOMSON
K1MLAYTON
jDAVTDMOSS
IPETH O'BRIEN
tCAN O'BRIEN
URENRILEY
.SARAH SCHAMBACH
if ANCY SHERMAN
MSI All SMITH
\KATIE SXYMONA CHRIS TACUENTE

s., • JEANA ursaruiE

EXPLORE]
BROWN, AMY
OESZYNSKI, ALISON
DALLE-TEZZE, RYAN
LOVELL, JENNY
M ARRAS, JENNIE
FENNOCK, JUSTIN
PFANNMULLER, MARTY
POWELL, AMY
QUARYME, MAAKOR
THOMAS, NICOLE
UPSCHULTE, JEANA
WHITE, UNDSEY
EXFIORE n
AMANDA ANDERE
EMILY BISHOF
JODIE JOHNSON

JADA FREER
JEFTGOELZ
CATHERINE GREEN
KATHRYN HESSE
SARAH JUEDES
.CHRISTOPHER, LANNAN
THOMAS LErVU

JULIA ALLEN
MECAN COSTELLO
NICOLE DELACUARDLA
ROB MONTGOMERY
SRAH BENSON
IIARTREET BAJWA

MAThi£Vf|LfiwE

JOHN BEAVERS
AMY BROWN
ALLISON OESZYNSKI
MARGARET COLEMAN
JENNIFER KIES
JEAN KOTKIEWICZ
BETHANY MEADE
KATS RICHARDS

lUJHMARTTNEZ
AMYMCCOMBS

ALUSON MCCRARY
"> AUGUSTUS MEDINA
T ARIK MOAFI
JENNIFER MORSE
JENNIFER NESLUND
MICHAEL OLSON
JEREMY PADIURY
BRYAN PEARSAI.L
DANIEL RYAN
C WYNNE SMITH
DANIELLE THACKER
PATTY YUSSEFIF.il
MELANIE DECOSTANZO
JUUE DENNIS
MATTHEW DINCES

JO*
USA bKAOUY
JOHN BRADY-

f
r

AMYBROWN\ \
PAUL BUCKLEY^X
CHRISTINE BURST ^\
MATT CALONE
V\
ENOIALFIN
\ \
AUSON OESZYNSKI

MILANIE DECOSTANZO
JUUE DENNIS
MATTHEW DINCES

FACULTY AND SPEAKERS WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS WERE MUCH APPRECIATED:
SUSAN SHIPLEY, USA BISHOP, OUTRICCERS, TTM MILLER, JENN BHSLER, MORCANA WALLACE, JENNY LOVELL, KERRI STOBIERSKL RICK HILL YUM1N CHUNC
SHARON COODRIQI, BRIAN CHARETTE, DR. CLA1BORNE, DR. SULLIVAN, DR. LEE WARD, STEVE GRANDE, LEAD TA'S, MRS. MARYUN OSBORNE WAKEFiaD DR
PIERSON, MISS LUCINDA UMBERGER, MADISON MEDIATORS, NANA SERWAH PREMTH, MR. CHARETTE, DR. CAUT, DR. BANKERT DR. BOWES-SPERRY DR.
HUBER, DAVID CHASE, KRISTEN VOCT, REB8ECCA POMAS * STAFF, FR. JOHN GRACE, RICH HARRIS, DR. MARK WARNER, JACK NEIL, LAURA MARUSO DR.
JACK TAYLOR, DR. MILES, DR BETH SCHNEIDER, SUE LOWLEY Jt FRIENDS, RICK LARSON

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING ALL OF YOU AGAIN!

(a mile from campus)

-

THE

L.E.A.D.

IT YOUR NAME DID NOT APPEAR ON THIS LOT AND YOU HAVE ATTENDED
THREE OR MORE WORKSHOPS, PHASE VtStTOUR Otnct IN WILSON 204
SO WE CAN CORRECT OUR RECORDS

■■■■■
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Women's volleyball
makes huge strides
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

assistant sports editor
Four years ago, when
women's club volleyball began,
things didn't come easily for
the team.
They didn't compete in a
national event their first year,
and in their second year, when
they did, they finished 32nd
out of 32 teams. They didn't
win a single game. But they
didn't let it get them down.
"I was hoping that we
would get better," senior Ashley King said. "But we weren't
thinking this is where we wanted to be when we graduate."
In their second year at the
national tournament, the
team made a huge jump, all
the way to the finals of the
bronze division.
This year was the final season for the founding members
of the club. The team's goal

was to improve over the previous year's performance.
"We wanted to start off
winning and make it to the silver or gold division," King
said. "We wanted to play well
and have fun."
The Dukes played exceptionally well, cruising to a
fourth place finish in the
Women's Atlantic Coast Volleyball Association and to a
20th ranking nationally.
The team competed in tournaments from Connecticut to
Reno, Nevada. They won the
tournament in Connecticut
and two tournaments that they
hosted. Their season included
victories over the top three
teams in the conference — East
Carolina University, University of Virginia and University
of Maryland.
The women's club volleyball team has tryouts in late

August and early September.
While practicing throughout
the year, the team competes
approximately twice a month.
Richmond resident Andrew
Dyson coaches the team and has
been since the club was founded. Dyson travels from his home
to JMU to coach and also to
Fredricksburg where he coaches
the club team at Mary Washington College. He does all this
without pay and the team sees
him as more than a coach.
"He is a huge part of this
team," King said. "He's been
with us all four years. In tight
spots we think of* him as a
friend too. A friend on and off
the court."
"He's a very big part of the
team," senior Meghan Lew said.
"He would say that it's our team
and he's there more to make
substitutions and all, but he
keeps us in line and focused."

This is typical of a team that
is quick to emphasize the
chemistry on the team.
"Without a doubt there is a
lot of team unity here," junior
Kathy Munoz'said.
King said, "We work really
hard. Everybody on the team is
really close."
It takes a certain level of
unity to accomplish what they
have. Without financial support from JMU to send them to
tournaments, the team raised
all the money they needed on
their own.
"We've raised $20,000 this
year alone," King said. "We're
really proud of that."
The team's fundraisers
included everything from T-shirt
sales to car washes and raffles.
The members of the team
who aren't graduating are anxious to thank the graduating
founders of the club.

"They've done so much,
we really want to recognize
them for it," Munoz said.
"We've been working so
hard at it for all these years,"
Lew said. "Now it's finally
paying off."
In addition to King and
Lew, the other graduating
members of the team are
seniors Stephanie McCarty,
Sue Ellen Walker, Kathy Wallace, Britten Budzinksky, and
"honorary" senior Erica
Wasylishyn who is studying
abroad next year.
While honoring their
founding class, the team is
looking forward to next year.
"I still think this team will
improve without us," King
said. "The juniors have good
leadership skills and those
who didn't go to nationals
kept coming to practice and
worked hard. They'll be OK."

Heart and fire at the wheel
Women record best season in team's history by placing in two tournaments
They finished 10-14-1 this
BY ANDREW TUFTS
year, which, although sub-500, is
sports editor
The women's club water polo impressive considering the short
history of the team and the comteam finished off the best season
petition they face. Their league
of their three-year history with a
fifth-place finish at the Collegiate has three varsity programs, teams
with established histories and
Water Polo Association MidAtlantic Championships at Vil- scholarship players. The Dukes
now have three years under their
lanova, Pa. April 14-15.
They qualified for the club Speedos and women who play
simply for the love of water polo.
national championships in Ari"JMU women's water polo is
zona but were unable to go
all about the heart and fire,"
because of financial issues.
junior Kelly Hiza said.
Previously, the team had
The team started during the
never placed in a tournament.
fall semester of 1997 with a founThis year, along with their finish
dation of six women. Previously,
at the Villanova tournament,
the girls played as part of a coed
they placed third at the UNC
squad. About 25-30 turned out
Spring Invitational.
for the team, with about 20 com"We were so excited,"
ing consistently. The girls were
sophomore Erin Burlovich said.
"It was the first time there's self-taught, for the most part,
actually been a close game that and considered the first season a
learning year, Hiza said.
we've won. We've always gone
"We had more fun than anyinto sudden death overtime
thing else," Hiza said. "Everyone
and lost, or overtime and lost.
remembered us for our spirit.
It was the first time we've won
You could tell that we were trya close game."
Coach Scott Finney said, "It's ing as hard as we could."
As the team stayed together
nice to see everything come
and
built over the past three
together. All the hard work the
girls have put in, it's nice to see it years, the level of play has
increased exponentially.
pay off. It doesn't matter to me
"We improve each year by the
whether we win or lose, but just
to know that we've tried our older people sticking around,"
Burlovich said. "Having more
hardest. There's never been a
people
knowing what they're
game where the girls haven't
tried their hardest, so I've been doing allows the younger girls to
pick up on it faster. We didn't
incredibly pleased with every
offer the kind of competition to
game we've played this year."

"We have 15 to 20 girls that
come out every practice,"
Finney said. "Our entire traveling team makes almost 100 percent of the practices. It shows
how dedicated the team is and
it helps because we were able
to learn things faster. That's
something that's gotten better
each year."
Hiza added, "This spring the
girls went above and beyond.
The girls went outside (of practice) and did their own swim sets
and worked out on their own to
keep in shape. They went above
and beyond to bring our team to
a higher level."
Next year, the girls want to be
the top ranked club team in the
conference so they can qualify
for the nationals again and hopefully be able to compete.
"(We) should be a really
strong team because we're only
losing two seniors and our
whole traveling team is coming
back," Hoopengardner said.
They are also striving to keep
up the competition against the
varsity teams so they're not overlooked just because they're a
club team.
"There's some varsity programs that overlook you just
because you're a club program,"
Hiza said. "This year some varsiCINDY TWKER/pholo editor ty programs are starting to say
'Hey, look at JMU, we can't just
Junior Becky Keller, in dark cap, was second in scoring for the Dukes
overlook them anymore.'"
with 57 goals this year. The team finished 10-14-1, their best ever.

varsity teams that we offer now."
The team is built around
players who have never seen the
sport played before, let alone
played themselves.
"Nobody who has played for
our team has played polo before,
they learn when they come to
JMU," Finney said. "When you
watch our team play you wouldn't know that we don't have any
experience prior to JMU, so I
think that shows the hard work
of the team."
Freshman
Anna
Lyn
Hoopengardner said, "I just
came to meet some new people
and have some fun doing it, but I
didn't realize how serious the
game was. 1 didn't realize it was
an actual game even."

This, apparently, is the position of the majority of women.
Like the men's team, they are
comprised of swimmers who are
looking to keep swimming in college without dealing with the
pressures of a varsity swim team.
"A lot of freshmen and new
players that start come with a
swimming background," Hiza
said. "(They] think that it's mostly a swimming sport or that it's
not a contact sport. Then they
find out really quickly how
much of a contact sport it is, how
intense a game it is, and how different it is from a normal swim
practice workout."
Commitment to the team
has been the cornerstone to
their success.
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Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.
Call for directions.

433-5550
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Buy recycled1. It would mean trie world to them
Tbanks to you, all sort. of everyday products are being made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working.for tbe future, you need to look
for tnese products and buy tbem. For a free brochure, call ' "^^D™^™*

Cypteerikll

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

•Til MMH.

ew Pearl Jam sin§le
Recent Releases for 5/2: WEEN, Mighty Bosstones
~ Gift Certificates available.
Low low everyday prices on new & used cDs and tapes.
~ Special orders available at no extra cost.
~ Gook luck and happy summer.

CAMPUS

Special Early Morning
Hours for May Session Only:

May8Juie2
Li Monday and Wednesday.

Fire and Rain

\

6:30-8:30am
* 1

in addition to our regular summer hours

His TITO will turn your life upside down.
■

His gentle TBIll will heal you.
For I know the plans I have for you.
Plans to provide a hope and a future.
Then you will come to me,
And you will pray to me,
And I will hear you.
And 3/ou shall seek me, and find me,
When yow seek me with all your heart
Jeremiah 29:11

UREC's Summer Hours
MayWUy28
Monday-Thursday: llam-9pm
Friday: llam-7pm
Saturday. Noon-5p
Sunday: 4pm-9pm

Noah's Ark
For Wild Animals Only (WAO)
Friday April 29,2000 8:00 p.m.
Call 574-0003 for directions
Bring cups and sleeping bags or blankets
Please dress in sweats

M

for mow Wrt&http$w^^
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ROCKY'S GOLD AND SILVER
THE STORE WITH SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY

a

1
1
1i

Mother's Day is May
14th. Show your mom
how much you love and
appreciate her with a
gift that will last for
years...and she won't
have to water it!

1

1
I
1

m

11
i;

WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF
PIECES OF
STERLING JEWELRY ALL
AT 50% OFF!
FOUR CASES FULL OF
CLOSE-OUT JEWELRY

•Thousands of estate
pieces
•Gold and silver coins
of all kinds

I
1I

11
I1
1

•Sterling flatware at
wholesale prices (call
for details about our
bridal registry)
•Hundreds of $5 and
$10 gift items
•Jewelry repair done
on premises...most
while you wait

PRICED AT 50-60% BELOW

i

I

s
I

RETAIL!

Located minutes Irom JMU on Rt. 11 North ol Harnsonburg in Wayers Cave, VA
Exit 235 off 1-81 Open 9-5 Mon-Sat www.rockysgoldandsilver.com 1-800-29G-8676
Phone orders taken daily on flatware and coins

I

3 ffl&M®&Mmi&mi^msm]mMmMmi®mM&WM®mMmim®mm®

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY!
Heck Us Out!!

SOUTH AVENUE

UNIVEKSITY

• Convenient to Campus
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Free Water
Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

Washer & Dryer
Dishwasher

PLACE

h

u
■

PORT ROAO

•
z
<

I:
c

t

service)
• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units
•Ample Parking

Individual Leases
Public transit

HI

entrance to help >ou

get t» campus.
MA0IS0N DRIVE

JMU

flNTVERSlTY
The Place to Be!
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CONVENIENT TO JMU

NEED A G

(Just off University Blvd)

Precision
Lube

Express
Join the NATION'S FASTEST1.*,*
GROWING UPN STATION!
«

• • ■ II

We are looking for C.REAT people to
work at our television station in Richmond.

• •
I •
t t
I • t
• ft
• « •
• • •
I » • •

■

Creative Services Departmentt
We need an Editor-Shooter
with a great tape!
Non-linear editing a must.
PhotoShop & After Effects helpful.

• • ■ •

Experience the Spot Free difference!

/
/
/
/
/
/

Now Offering:

Account Executive!

•

«»••«

l

WE FEATURE

"I Chotct at Too Umchmlci
East Mirktt St. (Rt 33)
"Itpvrirntv Iru* *»»nt tivv ditRrvmV

/
/
/
•

v

••••••

• •§••••

* *

5 % student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards

Wmtne

I • • •
Could you sell a cemetary plot
• • • •
on the Quad to your Econ.
I • • • • Professor?
Seriously, if you love
• • » •
to
work
with
people consider
I • • • •
a
career
in
TV ad sales.
• • • • •
•

/
/
/
/
*
*

MIRACLE WASH CARD

■

• • 9 • •
I ■ 0 ■ • •

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

No hassle, drive through oil change!

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

Vallay
Mall
Evelyn Byrd Ave

Dcywl* Ave.

Reservoir St.

RICHMOND

I • Fax' Resumelto: Brian Capaldo
• ••Hill!

(804)915-0401

THIS AD IS ABOUT SEX.
Actually this ad has NOTHING to do with sex, but now that I have your
complete, undivided attention...
You are invited to view the brand new online tour of the James Madison
University campus featuring Shockwave Flash. This website is still under
construction but will be completed this summer.
Visit the site today and get on the JMUVR mailing list...:)

site created and maintained by Anthony Faust ('99)
Web designer
Innerbase Technologies
Class of ('99)

www.j m u .ed u/j m u vr/
©2000. created by Anthony Faust, all rights reserved.

1924 Deyerle Avenue

564-2625

t
N
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AWARDS

LACROSSE

Athletic trainer Sherry Summers
has been named as a recipient of
the Athletic Trainer Service Award
from the National Athletic Trainers'
Association.
The award recognizes trainers who
are role models for the future leaders in the profession. SJmmers was
one of 12 individuals that received
the award this year.
Summers is a member of the educational multi-media committee for
the NATA and is a secretary and
treasurer for the Virginia Athletic
Trainer's Associaton. She is completing her 23rd year as an athletic
trainer at JMU.
Summers, a native of Newport
News, holds both bachelor's and
master's degrees from JMU.

The seventh-ranked Dukes
knocked off the eighth-ranked Blue
Devils of Duke on Tuesday evening
16-14.
The match was dead even in the
first half with the score locked 8-8 at
halftime. Seven different players
scored the Duke's eight first-half
goals.
The Blue Devils came out on fire
in the second half, scoring four of
the first six goals. But after Duke's
leading goal-scorer was ejected
with 18:36 to play, JMU went on a
five goal run. Senior Jess Marion
and sophomore Kristen Dinisio
each scored two goals during the
run. The Blue Devils brought the
score back to 15-13 but Marion
scored her fourth goal of the match
to put Duke away.
The win improved JMU to 12-4
while dropping Duke to 9-5. The
match was the final regular season
match for JMU.
A number of Dukes have reached
milestones recently.
Senior Julie Martinez eclipsed
the 200-career point mark. Martinez
is only the second player in school
history to reach that number.
Marion set a JMU single season
record when she scored her 53rd
goal of the year. She currently has
57.
Through mid-April both Martinez
and Marion were ranked among the
national scoring leaders. Marion is
tied for fourth in goals per game
(4.0) and 10th in points per game
(4.55). Martinez is tied for 12th in

Senior Seun Augustus was
named the meet's outstanding
female performer at the Colonial
Athletic Association Track and Field
Championships on Saturday.
Augustus won the long jump with a
NCAA provisional-qualifying and
school-record leap of 21 feet, 1/2 in.
She bettered the previous record,
which she also owns, by 10 inches.
Augustus also finished third in the
100-meter hurdles and ran legs on
the second-place 400-meter relay
and the fifth-place 1,600-meter
relay at the CAA meet.
The 2000 NCAA meet is May 31June 3 in Durham, N.C.
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Equestrian club makes
great debut in '99-'00

BEAT

TRACK AND FIELD

27, 2000 |

BY ABBY ROBISON

contributing writer
In only its first year, the equestrian
club is making great strides toward
becoming a major force within the region.
Junior Laura Corswandt formed the
equestrian club last fall.
"I had been riding since I was four
years old, and was disappointed that JMU
had no program," Corswandt said. "I
was really interested in starting it off both
for the riding aspect and just the thought
of being able to start something."
The equestrian club now has 35 active
members and a full executive board.
"We encourage everyone who has an
interest in horses to get involved, it doesn't matter if they have experience or not,"
Secretary junior Bonnie Hardin said.
The equestrian club, unlike other
sports teams, does not have one main
practice time. Instead, members sign up
for lesson times for at least once or twice a
week at the nearby Oak Manor Stables.
"Members don't really need any
equipment to get started, most of the
things they will need will be supplied by
[Oak Manor]," Hardin said. "However,
riding is an expensive sport, so money is
definitely a good supply to have."
For financial reasons not all members
get the chance to travel to competitions.
"We are only allowed to take 12 people to competitions, and the coach decides
who goes primarily based on how they
have been riding," Corswandt said.
"However, we try to cater to both the people who want to compete, and those that
just want to learn more about horses."

Most of the season the team had to
travel in order to compete, but they held
their first home show this past weekend
at Oak Manor.
"The show on Friday was a great
success," sophomore Lizzy Bearer
said. "It was a wonderful way to see
all the different riders [who don't
usually travel] and how they have
improved. Since not everyone travels
it is hard to see everyone ride, and it
was lots of fun."
Hardin said, "Starting next year we
will begin having more of our own shows
for the intercollegiate level, which will put
JMU on the map even more."
But the best part of the equestrian club
is making new friends who share a common interest, according to Corswandt,
Bearer, and Hardin.
"By far the best part of being on the
team is the camaraderie," Corswandt
said. "People who are interested in
horses, make horses a big part of their
lives, so the chances are if you find
another person who rides you will
more than likely become at least
friends, if not best friends with them."
Despite being new to the collegiate
equestrian world, JMU has made an
impact on their conference.
"We have had many highlights
throughout the season such as becoming reserve champions at Hollins, and
ending the season in fourth place in our
conference," Corswandt said.
The biggest highlight for the team was
"completing our first season as a JMU
club sport," Bearer said.

JMU's Top 50 Athletes
JMU's TOP 50 ATHLETES
We complete our profiles of
JMU's Top 50 athletes with our
choice for JMU's number one athlete
THE TOP

Sydney Beasley
Linton Townes
Floretta Jackson
Sherman Dillard
P. McSorley
Brent Bennett
Carol Thate
Dee McDonough
Suzi Slater
Juli Henner
Matt Holthaus
P. Weilenmann
Jeff Bowyer
Paul Morina
Charles Haley
Gary dark
A. Williamson
Jennifer Cuesta
L Collingwood
Cathy Cole
TerriGaskill
Chris Gillies
Billy Sample
JeffGarber
Faber Jamerson
M. Camevale
Shelley Klaes

50

Megan Riley
Ryan Frost
Randy Parker
Aimee Vaughan
Julie Martinez
J. McCullough
Gerard
C Gilbert
Bevilacqua
M. Grosz-Pope
Cindy Walker
RRilinger
Steve Hood
Greg Bosch
Chris Golden
Kathy Aiken
Betsy Hernandez
Lynn Mulhern
Allison Schwartz
S.Hanley
J.Creps
Bob Ryder
AndyPuckett
Steve Secord
Curtis Kea ton
ALAN MAYER

Alan Mayer
We complete our look of
JMU's top 50 athletes with
the number one pick.
Former soccer player
Alan Mayer, earned numerous awards throughout his
playing career.
Following his collegiate
career, the goalie continued
to play soccer in the professional ranks.
In 1971, Mayer was
named to the NSCAA
All-America
Team
becoming the first male
athlete to win All-America honors in the history
of JMU.
In 1972, Mayer was
once again named to the
NSCAA
All-America
team.
During his playing days,
Mayer set school records for
consecutive shutouts (five),
shutouts in a season (11) and
careeer shutouts (24).
Mayer still holds the
record for consecutive

shutouts as well as
shoutouts in a season.
During the 1971 season,
Mayer led the JMU soccer
team to its first appearance
in the NCAA Tournament.
With Mayer in net, the
Dukes made the NCAA
Tournament again in 1972
and 1973.

Mayer was an All-South League in 1974.
selection in 1971, 1972 and
The first-round selection
1973 while earning All-Vir- had an outstanding pro
ginia Intercollegiate Soccer career that saw him play for
Association honors for four three teams in 15 years.
straight years from 1970-73.
In 1978, Mayer was voted
The honors and accolades the NASL's American Player
continued in 1973 when of the Year while playing for
Mayer was named to the All- the San Diego Sockers.
Virginia College Athletic
While playing with the Pittsburgh Spirit, Mayer earned
All-Major League Soccer honors and also competed in the
MSL All-Star game in 1983
and 1986.
While with the Sockers in
1982-83, Mayer was named
the Most Valuable Player
of the Major Soccer League,
leading the team to the
A*x,c.e>vc>cA
MSL title.
He was the first goalkeeper in the history of the
league to win MVP honors.
Association Soccer team.
While with the Sockers in
Mayer continued his play- 1984, Mayer led the team to
ing career after being drafted the NASI. title.
by the Baltimore Colts of the
Mayer was inducted into
North American Soccer the JMU Hall of Fame in 1988.

OP DUKE

A four-year letter winner
in soccer and tennis, Mayer
was named Most Valuable
Player four years in soccer and
three years in tennis.
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WANTED:
Mature group to lease large
7 bedroom house

Looking for that perfect job?
Whether it's just for the summer or
you're entering the job market
on a full time basis...

A Must See!!
• Just a close walk from JMU!

PER

□ MM

is a full service staffing agency.
We administer temporary, temp to
hire and direct hire placements.

• Individual leases
Call to make an appointment
for further details!

No Fees and No Stress!!
Let us help you negotiate the job-hunting maze.

DVANTAGE REALTY
ANAGEMENT GROUP
LLC

Office phone 434-1173
or Call Toll-Free 1-800-354-9900

202-861-2662 or dcoffice@premierpers.com
703-556-8722 or vaoffice@premierpers.com
301-998-6138 or mdoffice@premierpers.com

James Madison Unluerslty
Facilities Management Department
Recycling & Integrated Waste Management

FINALS WEEK RECYCLING PROJECTS
JMU Recycling and the Office of Residence Life are sponsoring special recycling projects for Finals Week. Students are encouraged to save the
following materials and deliver them to the appropriate location while they are cleaning their rooms and moving out of their residence halls. By
keeping these useful materials out of the landfill, students will conserve natural resources, reduce JMU's trash bill, and help the Harrisonburg Community.

SALVATION ARMY COLLECTION
Purpose:

Keep valuable useful items out ol the landfill and help those in need. All collected items will be donated to the Salvation Army.

Basic Rule: If it's clean, unbroken, and useful, give it to the Salvation Army. If it's broken, dirty trash, no one else will want it, so put it in the dumpster.

Don't Forget

Location: Residence hall TV lounges
Collection Dales: Monday. May 1.2000 through Friday, May 5, 2000
Acceptable Items:

Unacceptable Idcms:

Unbroken furniture
Office supplies
Clean, whole clothing (box or bag. no hangers)
Unopened personal hygiene products
Unopened non-perishable food products
Functional appliances
Functional lamps
Shoes in good condition
Books (no tent books)
Useable hardware (tools, nuts, bolts, etc.)
Clean blankets
Clean sheets
Clean curtains
Functional shades
Functional stereo equipment
Functional televisions

Carpet
Broken, ripped, or dirty furniture
Ripped, or dirty clothing
Perishable lood
Opened personal hygiene products
Broken appliances
Text books
Worn or dirty shoes
Dirty bedclothes
Trash (put In dumpster)
Garbage (put In dumpster)
Cinder blocks (put in labeled collection area near dumpster)
Lumber (put In labeled collection area near dumpster)

LOFT WOOD & CINDER BLOCK COLLECTION

Purpose: Keep valuable, useful items out of the landfill
Basic Bute: If it's unbroken and useful, put it in the collection area near the dumpster. If it's broken trash, no one else will want It, so put it in the dumpster.
Location: Labeled area near the dumpstera.
Collection Dates: Friday, April 21,200 through Friday, May S, 2000
Acceptable Items:

Unacceptable Items:

Loft wood
Lumber
Cinder Blocks
Bricks

Anything that Is not lumber, cinder blocks, or bricks
Broken Items

to RECYCLE!
MIXED
CONTAINERS
(Aluminum Cans,
Glass Bottles.
*H(2 Plastic Bottles.
Tin Cans)

NEWSPAPERS*
MAGAZINES
(Newspapers.
Glossy Papers,
Catalogs.
Phone Books,
and Course Books)

Residence
Hall Recycling
Bins are
I (Haled in the
Trash Rooms
or TV Lounges

■■
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Newest Consignment in the 'Burg!

CCassy Consignments
Selling and Accepting Used Furniture/Clothing
• Juniors clothing
• Home Furnishings
• Furniture
20 % off ladies Clothing
Good thru May 5th

• Jewelry

10% off with Jac card

Come Visit The Bridal Boutique!
887 E. Market St.

438-9369

The
College of Integrated Science and Technology
is proud to announce our
senior award recipients
mm
for 1999-2000

MS yOU 1N(T0 rr?
A volunteer program lor kids who care.
Help your child to do something lun and
important while helping the community.
Encourage them lo volunteer or volunteer
with your child. For more information
on how you can get your kid into it,
give us a call at 1-800-77-Y0UTH.

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Lace) K. Hansen, Dean's Scholar
Brittany L. Sweet, Senior Scholar

4 H it o progicwn o* lr»e
Cooper oh ve Erienvon System

mreeze

Computer

RrwUing Mi*- James MacHson UmWrnHy '
community for over 75 yean.

Matthew J. Parowski, De^'a Scholar
Bryan D. ( astlc, Outstanding Graduate
astle, Matthew K. Keating, Matt|iew JiParowski, Jennifer A. Safford,
nil J. Schcnkein and Mary C. Wardell, Distinguished Graduates

Geographic lnfor

^JJ5

Science

David N. Allen, Dean's Scholar
Scott A. Davis, OutstikdingStudent
M>Cl|el E. Baggett, Geography Service Award

Earn
$15 an Hour

He#h Scitflicef;
Jodi L. Speth, DeOH'9 Scholar \
Klakeley I Denkioger, Dorothy Rowe Dietetic Award
Sarah E. Daywalt and Jonathan Wittenberg, Malcd^t Tettney Award
fune Enroll, Minnie 0ristiansen-Margaret Minor Memorial Scholarship
Jeffrey T. Butbe, John V. KrausHealth Services Administration Award
Kathleen &:%ehb> Eta Sigma Gamma Scholarship Key Award

Part-Time
On Campus
Cutting-edge
Opportunity for
Full-Time after Graduation

Integrated Science and Techiioli
Stephen Keith Holland* Dem'i Scholar
Ann B. Armstrong, Erica JU Barber, Stephen Keith Holland, Anne M. McClain,
Doreeo A. Nllsen, and Laora M. O'Salten, Distinguished Graduates
Kclli L. KalvesmaW, Stephen Keith Holland, and Todd t. Brot|, Best ISATHonors Theses

Hiring low for
Summer */or Fail
■

Nursing
Heather L. Moore, Dean's Scholar
Elizabeth E. Co|, Spirit of Nursing
(Additional awards to be announced at pinning and graduation ceremonies)

Apply On-line:

www.wizeup.com/rep

Social Work
Jennifer A. Sullivan, Dean's Scholar
(Outstanding Senior Award to be announced at graduation)

DIGIT*

t.

TRxmoors
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Applications being accepted for

Heading Home for the Summer?

Georgetown

Let Penske take you where you want to go!
10% DISCOUNT
with Student I.D.

Paralegal Certificate Program
Summer Intensive Program
May 25, 2000 - August 24, 2000

• Low Rates

Applications are being accepted for the full-time Summer Intensive
Legal Assistant Program; approved hy the American Bar
Association since 1975. A four-year college degree is required.
Courses are taught hy members of the Washington, D.C., legal community and are designed to assist individuals in pursuing careers in
the legal profession.
Applications due by May 8, 2000.
View our website or return the following to:
Georgetown University
Legal Assistant Program
1437 37" Street, N.W.
Poulton Hall - 2'"'Floor
Washington, 1X2 20057

livlivulual courses are available.
Early application is encouraged.
Space is limited.

Name
Address

• Free Unlimited Mileage on OneWay Rentals
• AC and Automatic Transmission
Available
• New, Clean, Top-Maintained
Models

25 ft. Vans 6-8 Rooms

National reservations

1-800-222-0277

• 24-Hour Emergency Road
Service, 7 Days a Week
• Full Line of Moving Accessories
Including: Tow Equipment, Hand
Truck, Pads, Cartons

www.penske.com

3055 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Ph one
E-mail: silversg@giinet.georgerown.edu
Tel: (202)687-6694 Fax: (202) 687-8954
Website: http://www.georgetown.edu/ssce/pdp/lap

(

Truck Rental

(540) 432-2367

mi ci/i«i/ (iplxmumty/afjirnvUHV tutum imutuutm A-( )M0OS

d\
ISJET INYOLYJEO!
r

»

2000-01 Commissions and Committees
Commission on Community
Commission on Student Services
Undergraduate Curriculum Council
Energy & Environmental Awareness Committee
Honor Advisory Board
Institutional Review Board for Research Involving Honor Subjects
Media Board
Parking Advisory
Registration & enrollment Services Committee
Residency Appeals Committee
Traffic Appeals Committee
Visiting Scholars Committee
Student Health Advisory Committee
Arts & Letters Curriculum
Education & Psychology Curriculum
College of Business Curriculum
CISAT Curriculum
Science & Math Curriculum

YOU CAN HAVE A VOICE @ JMU
Applications Available
in SGA office. Taylor Hall Room 234
For questions or e-mail application
write: FLAHERMF
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Archers aim for championships
Men and women head to Intercollegiate Championships in May
ARCHERS, from page 33

intercollegiate championships in a
row outdoors and the US Indoor
Championships. The women's
compound team is composed of
seniors Tess Monsour and Jackie
Schlueter and sophomores Sharon
Ryder and Wendy Birkhead.
Leading on the men's side is
captain and senior recurve archer
Steve Zakowicz. Zakowicz is not
only a two time All-American, but
was also recently named an Academic All-American. Zakowicz said
that he felt the strongest link in the
team was the unity and camaraderie throughout.
"Our strongest point is definitely that we practice together,"
Zakowicz said. "We are working
good as a whole unit. The newer
shooters are really strong shooters, but we also have a good mix
with the seniority on this team."
Zakowicz also said that he felt
the team has a very good shot at
winning the title.
"We've gotten significantly
better with the blend of new
MEGHAN MONTC.OMF.RY/ shooters and experienced shootsenior photographer ers we have this year," Zakowicz
Sophomore Wendy Birkhead
said. "Texas A&M is a very strong
competes in women's compound. team but our women's compound

Sophomore recurve archer
is the undisputed best and our
men's compound is looking better Karen Auerbach is also confident
as well. I feel the key point in our that this year's team has a strong
season was the trip to Arizona, chance of finishing on top.
"Although we may be coming
where we learned more about
each other."
in from behind based on our
indoor results (indoor and outdoor results are combined), we
-«
definitely have a shot at winning," Auerbach said.
Auerbach said she thought the
Arizona meet, as well as the Battle
of Bull Run in Manassas, are vital
steps for the tournament.
"As far as preparation for the
tournament, the Arizona Cup in
Tucson and the Battle of Bull Run
— Karen Auerbach are major meets," Auerbach said.
sophomore recurve archer "But if we win, we get to shave
our coach's head, so there is extra
motivation for us."
Ryder said the Atlantic City
At the Arizona meet, 27 Archery Classic was a very
nations were represented in a important meet this season.
"The Atlantic City Archery
non-collegiate competition.
Ryder, alongside Zakowicz, felt Classic made a statement for us,"
Ryder said. "Oiir team won five
good about the meet.
"We went up against the best out of six events, so we feel like
archers in the world, and I felt by the time we get to nationals,
our kids did an admirable job," we'll be prepared."
MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/
JMU's final competition of the
Ryder said. "Although we
senior photographer
gained a lot of experience season before nationals takes
though, we couldn't come back place this weekend at the Battle of Team captain senior Dave TevenBull Run.
with any wins or losses."
dale shoots for men's compound

But if we win, we get to
shave our coach's head,
so there is extra
motivation for us.

FoMield
Races

Saturday
April
29th

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS
Infield spots available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540)432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.coin

. ■•:.: ml'i

u u ■.'.
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The JMU Honors Pirogram

fj£S5^w

LATES
INGRATU
xfii
cc
T4JP
~~ Gra<duates udth Duitinction 2000
Anthropology
Shannon ( olken Garvey
t Sos Voseantc' A StuJv nf Hisinruol and SntmlinyuiMit
A\peil\ "J ihe Spanish American Vosco
Director Laura A Lewis, Ph I)

Sin ('. Yakovac
Subjccl Area Honors
AnASpMKBjaJi Slujy<//SexualHaruwnKM Anarcnc.n
and I'rvvi-nlwn l'ra^ram\
Direclor Andrew 1 Kohcn. Ph l»

•
Kneliih

Trisha K M.HIM
Jniirmys ihrmigh lime aiulMeaning
nf Nam/o Samlpamling
Director William P lloyer. IHi D

Vie Mylhulngy

Scott R. Bayer
Subject Area Honors
Jhc l.ilvrary l\vnlulmn uf the Scncx from Anliqinlv
In IIK i.lizahi-ltum A%c
Direcloi llrucc A Johnson, I'h D

Ad
JrsMiii 1 muse Martinkosky
Honors Scholar
Si hizaphrcnia. I>eprc\ sum ana1 Hiptilar 1 hsnnkr
in Helaimn in An ami Arii\i\
Direclor Masako Miyala. M F A

Kli/abrth l-asely Miller
( Uniexlualizing the 1 nrnial A Hmh /./ X nrk hi/hiem ,;l
h\ (Ippnsmg 1sihelii mil \ dihl trust's /links HI
< nnicxiuai ami 1 nrnial < real inns "/ Afl
Director Kcnnclh \ S/mai:a|. \1 1 \

Brian 1 Downing
Monuis Scholar
( nmhaiiiiK Iht' I'terna/ual Syndrome
Director Jean W Cash. Ph.D.

Sara II
Miteho
Subjccl Area Honors
I*'/K//\ in a Same' Pi fining Hlatk 1' emiiml Sammx leelmiuue\ in
ai amparuim»ll ne Novell Written Hcneeen 197} ami ivxi
Diieclor Mark D Hawthorne. Ph D.

Burl Cameron M j, K, n/i, IV
1 lonors Scholar
Hmken Hallle\ and I'irale Shift
Duectui llisabclh C Ciumniot. Pli D

Bachelor nf Individualized Studies
James < lifinn Olc>
Hatlinlngn Management .</ ihe Hreast < am er I'aiienl
Direcloi Thomas K Syrc. IMi D

Biology
Brian < hipman Belyea
Spatinlempnral I'meessmg in ihe tail WuhJrawal
Kef/ex n/ihe Htii
Diieclor Corey 1 Clcland. PhD

James Cooper Brien
/ foe irn. al Siimiilaiinn nf Nnaeepiars in Nenmiial
Kal\ < aiises I'ermaneni lly/x^ralgesia
Direcloi Corey 1 Clcland. PhD

Kalhryn 1 . (la sen
llonois Schoi.II
Murnhinlisiu 1 r<ins/nrniaimn oj Chlamydomonas rcinhardlii
irtih ihe I'nUhulmxvii/taiindti Sinimisc (,ene
Direcloi DoiiglM 1 IX-iims. Pfc 1)

Sarah lee Jones
Kelaim ( nnlnhulinns nl A6amli'fibers in the
\l>iimename nf fi\pcnilgc\ia
DilCCttN COfey 1 Clcland. Ph 1)

Kelly A. Poliquin
1 lonors Scholar
I'lin/U aimn ami <Ikiracierizaium nf a-( ihiensnlases in
Aiabidopsis lhaliana
Phi Beta Kappa Avsaid. Outsiandm^ Scnioi llonois Projccl
Direclor Jonathan 1) Monroe. Ph.D. .

\ rin Nicole Stevens
Honors Scholar
(l\e of Aniihmiu UcMsiam e Analysis fa 1 h'lernnne ihe
I //.'«/ <(/ Sireamwaler /.xpnsiire nil the h/cnii/uaimii
nf \uiipnini Sniirvcs qfieial I'nlliuinn
Direclor Bruce A W||gH», Ph D

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Carolyn 1 Keating
Subject Area Honors
Aniernan Sign language Its A.aJemu Statin in i irguua s
Siinmlan ami Higher 1Jmaimn Insiiiiiimns
Direcloi Hrcnda Seal. Ph I)

ami 1neJntu''

James Vincent Lowery
\\dueaimv. a New Nation Ihe Influcme of Ihe Seoin\h
l:nlighlenmenl on die l-'oundiny fathers
Director Michael J Cial^ano. Ph D

Ella Carson Overstreet
Ihe Reaeiion of Hedfnrd. Virginia in the Normandy
lnva\mn War in Memory
Director Raymond M liyser. PhD

Gregory 1.. Owen
Marram Hatmann Ihe World War II Odyxxey a) a Herman tl-hoal
< 'reunian and Prisoner nj War in Augusta ('oiinty. Virginia
Director Gabriel l.anicr. Ph 1)

Danielle Marie Pesce
Honors Scholar
Ihe 1 ogie of 1 ugenn\ the I'alli from SIKHII llanemnm
10 ihe Ho/wauu
Phi Kappa Phi. Outstanding Senior Projccl Award
Direclor Lee W Congdon, Ph D

Koreien Ijinguaue and Literatures

11,111,1 L. Pignato
He/ore Animal House Women in 1 allege in
Diieclor SidneyR Bland. PhD

Stephanie 1.. Schlnsser
/ ramlalian SMMghf far 1 II enlielhl eimin 1 remh
l''ielr\' A (Jlialiuniw Afiprmii h
Director Chnslophc Kethorc. MBA

Kara 1 Ryan
Ihe legal llynamies uf the Mnnlgmnen Hits Boycott, 1933-1936
Director Raymond M Hyscr. Ph. D

Piaaraakli Informalinn Science
David N. AHcn
1 lonors Scholar
•
' fcnajNMof liiliirmaiiaii Ihe /'rentier Weapnn a/ ihe
luem\-l lr\l ('enliirv
Direclor Helmut Kraen/le. Ph D

IIK /V.'IIS

Kasey Savage
John 1- Kennedy and the 1 uhan Missile 1 risis . Realizing
tile Perils of Hrinknianslnp
Direclor Steven W. Guerrier. Ph D

Daniel G. Schoettinger
Railroad drouth in the Shenandoah 1 alley: 1X65- IH95
Direclor Raymond M liyser. PhD

(■eoloifv and r'.nvironmcnlai Studies
Dianlha B. Garms
Subjccl Area Honors
1 Vim eillrallnn n/ lleaey Melah in Slream Sedimenl and
Mojajajmov f Jw«/i- < 'aMunp in ihe 1 'leinni»»/ihe Htmer*( \imphefl Mnh'. Ilmhen-ille. I'lreimu
Direclor (ienc R Robinson. Ph D

Patrick K. Spero
the legacy of the I'axlon Hoys Rebellion Ihe Reslrueturing
ofl olonial Pennsylvania v Political landscape
Direclor: J Chris Amdl. PhD

Inleuralrd Science and lechnolouy
Health Sciences
Stephanie Dawn Mc< arty
1 lonors Scholar
IxpliirniHMiernaiive anil amplememan MeduMem Jntst
liipn\ Kelaie in ihe 1 'liniial I'raiiiee n/ I'IIVMHII 1herap\
Direclor Robert 1- koslow.l'hD

Jodil.ynnSpelh
Honors Scholar
Anl.uiniinaliona)ihe < arhnh\draieIntake n/lemale
('alle^iaie ( >»J\*-( 'ininin Kunnen
Diieclor Judith A Hohr. Ph D

kiinbcrly Ann Irafton
Honors Scholar
Review a) 1 urrenl Inlenenlums in ihe Ireaimenl qf \luliiple SJer<»i\
Direclor Jon M Thompson. Ph D

llislors
Shelle> Brooki
1 dliiiilnii; 1 \ieplinihll 1 hiltlren Ihe 1-iu.hl jot 1 quolih ami a
h'ree. Appropriate 1 diualmn llmmeli KfaniMreamtn^
Direclor Raymond M Ihser. PhD

Fcomunio
Stephanie A. Lucas
Honors Scholar
(M ihe i't'ssthilni nf HciniKilmg 1qihilm
DilCCtOI \ aidam.in K Smith PhD

James Philip lovino
Ihe Hreakdnun, Reparation and l:xpan\ton 0/ Royal
Authority in T\rel/lh-( 'enlliry lingland: l-'eudal i'mptre
Huildtnfr and"the Angevin l-'amily Awemhlage. 1144-ltHV
Direclor Caroline T Marshall. PhD

(iirard Andrew Galvin
Hie Kl\e atul hall uf ihe l ,',„,,/ / r„/,„ /',.,„,. Agreement
Diiecloi Raymond M Hysci. Ph 11

Todd 1. Brown
Dcwlopmcni „/ So/tmire ( hem I.HIIS for Merck \ lermentaiion
ProCOU Ihilo Management System
Director James J Pomykalski. Ph D

Stephen Keith Holland
/ nlkiiHcd I althraiion lechniunes /or local Plane Arrays and
UJiniqiiesforRadiomelrn Measurement of Iroposplierte
i'arhon Moiunule
Director Jonathan J Miles, Ph D

Kelli Lynn Kalvesmaki
/ Kvelopmenl of a Hiopharmaceiitical Ikilahase
Director: Robert 1. McKown. Ph.D.

Sarah Kay Malheson
Honors Scholar
( hnsiians 1 reek Watershed Assessing llic It/eel 0/
■ Igneullural He\l Management I'm In tt on Holer tjuallly
Director Sievcn P Krysinger. I'h D

lnterdi»cinlinarv Social Science
Margaret A. Schulcz
llonois Scholar
Ihe he lltal Hinds An / ramtnallon of the 1 Iklngmg
Relationship hehi een Religion and Iducolnm
Direclor Sue E Spues. I'h 1)
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Philosophy and Religion

Ruediger Wassibaucr
SizeMatters. How die Turn Cltanged Purape
Director J Barkley Rosier. Ph D

Bobbi Jo Dean
Ilk' I'.dticalioikil Philosophy of Mario Monles.sori
Director: William M O'Meara. Ph D

kinetiolof.)
John O. ('01
/ he I lies / of Ural < 'reanne Supplementation im Anttcrohic
Performance and Thud Balance
Director Judith A Flohr, Ph D

Joseph Manna III
Substrate Utilization in Tnsieiland Post-Prandial

('allege Women
Director Judith A Flohr. Ph D

Tracy Ann Lambert
Pluralistic Igiuirance anil Hooking lip on College I ampuses
Same Implications of Norm Mispcrccpltnii
Director AmoldS Kahn. Ph D

Political Science

Marketing

Cassie Ritter

Joshua J. Franklin
Honors Scholar
Ihila Mining and ('u\lomer Relations Management
Director George W Wynn. Ph D.

Rachel L. Layton
Honors Scholar
Sadal Support ami Parental Sires s on Parenl-t hild
Inlcrattion Onalilv
Director Anne I. Stewart. Ph D

Subject Area Honors
The Tohoscu Dehale litigation. Seitlemenis. ami
Arguments o/ tlic third Wa\v
Director I li/alnili D Garbrah-Aidoo. Ph D

Daniel T. Ryan
Honors Scholar
/ he I solving Determinants of Timer in the Inlemilional System
Director Glenn P Hastedt. Ph DA

Media Arts and Design
Kory Juul
Honors Scholar
Aifiiarius
Director John M Woody. M.F.A

Stacey D. Neumann
Honors Scholar
An Analysis o/ Legal Ohsienity Standards: Applying
Miller v. California lo three lli\torie Novels
Director: Roger A Soenksen. Ph D

John Jacob Rant/
Honors Scholar
( nneh Republic '.< ('radle: 11K ('oral Reefs if Key largo
Director: Tom J Mcllardy. M FA.

Jessica Fay Smith
Honors Scholar
"Na ('or lax'". A < ase Study oj t ampaign I liemc
and Jim (ilhmm J 1991 (iuhcmalarial ( ampaign in
llie < 'onimoiiwealth of I 'irgtnia
Director David A Jones. Ph D

Matthew Strugar
When Spiders I 'ntte Tliey ( an lie Down tile I.urn
of Suh national "Tree Rurma" Intnaliws
Director Robin I. Teskc. Ph D.

An Analysts

Kimberly Milliken Wrlhe
Honors Scholar
(ymcixm in American Ttlm: The Warld War II
I ra la Ihc i 'lelnam War lira
Director: Charles C Turner. Ph D

Music
Casey K. Ciehowkz
Subject Area Honors
Three Songs Aham Misplaced Intentions. A Discussion
of the ('realton ofl'op Music from Inspiration In Production
Director: David H. Cornell, Ph D

Wendy l.ynne Peterson
Honors Scholar
Improvisation in the Virginia Elementary Classroom
I Ising the Orff Approach
Director: Gary K Rilchcr. Ed.D

Jennifer Lynn Masked
Subject Area I lonors
Relationships Hetween Athletic Participation. Iihnlily Ik'velopmen
Relationship Maturity, aikl llv liunkme »/
I toting Ahuse Among Teiuale ('allege Women
Director Filecn S Nelson. Id I)

Kmily Baker Simpson
Honors Scholar
Relationships Hetween AIIIIIHIS Toward llomosesiiallly
Alliluik' lowtmlScxtiahtv. ami Religiosiiv
Ductl.ii l.ilccnS Nelson, Id I)

Jessica Christine Vote
iforlois Scholar
( allege Students' Altitudes low aril I olkihitalioii aikl l-'snei lotions
of Marriage in Relation .a Parental I 'aiifliet wkl InlMinexs
DirccW lilccnS Nelson. Id I)

Protecting Refugee Women (iender-Rased Tersccnlion
as (irimnds for Asylum in lite U.S.

Sociology
Jasmine ( him- Aherne
Honors Scholar
InlimiHy in Young Adullluukl aikl tile I xlcnl to
which it iv Slkiped hi Parental Relationships

Director Kay M. Knickrehm. PhD

Director

Nicole D. Wygovsky
Honors Scholar
Women in Slate I egislatures Vehicles of Progress
Director: Glenn P Hastedt. Ph D

Rachacl Kluabcth krempasky
Pink or Hllic. Single or Two A ( ampanilm Aiudysis of Parental
Imlilwmenl. liender. andSludenl Academu Achievement
Director Mary Lou Wylic. PhD

Psychology

Shehiad Nadeem
Neo-Mallhiisianism aikl the Politics o/ Population limwlh
Director Bruce C Buschmg. Ph D

Cara Walsh
Megan Ross
Subject Area Honors
Madison 101. A I'm/a I in Newspaper Redesign
Director: Roger A Soenksen. PhD

Abby Jones
Honors Scholar
Peneplains oj (ieikler Ihlferences in Helping Helkivior
Director Kevin J Apple. Ph D.

I ai J kachclriess
Honors Scholar
fraternities and Athletic teams aikl Sesual Assault
Is I lure a Relationship'
Director Arnold S Kahn. Ph D

Christopher Swenson
lilhtcal Implications o) Artificially Intelligent Hangs
in I-inure Society
Director William M O'Meara. PhD

kristen Rae Paynter
Subject Area Honors
The TSiilinion of the Office oflhe Tirsl Ixidy
Director" Anthony J Fksterowicz, PhD

Suianne Victoria Boxer
Honors Scholar
(Ise 0/ food in I hild Rearing Is There a Relationship
Hetween Parenting Practices and HnJy Mass'

Margaicl S Plass, Ph D

Theatre and Dance

Director: Michael L. Stolofl. Ph D

Jennifer Cross ( ulliun
TIK P.ffei. is of Magazine Images on the Rudy Satisfaction
of Women with Disordered Paling Symptoms
Director. Tammy D Gilligan. Ph D

Craig Evan Fichandlcr
l\ Horizon Injormalion Intrinsically or Txtnnsu-ally Scaled'
The Perception of Size and Distanie in Reality and Its Surrogates
Director Sheena Rogers PhD

Jessica I.. Browne-White
Honors Scholar
lilen-n in One Jane Marlins talking With"
as a One Woman Show
Director Thomas II Arthur, Ph D
Michelle Lynn Ferrara
Honors Scholar
lorn lanes and Harvey Sshmtdt's Celebration A
('horeographic Process
Director John C Bell, M FA.

JMU Honors Program
p*SPR0G^

t^--i^fsyv
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Lynn M. Ilobeck
Hie Relationship Hetween Pcnciwd(ioalOrientations
o/1 'allege Athletes aikl llkir( Hashes
Director Jim O Benedict. Ph D

John Gregory koch
A Philosophical Defense of Scientific Melhhl in l.tglil of
ihc I'rohlem a) ' Inderdelcrminallon. anil Oilier I rilicisms
Director: Willliam M knorp. Jr.. Ph I)

Kcll> M. Warren
Honors Scholar
The Relationship HetweenHad) Image. Age, and
Physical Activity in Women
Director: Judith A Flohr. Ph D.

27, 2000

Students graduating with distinction have completed a senior honors project that
demonstrates considerable knowledge in their field of study, discipline, and
creativity. For honors scholars and subject-area honors students, the senior honors
project is the culmination of their honors experience; for others, it is their total
honors experience. These senior project students, working with a faculty mentor
and faculty readers, have earned honors credit for work that has resulted in a thesis
reflecting substantial scholarship and demonstrating outstanding research work
that shows imagination, originality and craftsmanship.

%2
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WANT TO INCREASE BUSINESS IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM?

ADVERTISE IN THE BREEZE

to the College of Arts and Letters
Outstanding Students
1999-2800

College

credits
for

taxpayers.
u to
P $1500

Flag Bearer-Kelly H. Petak
ScfiooCof"Art and"Art 'History
Outstanding Studio Art Student- Nicole S. Haber
Outstanding Art History Student- Jennifer E. Chapman
(EngCisfx "Department
Outstanding English Student- Daniel E. Miller
"Foreign languages Sr" .Literatures "Department
Outstanding Foreign Lang/Liter. Student- Matthew J. Parowski
Bone up on tax breaks that can
help you loot

"T-Cistory Department
Outstanding History Student- E. Carson Overstreet

the bills for

higher education.
The HOPE Credit can cut
your federal tax up to S1500

ScfiooCof TAecfia "A.rts and"Design
Outstanding SMAD Student- Stacey D. Neumann

per undergraduate student per
year. Applies only to the first
two years of college or other

ScfiooC of IsAusic
Outstanding Music Student- Daniel W. Hoy

post-secondary courses.
The

Lifetime

Learning

Credit can save you up to 11000

ThiCosopfiy Sr" "ReCigion Department
Outstanding Philosophy Student- John G. Koch
Outstanding Religion Student- Autumn M. Smith

a year in taxes for graduate,
professional or undergraduate
study. You cannot claim both
credits for the same person in

"PoCiticaC Science "Department
Outstanding Student in Public Administration- Jennifer A. Harradon
Outstanding Political Science Student- Jessica F. Smith
Outstanding International Affairs Student- Jennifer L. Sullivan

the same year.
Education IRA. Contribute
up to $500 a year per child until
the child turns 18.
And you can Withdraw funds

SocioCogy and(AntftropoCogy Department
Outstanding Anthropology Student- Debra M. Hoke
Outstanding Sociology Student- Jasmine C. Aherne

from many IRAs without being
charged

an early-withdrawal

tax, if you use the funds to pay

ScfiooC of Sy>eecfi Communication
Outstanding Speech Communication Student- Jennifer M. Dutch

for qualified expenses of higher
education.
For full details on how to

ScfiooC ofT'fieatre and Dance
Outstanding Dance Student- Tara M. McNeeley
Outstanding Theatre Student- Jessica L. BrOwne-White

qualify, see. your 1999 IRS tax

TecfinicaC and Scientific Communication
Outstanding TSC Student- Andrew J. Read

The thietnal Revenue Settlee

lilllltlllllllllh
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booklet. Or check our Web site:
w ww.irs.gov
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LIFESTYLES

Court- ;
Square
Theater

Friday, April 28

Call For
Information

1433-9189

Aries (March 21-April 19)
—^ Today is a 4 — Don't
.
^» waste time worrying
^^W about how you look. You
look marvelous. Think
about your money, instead. You
could get a lot of it in the next
few weeks. But, it you're not
thrifty, it'll slip through
your fingers.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^_ > Today is a 9 — You're
-JJAk, jetting pushed from
(jwbehind, but you don't
want to budge. You've
made up your mind, and that's
that. Don't ignore that nagging
feeling, however.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 4 — A lot of
people may want your
time, but you're probably in a pensive mood.
Are you worried about who you
are and where you're headed?
Want to make a few changes? Fit
contemplation time into your
schedule.

Mti

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
gr. ^ Today is an 8 — You
V^^. have been known to be
|95r shy and retiring, but that
may seem to be in your
past. Instead, you may be in line
for a leadership position. Others
like what you're saying. Your
enthusiasm's contagious, and
your ideas are brilliant.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
~ Today is a 5 — You're
|^^J looking good, but you
^^ may feel stuck You may
think you'll never
advance in your career. Getting
where you want to go will take
work. Start by getting more education.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* %g* Today is a 9 — If you've
~£/fln been thinking about
A\\ taking a trip, bon
J^L. v o) age II you don't
know the language there, sign up
for a class. You'll find learning is
easy — and even fun.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 5 — You
should study ways to
1
make and save money.
Do it with a partner if
you have one. Hire a professional
to advise you. The more you can
learn today and during the next
few weeks, the more secure your
future will be.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — So much
is going on in the area of
partnerships, you may
not have time to think
about anything else. Hitch your
wagon to a star, and you could
do well. The person you want
will be strong, powerful and
trustworthy. And, he or she may
be nearby.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Today is a 6 —
^jfr* You might feel frisky, but
*^(B^7 you won't have much
time for romance — or
anything but work. You may be
able to snuggle very early and
very late, but that's about it.
Don't worry about the money;
it'll come eventually.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — Today
you might want to stay
home to play with your
family. You've worked
hard. Is there a way you could
get some time off for good
behavior now? If so, take it!

4-.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 5 — You are
intelligent and careful.
You want to make sure
you're right before you
make a final decision. That's a
good idea, but try not to get
stuck. If you can do your
thinking at home, the process
should go more quickly.

Live Music

Icoffeehbuse

432-1179

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — This year you're pressed to take action — and
you will. Think it over through most of May and make your move
around the end of the month. By July you should be headed in the
right direction. If not, correct your course. Romantic commitments
made in September and November will last a lifetime, as will the
business agreements you make all year. Don't let a gift you receive in
December go to your head. Push to advance your career in February
but keep most of April to yourself.

Friday, April 28 at 9pm

Calhoun's
Jazz

434-8777

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.
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Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
Church recess
Misbehave
Padlock holder
Cash for
security
15 Male honeybee
16 Pot starter
17"..._ right with
the world"
18'Two Women"
Oscar winner
19 Wedding vows
20 Parks oneself
22 Misprint
23 Nice summer?
24 Howdy-dos
25 Wyman movie
27 Reason
29 Center of Minoan
culture
31 Little devil
34 The _, the
Netherlands
36 Refuge
38 Japanese soup
41 New York city
43 Comply
44 Practical trainee
46 Tracey and
Andrew
48 Old salt
49 Portents
51 Okays
55 Up to now
57 ".. Loves You"
59 Light brown
60 Comic sketch
62 Sixty
65 Drunkard

1
5
10
14

66 Singer Baker
67 "_ Karenina"
68 A Baldwin
69 One cubic
decimeter
70 Look for
71 _ barrel
legislation
72 Oodles
73 Byrnes and Hall
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Lessens
Sense of taste
Smooth and
lustrous
Otherwise

1

2

5

3

'

14

7

6

8

15

17

10

M

11

12

13

■ 31

3?

33

53

54

16
19

18

|
20

21

23

24

71

22
25

■

28
■ 34

38

39

45

48

49

60
65
68
71

61

1

I4'

44

55

30

35

40

42

43
47
51

50

1

37

36

■ 46

56

5 Dwight's
opponent
6 Type of saw
7 Ripped
8 Constrained state
9 Sodium
(truth
serum)
10 Half of Hispaniola
11 Brother of the
Bee Gees
12 Subway station
13 Mexican money
21 Mets'stadium
26 Actress Arthur
28 Wing-tip or oxford
30 Period in power
32 Leader of the
Three Stooges
33 Snoop
35 Dark grays
37 Pinkish wine
38 Sch. near
Harvard
39 Balin or Claire
40 Colander
42 Pampered
45 Actor Scheider

26

57

L

58

52

II
64

63

L

66

1r

69

0

I"

Answers to last weeks puzzle

H u M
A F R 1 C A
M A 1 D
0 N F
u R A N u S
T O T F R S
A 1 C 0 H 0 L S
1 s E s TloH 1 S L E
T A
W E
RIIH ] O s E S
A U N A||E D S
A V E
S E V E N T H H E A V E N|
P L A N E n|:./; |D 0 C T O R
E W 1 N G M A c H 1 N E
L 0 1 R E
0 A T S
0 C T
A 1 A w
L O T
s H A K
A
M O T H||M|E]N
G E S
A N A T H F M A
O P ! A T E
s 1 N K E R
R 1 M
1 R O N
A
1Y E
E|N G 1 N E
|P A w N

u P

1

0

R
■■l_s

1 Is

1

ill

1

47 Recolors
50 Of a common
cultural heritage
52 Pelted with rocks
53 Merited
54 Gym shoes,
briefly

56
58
60
61

Stored supply
Gets informed
Exchange
Metric weight,
briefly
63 Comic Rudner
64 Example

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^ Today is a 9 — Don't go
iC&%on a shopping spree.
^~J Focus on making a
^^ bonus or getting a better
job, instead. You're worth it! If
you don't know how to do the
next job up, don't worry.

THE GRAPHICS STAI
call Ryan at x6749

Tribune Media Services
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L GLY DERM

<S r

"■•■*

LIFT THE LAYERS TO
MORE BEAUTIFUL SKIN
WE'LL HELP YOU EARN
$50,000 FOR COLLEGE.
Now the Army can help you earn more than
ever before for college, if you qualify..up to
$50,000 with Hie Montgomery GI Bill plus the
Army College Fund.
And we'll help you in other ways, too. You'll
develop the self-confidence and discipline so important to success in college and in a career.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn
the money you need for college and develop the
qualities that will help you succeed once you get
there. For more information, call your local Army
Recruiter.

r

The GLY DERM skip peel system is an esterified
formulation of glycolic acid that leaves your
skin smoother, healthier, and younger looking.
A series of in-office applications, followed by
a simple, at-home skin care routine, gently
improves skin dryness, roughness, scaling,
flaking, elasticity, and facial lines almost
immediately.
Experience the beautifying effects of the
GLY DERM system by calling today for more
information or an appointment.

HARRISONBURG ENT ASSOCIATES
C. WAYNE GATES, MD
353 NEFF AVE.

ARMY
ALL YOU CAN BE.

DANNY A. NEAL, MD
540-433-6041

www.goarmy.com

Congratulations to the
departing Breeze staff
members!
Thank you for all of your time
and hard work.
Editorial Staff
Courtney Crowley - Editor-in-Chief
Kelly Whalen - Managing Editor
Kelly 11 an mm - News Editor
Brian Westley - Asst. News Editor
Marcia Apperson - Copy Editor
Steven Landry - Asst. Copy Editor
Jenny Stromann - Style Editor
Melanie Jennings - Opinion Editor
Amy Ha I'M mu - Asst. Opinion Editor
Mike Gesario - Sports Editor
Ryan Murray - Asst. Snorts Editor
Jason Mclntyre - Asst. Snorts Editor
Dylan Boucherle - Art Director
Katie Wilson - Photo Editor
Alex Vessels - Photo Editor
Michele Johnston - Graphics Editor
Jenn Stafford - Webmaster
Brian Schlemmer - On-line Editor

Advertising Staff
Brandon Hedrick - Advertising Manager
Heather Easley- On Campus Account
Executive
Kelly Olson - Account Executive
Nicole Pellegrino - Account Executive
Megan Gomes - Account Executive
Jessica Tice - Ad Designer/Office Assistant
Karyn Yondola - Ad Designer
Lindsay Mann - Ad Designer
Matt Murray - Ad Designer
Bob Dooling - Asst. Ads Manager

Delivery Staff
Askar Gabdullin - Breeze Delivery
Jeremy McCormick - Breeze Delivery

i
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COMICS
The Bean Brothers - Seth Casana

]g

AS FINALS LOOM, A StAOpGhJ
oecuREKce OCCURS...

&UDDY! WHEfcr TVJe WrcK pip
VOW GET THAT CAe Far^?

SOLD

OrJ THE EQSE
OF TOWN.'

W£: WATCH THAT
IDIOT ROK TOO
VMACHANVWAY^
AFTER FlrJALS
ARE OVER, LO'S
TAKE A ROAD

EVErJ WITH YOMR^
CAR, HOW ARE
WE G<3MMA PAY
FOR G-AS AND
FOOD AND STUFF?
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ASK
OCL
Dear OCL, I didn't get to buy my UDAP contract last week.
Did I blow it? What do I do now? - R.C. 2002
Lucky you! Last week was what we call the UDAP Push. We advertise to
get the students out to purchase their contracts and Harrisonburg Electric
was great enough to be here to make it easier for hook ups. UDAP continues to be on sale at the Warren Hall Box Office. We highly recommend
that you purchase it and take the contracts around to the utilities before
you leave for the summer. Reminder: you have to keep the electric on for
the length of your lease regardless of whether you will be living in the
place.

OUR TV ANP ^
BOUGHT THAT
CLUNKER OUT

coM'OfJ.MAM!

2000

■W/MijM
WaL, RUpYARD, I
gQ. HAVE VoUR OVp
PLAYER DOWN HTRC..

TttPI IT'LL K

We are leaving our apartment and JMU after graduation.
How can we get our security deposits back without getting
ripped off? - B.G. 2000
Congratulations! Welcome to the real world! To get the most back from
your security deposit put it in writing. Let your landlord know when you
will be moving out and that you want to be present for the end-of-thelease walk-through. He is required by law to allow you to be there and to
do it within a specific period of time. Go over your lease and handbook
and see what they expect for cleaning and charges. Replace items (light
bulbs, burner pans). Clean out the fridge (even ice trays), closets, cabinets
and storage areas. Do a thorough cleaning (as if your Mom was visiting).
lie present during the walk-through and dis
jgj^^ —,,
cuss with your landlord any questions, con'^^SfJL^fc
cerns or charges. Good Luck!
-■USPP CampUS

Sir Life

UHTIL NEXT VfAR, O t/TNERA&Ur CODERS,
K&p THosf WHEELS >4' TUftmU'! -SeW"

perfect for Grad„at/o^

Jalisco's
dest Mexican Restaurant in
Hof the largest "South of the Border"
>ud of the best servers in the busing
roud of our delightful dining setting
of our "$3.75 any lunch with beverage
Tuesday lunch special!
Proud to be part of the JMU Community!

55-65 person party room
Open Everyday
11:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.
Complete ABC Beverages

243 NeffAve.
(Next to Sears)
434-8634
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HORilONS

Camp & Conference Facility

Group & Conference Programs
Our excellent facilities and staff can
make your next outing - outstanding!
Winterized cabins, dining facilities, pool,
western horseback riding, high and low
ropes, mountain biking, rafting, canoeing,
rock climbing, spelunking and more!

Fast Free
Delivery!

Now Hiring
Assistant
Managers

Employment opportunities
for JMU faculty and students
1-800-729-9230
540-896-7600
FAX 540-896-5455
Email: camp@horizonsva.com
http://www.camphorizonsva.com

E & E Auto Sales, BMW Specialist
Complete Service and Sales
Parts and Accessories

Greg Czyszczon
Dir. of Group & Conference
Programs

* (540)432-1138
FAX (540) 432-6018

Camp Horizons
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

1006 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22802

EandEBMW@gte.net
www.EandEbmw.com

SUM

The Best Pizza in Town...ViW^rV

$1.00 off Buffet
with JAC card

433-0606
THE

LOOK

IssPS?^

Olde Mill Village still has someunits
available for the 2000-2001 school year!
4 1/2 month leases are also available!
(perfect for December graduates)

Professional
HAIR*TANNING & MASSAGE

564-2770

For a limited time, no security deposit!

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Across from Sheetz)

Call today!

Zl <EB

WOLFF SUPER BEDS

3 Months of
Tanning for $75
and get a FREE
Bottle of Accelerator
Wash and Cut $10
Highlights or
Perms $35
$1.00 Tanning Visits
(minimum purchase 10 visits)

We have amenities galore:
i Pedal on the level - JJO hills to climb or interstate to cross.
i Only four blocks to campus.
i Air conditioned & heated with energy efficient heat pumps
I Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
i Mini-blinds on all windows.
' Basketball court.
' Paved parking spaces.
i Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. *
> Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
i Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
Well lit parkfhg lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.
Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.

Olde Mill Village
11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

* access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our web site - www.oldemillvillage.com
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
Includes;fiiWtancfHjp lo 5 quarts of oil
Expires 5/12/00
Offer good with coupon

Heish man's

.434-5935

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INCl

m

?Ryff?£?%?3ii£S%^^

1

t Market at FUrfiarJe
feesidevEafifi John's

COMPARE OUR TIRE
PRICES WITH THOSE
BACK HOME!

For Opportunities
With A Wlrotow Internet
BuslnoM SOTVICM Company
The dot.com ecomony is strong and growing more powerful every day Driving this
expansion into the wireless internet world is
OneXstream.com. bringing together the
hottest e-commerce business-to-business
companies in the industry today And. here
is the best part - the internet IPO economy
is not just for the techies anymore! We're
looking for ambitious and motivated people
to jump on board as part of our
customer service team, providing business
support to our e-commerce customer base

r

a-Contod Center RaofswitaMve
Interview For Positions In Our New
Customer Care Center
In Herndon, VA
May 2,38.4

Colt 1 -877-434-WORK (9675)
24 P to speak with a representative.
We're looking tor 30-40 people who are familiar with the internet and
would like to build a future working with it Great pay. benefits and your
chance to get pre-lPO equity in a company poised for success
Find out more Call 1-I77-434-WORK OneXstream is an equal
oportumty employer
^^^^^^^^^^^

...dkktMrti
www.on«Xstr«am.com

/*~*\ Harrisonburg
1 »-» *4 \ Mf ■ * ■»
Unitarian
^7 7 Universalists
*

9

-

t

Children's RE 9:30AM
Service 10:30 AM
We respect the inherent worth and

dignity oj every person and
justice, equality and compassion
in human relations.

Nursery Care Available
867-0073
Visitors Welcome

http://lMHne.rica.net/hini
Rl. 33, 5 miles west of H'burg at
Dale Enterprise

n TO 7:00 m
Eagle Creek Travel Packs,
Duffles ana Accessories
15% off

Tnundernead Sleeping Bag
Ly The North Face
Starting at

Assorted Sportswear
from High Quality
Outdoor Companies
up to 60% off

The
Jt
Kaffec
Klatsch
«i>up<srb

Pry's Birthday Special
15% off Dog Packs,
Water Bowls, Collars,
Leashes & Toys

ijk.

ill

L.

Wilderness
*•• OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT
HARRISONBURG.

VIRGIN./

1544 E««« M«M-Uet Street
(540)434-7234

Dana Designs
Gregory
Kelty
Jansport
Selected Packs

up to 40% off

Smith

Patagonia

Sunglasses

Sportswear

10% off

15% off

Selected" MSR Stoves
20% off

Select Footwear from
Asolo, \ra«que, Salomon,
The North Face, Lowa,
leva, Tecnica ana Oarmont
]f
Up to 60% off fc&K,

PUR
Water Filters

\Lspresso Prinks
[arge selection of
(gourmet Coffee r3<eans
r3Lack <£ Careen Teas

fcrown &etty fea Pois
Uandmade in E_ngLand

ana Puriliers
15% off

Sale Prices good on in-stock
items through 5/6/00
Enter Drawing to Win
Lowa Shoes or Sierra Designs Tent

E>Lue \VilW Tea bete
! Rou,e 42 South
1YA'Y'T«(VN
U I\ I 1 V/ll Harrisonburg, VA

FARMERS JSk
MARKET I M
879-2183
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FOR RENT
House Apartments
South Mason Street
2 Bedroom Apartment
Available in House
Layman Avenue
2 Bedroom Apartment
Available. Close to
campus.
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
434-5150
CarlOqffcampushousing.com

Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedroom. 2
bath, top floor condo. furnished,
new paint, new living room carpet,
washer/dryer and dishwasher
replaced in
1997.
Family
managed. 10 month lease,
$180/bedroom. parties of 4 only.
Call owner at 5682036 and leave
message or 757 481 0162.

5 Bedroom House ■ Elizabeth
Street. Large private lot. pels
welcome Call 5683068.
Cabin for Rent ■ Graduation
Weekend - Sleeps 4. $200/nighl.
10 miles from JMU. great for
parents/grandparents. 867 9229.
Large One Bedroom Apartments ■
good location, available June 1 or
July 1. $340. No pets. 433-1569.

3, 4, or 5. BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540433-9576.

Almost New Large 1 Bedrooms All appliances. Available August
17. $395 $415. 4334569.

Mt. View Drlva Townhouse - 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance. $180/mo. 1 year lease
(8/00 8/01). One month FREE
rent! 703450-5008.

Roommate Wanted - to share 2
bedroom apartment in house.
Furnished except for bedroom.
$245 rent. 3 blocks from campus!
473 S. Mason Street. Call Jenn.
564O910. Summer and/or next year.

One Room Apartment - walking
distance with bath. $275. waler
included. 867-9375. No kitchen.
Nice S Bedroom, 3 Bath Condo with below market rent. Please
call
434-4424
or e-mail
unvrlty@gle.net tot details,
www. university-realty, com

$150 each
for 4 Bedroom Apartment

$200 each
for 5 Bedroom Apartment
University Realty
434 4424
E-mail: unvrtluilKjte.iwl
wwiDMniiiersitu-reattu.com

Looking for a Place to Live?
www.housingl01.net...Your move
off campus! Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet listings.

For Rent - 4 bedrooms - house.
1/4 mile from campus, quiet,
$200 $210. 70353*1465.

2 Bedroom House • Next to
campus. W/D. available July 1,
$725. 4334569.

Room 1420 Crawford ■ private
entrance, bath, graduate student
preferred, $190. 434 2812.

1 PERSON

Downtown Keezell Building - neat
workspace/art studio space on
4th floor. No lease, no deposit,
$100. Call Margaret. 433 7325.
Sheridan Real Estate.

Rent Entire Floor of Townhouse

$300
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management

434-5150
Miketrortcampushousing. com
Hunter's Ridge • 4 bedroom
condo, $230/bedroom. Landlord
pays electnc, telephone, and water
bills. 2988984.
2 Roommates Wanted - to fill
house. Prefer non-smoker, quiet
individual, $300/person/mo.
Available August 1. 246*700.
8 or 4 Bedroom, 3 Baths ■
furnished or unfurnished. W/D,
D/W. G/D, AC. walking distance,
price negotiable, available August.
8679375.
3 BR Townhouse - University
Court. July, washer/dryer, no pets.
3 BR University Place - washer/
dryer, 2 baths, extra nice, July.
2 BR University Place - 2 baths,
washer/dryer. Call 432 6993.

J-M Apartments
2000-2001
Individual Leases
Singles welcome
Veny nice!
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person. W/D,
D/W, AC, Large Rooms
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closest complexes to JMU1

Kline Realty
Property Management
438 8800

4 Bedroom Hunter's Ridge townhouse. Recently remodeled.
By private owner. $225/mo. $100
sign up bonus. Call 70S421«580.
University Place - Furnished. 3
bedroom, water furnished. $230.
432-1494.
Rooms for Rent - for $1901 Call
Adam Greene, 438-1104.

VILLAGE LANE
TOWNHOUSE
5 Bedroom

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001
COLLEGE STATION - 4 BR
Townhouse, furnished. S225/prrson
3 BR TOWNHOUSE Largo bodraona, :i floors.

nice lurnlshed 4 lilt, waler
included. S185/pcrson
8 BR HOUSE - Duplex. 4HR on
each side. W/D. newxarpel. June
or Aug lease. 9200/prrson
Kline Realty
Property Management
Call Anytime!
438 8800
Large 2 Bedroom Apartment - W/D,
AC. 1.5 bathrooms, 10 month
lease available. Call 564 2659 or
see www castleproperty.com.
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath ■ furnished,
College Station, W/D, GD, D/W,
microwave. $800. Available
August. 867 9375.
Sublet From May 1st - Jury 31st -1
bedroom, (furnished or unfurnished
available), private bath in four
bedroom townhouse in Pheasant
Run. $250/mo. plus shared
utilities. Call Tara. 437-4015.

Tired of Roommates? We have 5
one bedroom apartments on South
Ave. June lease, $375/mo. No
pets. Call 438 8800.
East Market Room - Shared
kitchen, bath, includes all utilities.
$300. 476-2136.
Rooms for Rent - in nice country
home 10 minutes outside
Harnsonburg. Available for
vacationers, relatives, etc. Great rates.
8670410. normanl30intelos.net.
End Unit Townhouse - at Hunter's
Ridge, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
living rooms. 2 balconies, 2
kitchenettes. 1 main kitchen,
washer and dryer. AC, $195/
bedroom. Call 867-9157.

House - 4 Bedroom - fireplace,
basement, large yard, washer,
dryer. 4332126.
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath - water,
sewer, trash included. $420.
Call 867 0338, after 6 p.m.

Summer Sublease! Ashby Crossing.
4 bedrooms available. Call Erin
437-5903.

Close to Campus - House. 4 BR. 2
bath. 2 living. 2 kitchens, W/D,
available January. 4330984.

Apartment for Summer Classes Pheasant Run, new townhome,
just $250. 437-4029.

TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE!
4 BR. furnished or unfurnished units.
Jacuzzi available.
$200 - $250/person.
Funkhouser A Associates
Property Management

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 4
bedrooms, $225 each, group
discount. 433-7229 ext. 127.

3 Bedroom House - Quiet location,
available 8/17/00, W/D, $675.
4331569

434-5150
SttrtlngOottcamputhouitng.com
Dutchmill Court - 3 bedroom townhouse, $600/mo. Avail.August 1.
1 Bedroom Apartment - summer
rental. $320/mo. 4 Bedroom
Townhouse - 3 rooms available.
$200/mo. Available Aug. 1. Call
434-2100.
2 Bedroom Townhouse - Close to
campus. W/D. available June 1,
$500. 4331569.

4 Bedroom Townhouse - for
singles or group.
Awesome
landlord! Call 4381104.

Apartment for Summer - available
June through mid July. 1 bed. 1 bath.
Contact Marty. 703-691-1421 or
martyz 7 7@hotmail. com.

Double-wide Trailer - with deck, on
horse farm. 8 miles from JMU. 2
bedrooms. AC, utilities (except
phone) included in $375/mo. rent.
2349781.

Hunters Ridge Apartment - for
rent, 2000 - 2001 school year.
Call Melanie. 703533-7548.
s

Attention December Grads Looking for a short-term lease?
Limited number of short-term
leases available in brand new
townhomes. 4 bedrooms, 2.5
baths, approx. 1,500 sq. ft. Huge
kitchen with microwave. W/D, AC,
patio/deck and outside storage, no
exterior maintenance. Call 8010660.

College Station Townhouses •
walking distance. W/D, AC, largest
bedrooms around. 2 phone lines,
new carpet. $225. 433^8862.

4 BR House • 65 Fairview. 2 bath.
W/D, microwave, year lease,
available August. 433-0984.

290 W. Water - 3 bedroom, yard,
garage, available June 1, washer,
dryer. $700/mo. 879-9947.

( lose tu i ;HH|)US

UNIVERSITY PLACE - Very

Rent Negotiable.
Walk to Class!
433-3807

Roommates Needed - Roommates
needed in brand new, 4 bedroom.
2.5 bath townhomes. Male/
Female situations available. Huge
kitchens and JMU Ethernet
connections in all units. Rent
starts as low as $250 monthly.
Call 801 0660 for current listing of
situations.

Hunter's Ridge Townhome - 4
bedrooms. $225 each, group
discount. 433-7229 ext.127.

Brand New
Student Townhomes
for Rent/Sale
Beautiful 4 bedroom. 2.5
bath, townhomes with huge
kitchen. W/D. AC. living
room and den. microwave.
patlo/deek. outside storage.
JMU Ethernet eonnectlon.
phone and c:ablc available, no

exterior maintenance.
Call 801-0660
or toll free 877-266-7786
urunv.pheasantrun.net

385 W. Water - 1 bedroooi.
available June/July 1, utilities
included, yard, parking, $450/mo.
8799947.
University Place - 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Call for incentives. 434-8395.

FOR SALE
Beer, Wine Making, Kegeratora,
Gifts - 4326799, Bluestone Cellars.
downtown Harnsonburg.
1995 Ford Probe - 5 speed, black,
extras. Graduating from JMU and
moving back to Germany. Need to
sell! Blue book retail value.
$5,840:
sell
for
$4,600
(negotiable). Call 437 4029 or
adammx9jmu.edu.
Teal, IB-Speed - used only once.
$200, o.b.o. (includes helmet and
lock). Contact Leah, 56&4061.
1989 Toyota Celka OT - 108,000
miles, red. auto., snrf splr, AC,
AM/FM, tape deck. 437-5608.
1989 Honda Accord LXI - 5 speed.
4 door, electric windows. 173,000
miles, $3,300. AM/FM cassette,
timing belt changed at 90.000 mi.,
one owner. 540-886-0567.
Printer, Nearly Unused - 3 months
old. need to sell 437-4029.
Faculty and Students - I will sell
your items in Harrisonburg's
biggest garage sale ever!
Saturday, April 29th. Item drop off
deadline: Friday, April 28th. Call
437 5692 for details.

Classified ads are continued on page 55.

VW Cebrlo 1998 • 15,000 miles,
like new. $16,000. 433-3153.
Moving? Donate Your Surplus to
Usl Gift & Thnft. 227 N. Main
Triumph TR 7 Convertible ■ nice.
80,000 miles, classic, ready for
summer, new top, tires, etc.
$3,500. 434«395.

HELP WANTED

Travel Out West!
Summer internship.
Excellent experience.
Average first summer,
$7,000. Only selecting
independent and
sharp students.
Call Kara at 437-5864 or
contact lepperke@jmu.edu.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
2024525901.
Escape to the Shenandoah Mts. of West Virginia. Timber Ridge
Camps, coed, seeking energetic,
fun-loving male counselors to work
with children this coming summer.
90 miles from Wash. DC. Top
salaries, travel allowance. If
interested, call 800-258-2267 or
e-mail JrCamps0aol.com.
Office Assistant - Part-time (8-12
hours weekly, daytime, flexible
hours). Home office environment.
Responsibilities include: answering
phone, returning calls, computer
work, filing, general office
organization, etc. Would prefer a
nsing junior or senior available from
this
summer
until
next.
Interested? Call Greg. 433-0360
or
e-mail
resume
to
djconnect0aol.com.
Shenandoah River Outfitters - is
hiring school bus (manual) drivers
able to lift 85 lbs. for work at the
canoe livery. Must be outgoing,
energetic and able to work
weekends. 800-6CANOE2.

Congressional Camp
in Falls Church
needs a qualified staff to
work June 19 - August 25.

Call 703-533-9711 or e-mail
campdirt9conjrreisionalschools.org
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics, VCRs,
TVs, home and car stereo,
PlayStations, etc. Call Mike's
Electronics, 434-8800.
Painters - Summer Positions Richmond's west end. full time,
bonus! 804-527-9668.
Sophomore or Junior Preferred Business
major
to
work
immediately on Fridays &
Saturdays and full time in summer
at local business. Could lead to
full
time
employment
at
graduation. Possible living facility
furnished. Send brief resume to
Box 735, Dayton. VA or phone
434-0143 after 5 p.m.
Aquatics - Now hiring for all
positions. Community Pool Mgr.
Supv. and lifeguarding in Northern
Virginia. Call now! 1-800-316-5433.

Part-time Bilingual (Spanish/
English) - home/school liaison
positions open through the
Shenandoah Valley Migrant
Education Program. Contact Tonya
Osinkosky Perez or Anita Warner at
433-7956 for more information
(closing date for resume
submission: May 19th).
Looking for Work Next Fall?
University Parking Services is now
hiring student employees for the
2000 • 2001 academic year. If
you're interested, stop by
Shenandoah Hall to complete an
application or call 568-6105 for
more information.
Staying In the Burg this Summer?
Two positions available: sales
person and delivery person for
local furniture store. 4330909.
Summer Day Camp Staff - Now
hiring: Sports Camp Dir., Sr.
Counselors for teen travel camp,
Jr. and Sr. Counselors for
preschool and elementary camps.
Specialists: Music. Cooking.
Sports, Science, Arts & Crafts, Sr.
Counselor for arts camp. Four 2week sessions: June 26 - August 18.
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. or 3 p.m. daily. Call
Beth Greenburg. 703-323-0880,
x27. E-mail BethG0jccnv.org.
Jewish Community Center of
Northern Virginia. 8900 Little River
Turnpike. Fairfax. VA 22031.
Fun
Job,
Oood
Working
Environment - Tour guides wanted.
No experience necessary. We will
train. Immediate openings. Full
and part-time positions. Flexible
hours. Call for appointment.
Endless Caverns. 896-2283.
Dairy Queen - Now accepting
applications for summer positions.
Full and part-time available.
Starting at $6/hr. Cash sign on
bonus. Apply in person, 810 Port Rd.
Video World Canton Street - now
hiring part-time help for summer
and fall. Applications, information
available in store or call 4340913.

Outstanding
Positions for
Graduating Seniors

Latin Tutor Needed - for
homeschooled student who lives
close to campus. Please call as
soon as possible. 433-6661.

Immediate openings for our
Northern Virginia offices for
bright beginners for entry level
administrative/research
positions. We are looking for
motivated, computer literate
individuals who want to start
with reception/secretarial
work and be trained for
analytical/research work.
Excellent compensation package
and room for growth. US
citizenship is required.

Greet Opportunity for Restaurant
Major, Etc. - Would like someone
with food experience. Must have a
good previous job reference.
Starting pay $8.50/hr. Apply in
person at Kline's Dairy Bar. 58 E.
Wolfe St., downtown Harnsonburg.

Please send resume and
expected salary to:
TAC Technologies,
4036 Wllliamsburg Court,
Fairfax. VA 22032
or fax to 703-359-6249.

Oat Published! Oat Paid!
maincampus.com seeks students
for stories ranging from politics/
sex/culture/opimons. $25 per
story!
E-mail
us
at
earn0mamcampus.com.
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HELP WANTED
Wildlife/Natural Resource research firm Is hiring polite,
professional, reliable people with
computer skills to conduct
telephone surveys (no sales). The
Orlando Sentinel recently called us
-one of the nation's foremost
researchers on the environment."
Looking for people who will be
available all summer and
Interested
in
Immediate
employment. Part-time; Mon. • Fri.
evenings. Sat. daytime;$6 ■
$15/hr. Apply at 130 Franklin
Street: no phone calls please.
Gymnastic* Instructors Wanted Harrisonburg Partis and Recreation
is looking for summer gymnastics
instructors. Classes are held
evenings, approximately 2 nights
per week from 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.;
depending on the amount of
interest and number of students
that enroll. Call 433-9168 for
more information.

RMH Wellness Canter • is seeking
a part time Membership Sales
Representative to work primarily
evenings. Responsibilities include
direct sales, member retention,
and health promotion. Successful
candidate must be organized,
dependable, and display strong
communication and customer
service skills. Working knowledge
of Microsoft Office computer
programs is a must. Interested
candidates should submit an
employment application along with
resume to RMH Wellness Center
at 501 Stone Spring Road.
Harrisonburg.
VA
22801.
Employment applications may be
picked up at RMH Wellness
Center's front desk. For additional
information call 4334334.

Swim Instructors Needed - for
children's lesson program in
Harrisonburg (June and July). WSI
preferred,
experience
and
references required. Submit name,
experience, and three references
to: Swim School. P0 Box 182,
Bndgewater. VA 22812 0182
Lifeguards! Now hiring all
positions. Northern VA area.
Training available, full and part lime.
Top pay! Call Kelly, 800-33&3692.

Students to Help on Horse Farm ■
in exchange for lessons and riding
privileges. 30 mln. from JMU.
Opportunity to show and foxhunt.
Very flexible. 828 3223 for
information.

Your

children
are a real

credit
to you.

$500 each

Our Company la Growing • and we
need dynamic individuals who want
to earn lots of money. If you are
looking for a positive work
environment, then we have what
you are looking for. Most positions
are part-time Monday-Friday
evenings. No experience needed •
we train you! Fill out an application
for the Special Promotions
Department at 745 E. Market St..
Harrisonburg.
Part-time Otic* Job - 12 hrs/week.
Strong Oak Spine Care and Physical
Medicine. $6.75/hr. 801-0926.

They're your pride and joy.
And they can save you up to
$500 each, subtracted off your
federal Income Ux.The Cliild'lax
Credit is an important benefit
of the Taxpayer Relief Act.
Who (|tialifics? Each dependent
child, or descendant, stepchild
or foster child under 17 as of
12/31/99. Must be a U.S. cili7.cn
or resident.
Credit is reduced when your

modified Adjusted Gross Income
exceeds certain limits. Special
rules apply for three or more

Earn Up to $500 - per week
assembling products at home. No
expenence. Info: 1 504-646-1700.
Depf VA-4806.
Counselor - looking for a challenge
working with adolescents? New
Dominion School seeks individuals
who are committed to helping
others grow by being a positive
role model in a wilderness setting.
These individuals must possess a
good work ethic, be enthusiastic,
and open to learning new ideas.
Must possess strong leadership
skills as well as excellent people
skills. Backpacking and conoeing
expenence a plus. Excellent benefits
and starting salary. Room for
advancement. Bachelors degree
required. Please call 8049832051
for more information.

WANTED
Seeking Driver - to take vehicle to
Salt Lake City, Utah. All expenses
paid. Call 540-337-8113.

Need Happy, Good Home ■ for
adult chow/lab mix. House
broken, friendly, well trained! Free
to good home. Ask for Donna,
8967666.

PERSONALS
Congratulations to Zeta Tau
Alpha - for winning Greek Sing!

WEB LINKS

Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt an infant. If you're
considering adoption for your baby,
call collect. 3013400397.

Come Canoe, Kayak or Tubel
http://m*w.shenandoahriver. com

Subscriptions to The

SERVICES

Breeze are available!

Faculty & Students - Come to
Harrisonburg's biggest garage
sale ever! Saturday. April 29.
1191 Devon Lane (College Park
Ashby Crossing Clubhouse). 8
a.m. until all merchandise sold.

For only $30 for third class
mail, or $75 for first class, you
can receive a full year of

The Breeze'.
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Sreoze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC680S
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

NOTICE
For more information and assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business oppoaumtics.
contact rj»c Bcncr Business Bureau. Inc
I -WJ0-S.V1-.VM)I

SCHOOL'S OUT FOR SUMMER!
SCHOOL'S OUT FOREVER!
Seeking valuable work experience?
Looking to enhance a resume or jump-start a
career? Need spending money?
Your goals are our goals!
Affinity Staffing offers exciting opportunities for college
students & graduates in the area's leading industries:
Telecommunications, medical research, social sciences,
government contracting, software development, engineering,
human resources and others!

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
Research and Project Assistants, Admin and Office
Assistants, Customer Service and Help Desk Reps, Data
Entry Operators, Receptionists & MOREI

children.
For full details, see your
999 lax booklet. Or check the
IKS Web site: www.irs.gov

Affinity offers top pay, free training, career counseling,
bonuses, "Scholar Dollars" and benefits - with no fees!
Full- & part-time temp, direct-hire and seasonal
positions available in Northern VA and DC

j^.ffinity Staffing
"tk e personaI Jiff* rence

'SM

Tel: (703)691-1891
Fax: (703) 691-3282
www. affinity-staffing, com

DON'T MISS OUT

It's the last SMAD Dog Days
at Anthony-Seeger Hall!

Friday @ Noon
outside of Anthony-Seeger
Student awards inside the
auditorium at 11:30 a.m.

56 THE BREEZE I

NEED CASH FOR SUMMER?
$75 CASH if you sign a lease
$100 CASH EACH if you and fl]
3 others sign a lease at
SOUTH VIEW, STONE GATE,
&THE COMMONS
nil.-. I ,,<!•; M.iy Mh

B18689505A

OFFICE HOUR8

1068 N Lois Lane

Mon..Frl.9t.m..7p.m.

432-0600

Sit. Noon-4 p.m.

VWt our wobilto
www.lbjllmitod.oom
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Jerry Yang, Chief Yahoo!

Robert Desmond

By Michelle Silver
Age: 32
Born: 1968 in Taipei, Taiwan
Birth name: Yang Chih-Yuan
Move to America: Immigrated to
San Jose, Calif, when he was 10
(adopted the name Jerry).
Founded Yahoo!: In April 1994, in
his dorm room at Stanford, with
roommate and partner David Filo
Business origins: "Jerry's Guide to
the World Wide Web" (original
name) started as a list of Jerry and
David's favorite web sites.
First offices: A trailer on the
Stanford campus
Current offices: A complex in
Mountain View, Calif., with purple
workstations and Foosball tables
Yahoo! stat: 30 million visitors per
month

(rdesmond@steamtunnels.net)

Marital status: Married to Akiko (a
Yahoo! marketing director) in 1997
Favorite downtime activities:
Watching ESPN, golfing, biking and
watching sumo wrestling (the original
Yahoo! servers were named
"Akebono" and "Konishiki" after
famous sumo wrestlers)

Chief Operating Officer
Joseph Freeman
(jfreeman@steamtunnels.net)
Managing Editor
Keith Powers
(kpowers@ steamtunnels.net)
Creative Director
Audrey Borowski
(aborowski@steamtunnels.net)

Favorite foods: Taco Bell, pizza,
Vietnamese beef noodle soup
Business card label: Jerry Yang,
Chief Yahoo!
About working at Yahoo!: "It's the
best job I've ever had—actually, it's
the only job I've ever had." •
Have you started a business of your
own in college? Tell us about it.
Write to editor@steamtunnels.net

Contributing Writers
Nicholas Montfort
(nmontfort@steamtunnels.net)
Jack Teems
(jteems@steamtunnels.net)
John Walker
(jwalker@steamtunnels.net)
Karen Zierler
(kzierler@steamtunnels.net)
Contributors
Christopher Desmond. Erin Hagedorn,
Julie Short. Michelle Silver
Corporate Information Technology
David Stifter

For the complete story of how
Jerry Yang founded Yahoo!, visit
, www.steamtunnels.net

Net worth: $3.7 billion, #32 on
Forbes Tech list of richest people

Founder & President/Editor-in-Chief

(dstifter@steamtunnels.net)
Web Development
Aaron Bell
(abell@steamtunnels.net)
Lawrence Centilello
(lgentilello@steamtunnels.net)
Tuyen Truong
(ttruong@steamtunnels.net)
Regional Marketing Managers
Andrew Gregory - Northeastern Region
(agregory@steamtunnels.net)
Saul Lookner - Southeastern Region
(slookner@steamtunnels.net)
David Mars - Mid-Atlantic Region
(dmars@steamtunnels.net)
Peter Maugeri - Southwestern Region
(pmaugeri@steamtunnels.net)
Tony McRoberts - Midwestern Region
(tmcroberts@ steamtunnels.net)
Matthew McRoberts - Western Region
(mmcroberts@steamtunnels.net)

Steamtunnels. is a publication of
CollegeWebCuide.com, Inc.
Copyright © 2000
All Rights Reserved
CollegeWebCuide.com, Inc.
220 Boylston St., Suite 302
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
tel(617) 964-S060
fax (617) 964-5065
info@steamtunnels.net
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Meet the staff of Steamtunnels
Tuyen Truong, Director of Web Development
Tuyen is a recent graduate of Stanford University, where he majored in biological science. An avid entrepreneur, Tuyen is one of the founders of the original
Steamtunnels web site at Stanford University. He lived in Atlanta prior
Oto attending college, and is now making plans to make San
Francisco his home. Tuyen has already been accepted to several
I medical schools, but is deferring his acceptance for 3 years so
' that he can head up the development of the Steamtunnels web
site. When he is not working on Steamtunnels, Tuyen can be seen
mountain biking around the Bay area, clubbing in San Francisco and
soaking up the California sunshine.

Scott Parmenter, Boston University Campus Representative
Boston University Campus Representative Scott Parmenter is a junior in the college of engineering. A native of Valencia, Calif, Scott is a member of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers, belongs to Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, and works at the BU
Daily Free Press as production manager for The Muse.
Scott is one of our most productive campus reps, and is
clearly enjoying his work at Steamtunnels: "Steamtunnels.net is
a great home page—not only are campus, city, and nighttime
events posted daily, but so are links for all sorts of really
informative college related web pages."

There's One
Million of Us!
Steamtunnels magazine is now officially over 1,000,000 circulation. We
made the announcement in a press
release at the College Media Convention
in New York on March 17th. We are continuing to add schools and readers every
week—Steamtunnels is carried in over
100 college newspapers.
If you're reading this, your college is
part of the Steamtunnels network. Write
to us at info@steamtunnels.net to learn
more about joining the Steamtunnels
team and becoming a campus representative at your school.

See you in August
This is the last issue of Steamtunnels for
the school year. We'll be carried by your
college paper on a weekly basis in the
fall—look for our special Back to School
issue on August 24th. And log on to our
web sjte, www.steamtunnels.net, and find
out more about free email, chat rooms
and other free student services.

Advisory Board
Steamed?

Darryl J. Brehm
University of Illinois, Chicago

Let us know about it—write to editor@steamtunnels.net

Kathryn Lawrence
University of Texas at Austin

Your biased presentation ofpresidentmatch.com and selectsmart.com/PRESIDENT

Brendan Maher
Soyouwanna.com, Inc.

in your Voting section [Web reviews, Feb. 2000; find them at
www.steamtunnels.net/webguide] is obvious and offensive. What gives you the right
to imply that fringe candidates are bad and mainstream is good? If you are going to
present information, how about doing it in an objective and unbiased manner? I, for
one, would all appreciate it. None of your other blurbs are biased.
Ba zooki
bazooki@yahoo.com
Hey I just want to say that I love your magazine and I read it all the time. I attend
Florida State University and there is a new entertainment web site here called
seminoleEMPIRE.com. It has great satirical articles and jokes.
Jessica Ziady
nolechic5537@yahoo.com
Editor's note: Log on to www.steamtunnels.net for links to seminoleEMPIRE and

Stacey Nail
California State University,
Long Beach
Laurie-Ann Paliotti, M.Ed.
Brown University
Blaise Provitola
Florida State University and
University of Florida
Ronald Spielberger
University of Memphis
College Media Advisors,
Executive Director
Alan Waters
West Virginia University

lots of other Florida State informational sites.

Corrections
Last month we mistakenly provided the wrong URL for the incomparable Darwin
Awards. To read about man's stupidity to himself, log on to www.darwinawards.com.

On the cover
Yahoo! co-founder Jerry Yang
speaking in Beijing.
© Reuters Newmedia Inc/CORBIS
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By johnny Walker (Black

Cheap Digital Cameras
Three new models for under $100
By Nick Montfort

Rock Poets Society
Time has not been kind to the rock poet. In a musical world
where audience consciousness is formed by the quick-cut
mentality of MTV, is the rock poet a hopeless anachronism?
Two new releases, Gung Ho by Patti Smith (Arista), and Ecstasy
by Lou Reed (Reprise), provide a mixed answer to that question.
First, the good news. Gung Ho is a stunning return to form
by the original punk poetess, after years of substandard work.
After the deaths of her husband. Fred "Sonic" Smith of MC5
fame, her friend and ex-lover, photographer
Robert Mapplethorpe. and her brother Todd,
Smith's 1996 Cone Again and 1998 Peace
and Noise were mortality-obsessed, as the
singer blurred the lines between private and
public selves. But while Gung Ho's cover features a photo of her recently deceased father,
Smiths father is
the album is more a celebration than a wake. Patti
pictured on the cover of
her new CD Cung Ho.
Gung Ho finds Smith taking on the role
of social commentator, like her late mentor Allen Ginsberg. On
the rockin' single "Glitter In Their Eyes," she scathingly critiques
a society that has so easily fallen back into the "greed is good"
ethos of the '80s. And in "Strange Messengers." Smith throws
away the lyric sheet to go off on an extended improvisation, taking on the persona of a deceased black slave excoriating today's
nihilistic street youth. Gung Ho shows Patti Smith in peak form.
Sadly, the same cannot be said for Lou Reed's ironically named
Ecstasy. Reed has become so enveloped in himself, what with sanitized PBS documentaries, published collections of lyrics (the new
Pass Thru Fire) and the like, that he is unable to do anything except
regurgitate past versions of himself. Ecstasy is proof
that, if you're gonna be a poet, it's best to have
something to say. Only on the epic, free-form poem
"Like A Possum" do
For links to Patti Smith >
we get any
and Lou Reed fan clubs,
glimpse of the
label affiliations, chat
man who
groups, music reviews
i penned classics
and more, log on to
'like "Heroin" and
www.steamtunnels.net
"Sister Ray." •

The new hobby of digital photography used to be expensive,
but that's changed. A digital camera can be acquired for one
picture of Ben Franklin, bringing them to budget-conscious artists.
Even the best of these ultra-low-cost cameras takes noticeably
pixilated photos. (Not "grainy" photos; grain is a property of film.) If
super-sharp reality capture is your aim, cheap
M
^M^^ digital photography may disappoint. But il
W^^
you re experimenting with digital art. or just
^ ^f\ B want casual snapshots, the under-$ 100 digital cameras are for you.
There are three cameras available for
under $100. The ixla Photo Easy hooks to
USB or serial lines, stores 30 photos, but
lacks an LCD display to view the pictures you've taken. A Mac version
of the camera is in the works. The
__^^^^^^^^^^^^_^
Mustek VDC-3 500, with only a
If you're looking to
serial port, stores 8 photos. At lower
experiment, or just want
resolution, 26 images can be stored.
casual snapshots to
Finally, the Agfa ePhoto Smile can
serve as memorabilia,
hold 16 photos and has a serial interthe under-$100 digital
face, but has been reported to burn
cameras are for you.
through batteries.
At an even lower price. Polaroid offers the PhotoMax Fun
Digital 3 20 Creative Kit for about $60. Sans an LCD display, the
camera has 320x240 resolution and 2MB of memory to keep about
15 images. Occasionally, great media systems are tucked away in the
toy aisles, as when Fisher Price offered the incredible Pixelvision PXL2000 video camera a few years ago. Now kiddies are being sold the
flashless JamCam. which retails for about $80. but requires long
exposures to acquire its 640x480 images. Only steady hands (or a
tripod) and bright outdoor lighting can bring decent results.
Besides the Jam Cam. there's Matell Media's camera (variously branded Barbie, World Wrestling
Federation, and Nick Click) which can
For the complete look at
be had for about $60. Polaroid plans
cheap digital cameras, and
more of Nick Montfort's
to roll out a just-under-$100 l-Zone
articles
on technology
Pocket Combination Camera later
tools and trends, log on
this year. This one will sell in other
to www.steamtunnels.net
retail outlets as well as toy stores. •

i

Soyouwanna... Avoid a ticket? Here's the inside scoop.
Nothing can ruin your day like getting a
traffic ticket. But if you take our advice,
you'll see it's pretty easy to talk your way out of
one. Avoiding a traffic ticket involves two things:
not getting caught in the first place, and knowing what to do if you do.
The trick is not to draw attention to yourself. Dirty cars, bizarre bumper stickers, loud
music and red cars all attract attention; make
your car look as bland as possible. It also helps
to know the ticket quota system in your neighborhood. It's true: traffic cops have a quota
each month. The beginning of the month and
the end of the month tend to be the heaviest
ticket-doling times.
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And find out from friends where
they have gotten hit with tickets, and
be careful around those streets. And
if you're traveling, there's an online
source that you must check out,
www.speedtrap.com, a state-by-state
guide to speed traps, updated daily.
If you do get pulled over, two things help:
Crying and begging. DON'T say that you or your
passenger is sick (too much acting). A surprisingly
effective story is "Officer, I really need to use a
restroom. Could you please follow me to the nearest rest stop?" Officers will occasionally understand. If the officer asks you any questions ("Do
you know how fast you were going?"), always play

dumb. A cop would rather give a ticket to a
smart person who knowingly broke a rule
than to a moron who made a mistake.
NEVER be a wise guy. Asking for the
cop's badge number, trying to bribe him.
asking to see the radar gun, trying to act
like a big shot—anything that puts the
cop on the defensive—is bad news. If you do
get a ticket, fight it in court.
Not that we encourage you to speed, of
course... •
For complete details on avoiding a traffic
ticket, log on to www.steamtunnels.net.
For how-to articles on all sorts of cool
stuff, visit www.soyouwanna.com

^

wwwhat's love got to do with it?
Never has it been easier to date, mate and relate online.
Most web savvy students have no problem striking up cyber
conversations and embarking on virtual relationships. Here's some
personal looks at online plug-in action.
Bowdoin College student Aimee says. "Nobody
dates in college anymore. You just sorta hang
out. So having email and chat room friends is
cool because it's casual."
Michael, studying in Pittsburgh, says,
"there is certainly something to be said for
drunken hook-ups, cross-campus walks of
shame and all that. But some people are
looking for an exchange of words as well as
bodily fluids."
Princeton student Samantha offers
this: "I think that women in particular are
very taken by the written word. Just think
of how many romance
novels we sit around and
We signed on under
read—we fall for that stuff.
It's also a way for frat guys
two aliases to see
to have actual meaningful
what kind of a
communication."
A woman at
response we'd get.
Boston
"Super Star Phoebe" University
relates this
has been getting a
cyber success:
lot of play.
"For a year, I'd
noticed this
"Friendless Flute
cretin of a guy
/er" hasn't
been
'layer
hasn t been
who was always
grunting at parso popular.
ties. Around the
same time, I met
an online friend who sent me all of these philosophical Ayn Rand quotes and was a real deep
thinker. It turned out it was the same person."
Students who are willing to accept the risks and
responsibilities of dating in general have access to a
number of web sites for hooking up. Whether these
sites are dominated by the geeks, the freaks, the brave or the funloving depends on where you look.
Breaking the Ice
The first commandment you should adhere to when choosing a site is "Never pay." One example of a cornball ripoff is the

By Erin Hagedorn

College Date Line (http://members.tripod.com/~lnstitute/
college.html). The cheese factor here is exorbitantly high. It
actually starts off with "College students are known to appreciate and enjoy the differences and similarities of those around
them." Whatever. These guys require you to use 1 -900
number for $2.99 a minute before signing
on. Skip it.
Fortunately, the cash-for-love scenario
is the exception rather than the rule. Check
out a site called College Matchmaker
(www.college.matchmaker.com), a free link on
the College Connection Web site.
Unfortunately, even though it's free, this site
is extremely time consuming. After filling in
30 quick hit answers (your gender, sexual
preference, appearance, location, religion—
and pet preference!), you still have to wade
through 23 essay questions. You end up with a
really comprehensive profile of potential dates,
but it takes so damn long to fill out the form that only the truly
dedicated (desperate?) stick with it.
Less time-consuming is Swoon.com. With free personal ads,
advice columns, horoscopes and chat rooms, this
place is all about hooking up. "I like having your
first connection with somebody center around personality, rather than appearance," says Aaron, a
Chicago-based Swoon success story. About his
Internet gal-pal, he says: "So far, so great. We've
been corresponding and we exchanged pictures.
We're meeting for the first time in person later
on this week."
The best part ofCollegedates.com is that
you can meet people from your own school—you
can pinpoint a geographic area and hone down
your search to people that you're likely to be
able to go see, if it works out. And you can
search by personality profile, so you can easily
weed out the people you've already met in "real
life" and didn't like.
College Chat (www.collegechatroom.com), one of the easiest
sites to use—it only takes a minute to register. We signed in under
two aliases to see what kind of a response we'd get. "Super Star
Phoebe" has been getting a lot of play. "Friendless Flute Player"
hasn't been so popular.
So log on for love—it may be out there, after all. •

Neat Net TrirU

By l^rk Teem<

Email Test

Who Wants to Be Prez?

Is it Animal, Vegetable or HTML?

If you wonder if your email is working,

You can see if you have what it takes to be

Impress your grandmother! The old parlor

address it to Avvw.TestHTML@wopr.com.

president at www.phoenixnewtimes.com/

game known as 20 Questions is back, resid-

This will not only prove that you're get-

extra/president/. The latest Shockwave is

ing at http://207.236.3.210/avm html. It

ting out, it will also confirm whether your

required. Poll the electorate or call an
advisor for help; or cheat by retrying a

uses a form of artificial intelligence to build

setup is adequate to receive email in
HTML format.

wrong answer on your way to 50 million
votes and election.
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on information gained from site visitors. •
For more Neat Net Tricks, visit
isitN
www.NeatNetTricks.com.
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Steamtunnels Special: Best Job Search Sites
conduct a worldwide job search. The site has
potential, but the seven-step log-in screen takes
Graduation looms. The "real world" will
10 to 15 minutes to complete.
CollegeRecruiter.com (www.college
soon invade your cushy student existence. Face
recruiter.com) targets college students and
it—you need a job. You're not alone though.
recent graduates with entry-level career opporSome 50 percent of college seniors have yet to
tunities. You click on an occupational field (from
find a job by the time graduation rolls around,
arts to real estate) and then specify a region of
according to the National Association of
the US, and the recruiter will list job options.
Colleges and Employers.
Two sites that link up with college career
Nowadays, searching online is the only way
centers are eRecruiting.com (www.erecruiting.com)
to look for work. While employment sites all
and JobTrak.com (www.job
offer the same thing, some are
trak.com; a Steamtunnels advertailored for the new graduate.
< olli'xcRecruiter.iiim
tiser). eRecruiting is affiliated
A prime example is
with about 80 schools, while
ThePavement.com (www.the
JobTrak has formed partnerships
pavement.com). If you have zero
with a whopping 1,000 career
work experience (lifeguarding
1
centers. To access both sites,
doesn't count), this is a great
you must be a student or alumplace to start. Billed as a "careeri£=t~^~S£T
nus from one of the participatbuilding site,'' ThePavement.com
ing campuses. JobTrak has some
provides access to a national
pretty impressive stats: more
database of entry-level and
than 900,000 job openings
early-career opportunities, as
were posted on its site in 1999,
well as services that help you
^^^^~~—
and more than 55,000 job-seeking students,
deal with money management, apartment huntgraduates and experienced professionals
ing, car buying and more.
JobDirect.com (www.jobdirect.com) targets
access the site daily. Talk to your career center to determine if your school participates in
a similar audience. Founded by two young
either program (don't forget to ask for the
entrepreneurs during a cab ride, this site claims
login password).
to understand the new grad's needs. How? Well,
Two larger job sites are Monster.com
for one, if you don't have a resume, you can
(http://monster.com), which boasts more than
build one here. Then, from the minute you fin362.226 job openings at any one time, and
ish your resume, JobDirect's computers will
CareerPath.com (www.careerpath.com), a combegin to search for jobs for you. When they
pilation of Help Wanted ads from the nation's
find a job that matches your skills and needs,
leading newspapers. The downside
you get an email. Employers like
of both is that neither is specifiSun Microsystems, the Peace
cally geared toward the undergrad.
Corps and J.R Morgan search
However, you can't beat these for
JobDirect's database every day
their breadth of offerings.
looking for good candidates.
Clearly, there are other sites
WetFeet.com (www.wet
out there that can be used sucfeet.com) gives you the lowdown
cessfully to find a job
on companies, industries and
(www.JobNetwork.com and
careers. More than just a reprint
www.JobsOnline.com, among othof the corporate brochure,
ers), but these are mainly web
WetFeet talks to employers,
sites for established professionanonymous employees and
als. Quintcareers.com has a list of the 50 best
experts to find out what makes the company
job-hunting resources, which might be of help
tick. If you're thinking about working for a big
to the novice.
company, start here. Typical job listings include
But if the thought of parking yourself in
Chase Manhattan, Bear Stearns, E'Trade, Cocafront of a computer screen for 40 hours a week
Cola, Deloitte Consulting and Xerox.
is not appealing, there's always ActionJobs.com.
There's a site that's been generating interHere, you can find a job on an offshore oil rig,
est lately due to its mission to reach job seekers
at a dude ranch or sailing school, or as a highin the US and beyond. CampusCareerCenter.com
rise window washer. The world is your oyster.
(www.CampusCareerCenter.com) enables stuCo forth and conquer.
dents on campuses throughout the world to

By Julie Short
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Get Out of Bed
Mr. Wakeup
www.iPing.com
If you absolutely have to get up, alarm clocks
often aren't up to the job. But when the phone
rings, most of us can make it out of the rack. So
register with Mr. Wakeup. They call you at a
predetermined time for free, and even give you
news, traffic info
and a personal
message in the
call. They make
their money
through advertising, so expect to
wait for what you
want to hear. Of
course, you
could just hang
up too.

Music
Rich's Magic Kingdom
www.geocities.com/Paris/Opera/8227/Com
mercials/Commercialsl .html
So you just know you've heard that song on
the Mitsubishi commercial, but you don't
know where? Fear not, the unsurnamed Rich is
here to help. This site is a catalog of the
music from almost any commercial you could
think of: the new Jetta theme song, DeBeers'
"Diamond Music," the Cap's musical desecrations. The site includes links to samples of
every song listed, just to be sure.

Games
Card Trick Central
http://web.superb.net/cardtrick/index.htm
It's 11 pm, the Econ final is tomorrow, and
you still have half the book to get through.
What, you worry? Log on to Card Trick
Central, and impress your Prof so much that
he gives you an A anyway. Well, maybe not,
but in case you flunk out and need a way to
make money fast, the site covers tricks from
the most basic techniques (fake shuffles,
palming cards, guessing suits and numbers)
to professional-quality stunts. And for the
real aficionado, there are test questions for
the hard stuff to make sure only "real" magicians get in. A time-waster supreme, and a
great place to learn some top-notch party
performance art.

We want your input! If you know a great site we should review,
let us know. Send the URL to sitereviews@steamtunnels.net

Organize Your Life
Evite
http://www.evite.com/
Be the social butterfly of your universe. Evite is
the one-stop invitation service—and you don't
have to be getting married. On Evite you can
invite friends over for pizza and a video—just
email once and cover the whole gang. Or start
a softball team or a roller-blading group with an
open invitation. A great campus social organizer,
and the easiest way to make new friends.
■Me--.•'A--'-—~ ■•
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online tutorials, the Chem guide also has an
ask-a-scientist option where you can Ask Dr.
Math (ask a specific question, or search an
archive of more than 4,500 previously asked
questions), Ask an Expert or Ask Dr. Neutrino.
History Guide
http://celeste.carleton.edu/curricular/HIST/
guides.html
An extraordinarily in-depth step-by-step
resource geared toward familiarizing students
with all aspects of the study of history. From
the differences between primary and secondary sources to how to recognize the difference
between fact and interpretation in historical
accounts, this site provides tips for critical
reading, research aids (when to footnote/endnote) and a never-ending list of suggested
reading for further study, like E.H. Carr's What
Is History? Better yet? It's not dull. The occasional "philosophy of history" remarks make
you remember why you wanted to study the
subject to begin with.

Free Stuff
Easy$$$
http://go.to/easy$$$
Compiled by a Steamtunnels reader who goes
by the name Slayer4235@aol.com, this is a
great site to find those folks that pay you to
surf the web or read email. Right on the home
page is a chart that lists free services and how
much they pay. You may need to refresh the site
from time to time—it has the feel of a dorm
room application—but that's part of the fun. If
you spend all your time online, why not get
some cash for it?

Study Guides
Chemistry Guide
http://www.woodrow.org/teachers/chemistry/
Part of Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson
Leadership Program in Chemistry, this Ivytinged site is basically a Cliff's Notes for all
Chem students. The best feature is a study
guide which "breaks down" the complicated
subject of chemistry into 25 easily understood
"elements" like the Atom, the Periodic Table,
Chemical Bonds and Molecular Architecture.
You can test yourself in each of the areas
through the category-specific Q&As. Apart
from the plenitude of teaching materials and

Learn to
www.Learnto.com
How about learning some applicable life lessons for a change. This "ability utility" is
geared toward grown-up kids eager to learn
some quick real-life lessons. Articles range from
how-to guides on style and social graces, to
getting along with a roommate, to tips on fitness, technology and travel. Hit the Free
Learning link to read tutorials on Appreciate
Poetry, How to Host a Dinner Party. Hanging
Wallpaper, even how to Understand Basketball.
There's also the discussion area on The
Learnlines Forum, where you can post your own
questions and answers about any quandary:
For example, ask how to make baklava or build
a bookshelf and you'll get a response.

Long Distance
dialpad
www.dialpad.com
If you've got a headset and a PC. you can get
all the free long distance you want at dialpad.
There's lots of free long distance online, but
dialpad is the only one where the person that
receives the call doesn't need to be online as
well—you can call a real phone with dialpad.
The quality is cell-phone at best; a lot depends
on your headset. Customize your own phone
book—every entry has space for home phone,
work phone, cell phones and faxes, so you don't
have to make multiple entries. This works best

with Internet Explorer 4.5 or better. The sign-in
takes about two minutes, and then you're off.

Sell It
eWanted
www.eWanted.com
The world's first "upside down auction" site is a
lazy man's dream come true. The exact opposite
of eBay, this site allows buyers to post what they
want and makes the sellers bid. This means you
don't waste time hunting for what you want, and
there's no fending off other buyers or bidders.
It's all free and has more than 1.000 categories
listing virtually any product or service. It's easy.
You place an eWant ad specifying the items you
want, the type, the color, the location, the condition, anything. Then sellers (dealers, resellers,
spring cleaners) submit you offers.

Female Solidarity
Chickclick
www.chickclick.com/
Women unite! Actually, it's already happened—
on the Internet, at least. First off, Chickclick provides links to other lady sites, from HipMama
("Better than a double prozac latte") to Hissyfit
(with a great guide to road tripping, just for
women). In addition, the Chickclick home page
has services from the practical ("Gotten a Pap
smear lately? Reuse and redecorate") to the
party-animal ("Chick lounge").
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The PC game
industry: Enjoy it
while you can

Customizing Your
Favorite Video Games

By Karen Zierler

By Nick Montfort

The announcement in March of

The most gripping games of recent years are in the first-

Microsoft's new wonder—the X-Box—
has been hailed by some as the death knell for
the PC game industry. But
two major publishers are
working hard to keep it
alive. Black Isle Studios
and BioWare Corp have
resurrected the dying
"computer role-playing
game" (CRPC) genre.
In May Black Isle
plans to release
Icewind Dale, based
on stories from
Forgotten Realms
author R. A. Salvator. By
fall, BioWare expects to release Baldur's Gate
2, which incorporates 3D special effects. We'll
all have to wait for 2001 to see full 3D in the
cooperative
BioWare/Black
Microsoft's X-Box
Isle
production,
may eventually kill
Neverwinter
off the PC game
industry—but until Nights, promoted as a true
then, there's plenty
Dungeon
to enjoy.
Master's dream
(the official site for Baldur's Gate II, Icewind
Dale and Neverwinter Nights is found at
www.interplay.com/bgate2).
And there were several other new titles
released this spring: Raven shipped its realistic
mercenary shooter Soldier of Fortune
(www.activision.com/games/sof/). Don't play
this unless you have a tough stomach! Also out
are Heroes of Might & Magic III: Shadow
of Death, with new artifacts, combat terrain
types, 38 new scenarios and a new campaign.
Also out: Thief 2 (www.lglass.com/thief2/),
the sequel to the atmospheric action-adventure
Allegiance; a buggy High Heat Baseball
2001 (http://gamespot.com/sports/hh2001)
and the popular series Might&Magic VIII
(www.sabinsky.com/mm8/).
So, who cares if they've predicted doom on
the PC horizon? There is still a PC heyday! •
For additional links to all the
games mentioned in this article,
■Jog on to www.steamtunnels.net
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person shooter category—a category created by the id
Software hits Doom and Quake. These games take place in cavernous
environments, corridors of stone or steel. There's a great pleasure in
racing through these worlds, bucking for a frag in a network game.
But there's also an exquisite joy to putting such a setting together,
as any designer will testify. And with the
software available today, you don't have to
be an expert programmer to carve out a
cave of your own.
Just slapping a Doom or Quake level
together, or twiddling around with an existing level, is a cinch—it does, however, take
time and effort to create a truly original
level. Designing a game map with an software editor is a experience that has lots of
appeal to the hardcore.
Once you've learned to use an editor,
the possibilities are almost endless. One
level-building idea is to model your college.
The University of Texas computer science
department challenged students to create
a Doom wadfile that represents its rather
nightmarish building, Taylor Hall. A rule
quickly had to be added: Don't make the
attacking monsters look like professors!
Worldcraft, by Ben Morris, is a widespread favorite for creating Quake levels.
There more than a dozen utilities for examining and editing levels in Doom, Doom II,
Heretic and Hexen are out there. Many
choose Wad Author, the DCK (Doom
Construction Kit) or the DEU (Doom
Editing Utilities). Worldcraft, Wad Author
and DCK are available free- or shareware at
www.stormtroopers.com/ZWR/lbl.htm; DEU is also free at
www.montefiore.ulg.ac.be/~quinet/games/DEU/DEU-en.html.
Two major toolkits now give players a powerful way to create their
own single-player text adventures. TADS (Text Adventure Design
System: www.tela.bc.ca/tela/tads/) came out first. It was followed by
Inform (www.gnelson.demon.co.uk/inform.html), which allows programmers to build story files in the original Infocom format (this is a stodgy
web site that is slow to upload). A college is the setting of one famous
early TADS game, the 1991 Save Princeton, and the excellent 1995
Inform game Christminster takes place at a fictional English college.
Fashioning a text game is tough—both Inform and TADS are true
programming languages—but it certainly isn't impossible. More than
100 homespun adventures were
released last year. •

/"For more links to all the games^
I mentioned in this article, log on
\to www.steamtunnels.net.
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One Country, One Rate
Anywhere, Anytime.

With Bigzoo.com you can:
• Call anywhere in the world
Gel Inslanl Activation (secured on-lim
Not Worry Aboul Minimum Monthly Charges
Check your phono hill in real-lime
(up to the minute!)

a minute

also featuring great rates around the world
[ china ]

[ u.k. ]

[taiwan]

[29.5*]

[8.5*]

[15*]

[s. korea]
C

[14.6 ]

[japan]

[12.5*]
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What is steamtunnels.net?

Featured Article*

We're not just a print publication, we're a web site as well. Log on
to www.steamtunnels.net, and see what we're all about.
What's with the name? Steamtunnels refers to the underground
network of tunnels that runs beneath most college campuses.
Originally created by three Stanford students to supply a hip alternative to mainstream college informational web sites,
Steamtunnels.net has grown into a national web site with over 100

tech guide

affiliated colleges and over 1,000,000 readers.
What's at Steamtunnels.net? Well, read our articles about video
games in this issue (page 10), then log onto www.steamtunnels.net

our college

for more links to sample the games, download shareware or freeware to modify the games, and read more about future trends in
gaming. This is just a sample of what www.steamtunnels.net offers.
For the latest in campus tech news, web site reviews, downloads,
events and fun, log on to www.steamtunnels.net. And coming in

■■

news

August: free email, chat rooms, classifieds and a whole lot more.

local links

Become a Steamtunnels campus representative
If you're reading this, your college is part of the Steamtunnels network.
Steamtunnels will be a weekly insert in your college paper in August. We are hiring
campus representatives at each of our affiliate colleges to help us create local web

i

1

sites. Campus representatives will begin working now, and continue working on
Steamtunnels in the fall.

Log on to
Steamtunnels.net
and register to win
a digital camera!

Campus reps will be paid a weekly retainer. Sophomores and juniors preferred. Good writing, computing, social skills and a passion for the
Internet are a must, along with a willingness to keep abreast of campus
events of all kinds.
If you want to be part of a dynamite Internet publishing company, send a
brief cover letter and your resume to campusjobs@steamtunnels.net.
Steamtunnels is hiring now!

www.steamtunnels.net

